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Mattek>,
The third annual]
of the University of Maine sum"vhool opened at Orono last week,
the direction of Mate Superintendschools W. W. Stetson and PresiThe different departments
Ilarris.
•uducted by the following: Phy‘rof. Stevens; natural history, Prof,
v: mathematics, President Harris;
."try, Prof. Colby; common school
lies. J. R. Pottle.
Summer schools
w in progress at Newcastle, Orono
Saco.
That at Machias will comJuly 27, and at Iloulton, August
:ie prospects seem very favorable
of all these
.e complete success
The school at Orono will be in
three weeks; the others two weeks
The annual tournament of the
■bs of Maine will be held in WaterWednesday and Thursday, Aug. IS
There will be quite a number of
i shots present.
The Waterville
install another Keystone set of
.■ud with this addition they will be
throw lu,U00 or more targets each
Mr. Robert Rexdale, formerly of
!, has been elected Supreme Ora.it* Fraternal Tribunes, an Illinois
'lie society having headquarters at
island. 111. His duties as a lecturer
•nilar to those attached to his former
i«m
with the A. O. U. \V. in the
1
Fraternal Tribunes have a
ed for men and women, and
:i iuce department is a very popuii t.Assoeiate Professor Shailor
\s, formerly ot Colby l uiversity,
e
I ‘iviihty school of the University of
has been promoted to a professov.The annual reunion of the 22b
h'egimeut will be held at Dexter,
i-u
It is said that bb members of
L.ment went from Dexter and that
e number are dead.One of the
anti-slavery societies in Maine
II allowed Female Anti-Slavery
organized in lt>42. The Register
printed its constitution and the
"f its first members.
Its object,
vii by the constitution, was to “dif.e
knowledge necessary to enlist our
:
men
in earnest
and
effective
res for the abolition of slavery.”
few years later a Maine woman,
ie of a Bowdoiu College professor,
died the book which, perhaps, more
any other one agency, was iustruin overthrowing this relic of bar;.The Maine Veterinary Medical
union at their meeting iu Wateradopted resolutions that they bein the efficiency of the tuberculin
s
the sure method of diagnosing
ulosis; that the physical examinafalse and unreliable; that they remake any physical examinations as
ms of
diagnosing tuberculosis.
Clapp, the fiend who attempted to
his wife and take his own life at
>n Falls on June 0, was
given a lieartore Judge Andrews at the Augusta
July 17th. Through his counsel,
>. >. Brown,
Clapp waived exami■u anti
was held
in $3,000 for the
on
the
jury
charge of assault with
to murder. Mr. Brown gave notice
e should make application to have
p committed to the insane asylum for
nation as to his sanity.
Since
pp has been in jail he has been just
ligious as when sent there, and has
.1 the larger part of his time in
'rand reading the Bible.Summer
■e! to Maine shore and lake resorts is
at its height.
The trains are well
and if the season is somewhat late,
are indications that it is not going
dull while it lasts.
Steamer traffic
; ear is far in excess of what it has
been before.An announcement of
-uni interest issues from the Univerof Wisconsin.
The officers have
■d a new post, that of “dean of
Li.” and have appointed as dean
Annie Crosby Emery of Ellsworth,
f. B., 1892, and Ph. D., 1890, Bryn
'■
college, who will also perform the
n
of assistant professor of classical
"!ogy.Captain Fred G. Snow, a
of Sedgwick, and for many years
-blent of Bangor, died on Friday,
Sailors’
9, at
Snug
Harbor,
>
Brighton, Staten Island, New York.
was
83 years of age.F. W.
"f Exeter began his haying Thursday
crew of 40 men.
He has 13 farms
"od size to cut, besides a number of
"'ll fields.
He estimates his crop this
ir at 300 tons and
says it is in every
'•sj.pot better than that of last year.
"i
Eugene Powers, a nephew of GoverPowers, who was a student at the
urn Classical institute a few years
lias been busy of late at his home in
II dton
writing a farcical musical com'iy which is about to be presented by
<cul talent.Fred E. Mclntire, con'hu-tor on Maine central trains numbers
and 29, was found dead at the Falmouth hotel in Portland Saturday morn■m.
He took his train, “the Yankee,”
uto
Portland, Friday afternoon, and
"ent to his room apparently in as good
ualth as he had enjoyed for weeks. Death
resulted from heart disease. Mr. Mc'ntire was one of the most popular passenS' conductors on the road.
He was a
native of Fairfield and had been in the
employ of the Maine Central about 28
.m
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two children who have the sincere
of all.State Librarian L. D.
Carver says that the towns are raising
sums
this year for free public lilarger
braries than last and that the appropriation of $2,500 made by the last legislature will undoubtedly be taken by them_
The dimensions of the new chimney for
the insane hospital at Augusta are something to marvel at. It will be ISO feet in
height, with diameter at the base of 17 1-2
feet, and at the summit of 12 1-2 feet.
The iron cap will weigh 1 1-2 tons.
The
foundations for the pit will be of masonry,
in
feet
thickness and 35 in diameter.
eight
The shaft will be round.
Four 130-horseboilers
are to be set at the base.
power
The town of Eipley has donated $1,000
for a public
library. That, together
with the $300 voted by the town for
that
purpose in
addition, and the
$100 worth of books given by the State,
will give the library a good
start.
.Eadeliffe F. Ford of Biddeford has
been appoiued U. S. Consul at Yarmouth,
N. S.; and Delmar J. Yail of Vermont
succeeds D. J. Kane of Bangor as U. S.
Consul at Charlottetown, P. E. I.The
two lightships at the Bath Iron Works
are rapidly nearing completion and it is
expected they will be ready for service in
about two weeks.
They will probably go
to the station they are to be assigned to
under their own steam, which will be
their official trial trip.A correspondent
of the Eastern Gazette writes about a
very queer incident taking place in Bradford, Me., recently. Mr. Ivory Burrill
was driving home through a shower when
the lightning struck his team, cutting off
both thills and rendering him insensible.
When he recovered consciousness he
found himself in one place, his wagon in
another, and his mare in a third place,
and she had given birth to twin colts,
both of which were dead.Peter Beckman's “barrel boat” is at Bar Harbor.
This wonderful invention is anchored near
the “Tow Path” and at every hour of the
day people are standing gazing and asking questions about the boat. Peter has
taken several short excursions about the
bay and declares that it is only a question
of time before the Frank Jones and Sappho
will go out of service supplanted by the
superior advantages of the cylinder boat.
.During a heavy shower, last Saturday
evening, two horses of Albert Sawyer
in New Sharon, were instantly killed by
lightning. The driver escaped with
slight injuries.Joseph P. Jenkins,
foreman calker at the Kittery navy yard,
died Saturday, aged 34 years.Commander Carletou of the Maine G. A. K.,
has selected the route by which the Maine
party will reach the G. A. II. encampment
at Buffalo, Aug. 23.
It will be over the
Maine Central through the White Mountains and through the Canadas, taking in
Montreal and Toronto.
They will also
make a stop at Niagara. The party will
leave Portland, Saturday, Aug. 21, at
s.45 a. m., arriving in Buffalo Sunday
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Winthrop, editor and publisher, who was
prostrated with the heat July 9th, died
July 10th. The deceased leaves a wife
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serving

positions from brakeman up. He was
unmarried.Edwin E. Packard of East

evening.

In Bkikk.

The United States cruiser

Brooklyn reached her anchorage off
Tompkinsville, S. I., July 17th. The
Brooklyn left New York on June 3 for
England to take part in the Queen’s jubilee arriving at Southampton on the morn-

Fish axd Game. Hon. L. T.
Carleton
chairman of the inland fish and
game
was
asked if there is any
commission,
truth in the reports that there has recently been a big slaughter of game in the
Moosehead lake reigon.
He said: “If
there has been the commissioners have
not been informed of the
fact, and in that
region we have two of the most faithful
wardens on the Maine force.
There has
been some killing of big game this
season,
but not nearly as much as last
year.
There is not such an open
slaughter of
now
as
game
formerly. If a deer or
moose is now killed in close
time, the remains are either carefully concealed
by
burying or are burned. I do not credit
the report that a number of deer and
moose have been
killed by sportsmen
above Ivineo, and that dead animals have
been seen in large numbers.
I do not
mean to say
that the millennium has
been reached, and that no game is killed
in close time, but if there has been a
large
slaughter this season we have not yet
been informed of it.”.The Canadian
fish commissioners have put three more
lots of salmon into the river St. Croix at
Vanceboro.
This makes 200,000 they
have put into the river at this place this
month.The fishing schooner, Fannie
Hayden, Capt. Turner of Boothbay Harbor. arrived at Portland Friday with a
catch of 12,000 pounds of haddock and
cod.It is evident from the number of
moose in
the woods about Moosehead
lake that there is little immediate
danger
of that animal sharing the fate of the buffalo.
As for deer there is no
counting
them, and now it is the farmers, not the
deer, that need protection....,U. S. Fish
Commission schooner Grampus arrived at
Rockland from Gloucester, Mass., July
14th, with 2,000.000 lobster fry from the
hatchery there, to be placed in the waters
along this coast.
Burnham News via

The appearance of the
in the great naval parade elicited favorable comment from those who
saw the grand demonstration.
All on
board are well.The correspondent of
the Associated Press ascertains on inquiry
at the United States embassy in London
that Mr. Whitelaw Reid was not consulted
with regard to the publication of Secretary Sherman’s despatch on the sealing
question and that he had no knowledge
whatever of the document until he saw it
in print.The British ship Maud at Sau
Francisco from Calcutta reports the death
on the voyage of a sailor from what is believed to have been the bubonic plague.
The other sailors had the disease, but
have recovered.
The vessel has been
quarantined.It is reported in London
by way of a Paris news agency that there
is a foundation in fact for the report of an
alliauce between the Spanish and Japanese.Gen. Maximo Gomez is said to
be moving toward Havana with 3,000
men.The NewT York Times says that
tea importers in that city are confronted
by the prospect of a heavy loss on their
importation of 15,000,000 to 20,000,000
pounds of tea which began arriving at
New York about the first of July.
It was
ordered when the general impression was
that Congress would put a duty on tea_
The crop of Missouri this year is roughly
estimated to be worth *20,000,000 and
The
many say the figures are too low.
importance of the crop may be understood when it is understood that it is
worth more than the wheat crops of
Illinois and Missouri combined, with
the cotton crop of Missouri thrown in
for good measure.Word comes from
Sufiield, Conn., that contrary to the
first opinions, the crops were greatly damaged by the heavy rains. Tobacco
especially suffered greatly and it is estimated that at least $50,000 damage has
been done.
In Windsor, it is reported,
acres of young tobacco are under water_
The steam sealing bark Hope with Lieut.
R. E. Peary and party on board, bound
for Northern Greenland, left Boston July
10th, fully equipped for the voyage. The
ooject of the voyage is to bring about an
establishment of a settlement at the most
northern point of Greenland, which shall
be used as a base of supplies for an expedition in search of the North Pole, under
Lieut. Peary in 1898. To this end a party
of Esquimaux will be located at the new
settlement, and will, during the next
year, be engaged in making preparations
for Lieut. Peary’s expedition.Miss
Jean Ingelow, the distinguished poet and
novelist, died in London July 19th. She
was in her 77th year.

Washington Whisperings President

McKinley lias issued au order suspending the operation of ex-president Cleveland’s
order consolidating
the
pension agencies of the country and reducing
their number to 9 from 18.Secretary
Long directed, July 17tli, that a contract

be entered into with the firm of Harlan
A Hollinsworth for the construction of a
390-tou torpedo boat, to cost 8235,000. It
is expected similar contracts will be drawn
up for the construction of smaller vessels
proposed by the Gas Engine A Power
Company of New York, and Wolff A Sewicker of Portland, Ore.The Secretary
of War has gone to Spirit Lake, la., to attend a soldiers’ reunion, after which he
will go to Chicago to participate in the
Logan day ceremonies.Notice has been
given by the Hawaiian government that
no foreign built vessels will be admitted
to Hawaiian register, pending action on
the annexation treaty. Similar notice was
given in January, 1893.Myron H. McCord has been confirmed as Governor of
Arizona.
The vote on McCord’s confirmation as Governor of Arizona was taken
immediately after the Senate went into
executive session, Saturday, and without
further debate.
The vote stood 29 to 18.

Sanford

Hills

Mathews.

| and

his only son being more like that which
between brothers. In the society of
wife and children, amid the delights of his

A shock of painful surprise extended
throughout the entire community last Friday night, July 10th, when the tidings were
spread abroad that Mr. Mathews’ earthly
life was ended. On the preceding Friday,

fireside, business cares were forgotten
and his usual pleasant smile would often
broaden into a hearty laugh, for a quiet love
of fun was one of his characteristics. To a
wide circle of relatives, too, he was a tower
of strength, the one trusted adviser to
whom they instinctively turned in time of

he returned from a business trip to Bar Harbor, somewhat affected by the excessive
heat, coupled with fatigue, but Monday
morning found him at his accustomed place
in his large sash and blind factory, the oldest manufacturing plant in the city. He
was soon compelled, however, to withdraw
to his comfortable home on High street,
where after a brave battle of live days with

disease,

the day of the
funeral, the high regard of his fellow citizens was evidenced by a spontaneous movement on their part to suspend business from
four. The services were held at the
house and were marked by the simplicity
which befitted his useful, unpretentious
life. His pastor, Rev. J. F. Tilton, read the
scriptures, offered prayer and touched briefly upon some of the principal facts in his
history. A solo was sweetly sung by Mrs.
E. S. Pitcher.
lu place of the conventional
bow of crape at the door, two palm branches
spoke to the passers-by of a Christian's entrance into the higher life.
Neighbors and
friends gathered in large numbers and four
two to

he

large household of brothers. When a lad
four his parents removed to Liberty,

of

and there he grew up on a farm, developing the sturdy, noble traits of character
which have ever beeu the glory of New
England’s sons of toil. His native intelligence was broadened by a course of
study at Corinth Academy, and all his life
he was adding to his stock of knowledge by
varied and judicious reading. At nineteen
he started out for himself, going first to Bangor to learn the joiner’s trade, and working
the first year as an apprentice for the munificent sum of fifty dollars and his board!
Linked with his frugal, iudustrious and an-

stemious habits—for he

never

old business associates served as honorary
pall bearers. These were Hiram Chase, L.
A.Knowlton, Henry L.Kilgore and John H.
Quimby. Those who actively served in that
capacity were men from the factory—W. K.
Keene, George Longfellow, E. M. Crocker
and Calvin A. Hubbard, each of whom has
been with the firm for more than twenty
years. The Phomix Lodge acted as an escort to Grove Cemetery where the body was
laid to rest, leaving such a general sense of
loss and regret as rarely stirs a community.
His was a life of strenuous toil, of simple
obedience to duty, of ready service to those
around him, and his epitaph might well be
written in the familiar words of the grand
old hymn:
“Servant of God, well done!
Rest from thy loved employ ;
The battle fought, the victory won,
Enter thy Master’s joy!”

used tobacco

liquor in any form—was a manly recognition of Christ’s claim upon his service and
he promptly united with the Second Baptist church in Bangor, removing his relation to the church in Belfast soon after taking residence here in the spring of 1854. It
is a
rather curious and interesting fact
that his first work in this city was upon a
new house being erected on the lot now ocor

cupied by his son’s handsome dwelling on
High street, nearly opposite the father’s

in

j

j

that of Last

Year,

or

$1,500,000.

same as

for 1800.

The taxing of bicycles is one that, since a
It
year ago, has become far more general.
is a considerable sum that is derived from
this source, and it is the prevailing opinion
that its effect on road improvement is very
marked.
One feature of this is the removing
loose stones from the roads, which previous to
the general' use of the bicycle,
were often disagreeable and a nuisance in

particular, but, becoming almost
prohibitive to bicycling, the pressure toward improvement has been 90 generevery

that communities have found it advantageous in many ways and not so very
expensive either to keep roads “picked up,”
leaving a better impression upon the residents aud tourists. Of a valuation taken
from 14 towns iu Kennebec county, there
are 215 wheels assessed in them valued at
$6335, making an average assessed value $30
apiece.
al

Bangor

Deluged.

Damage Amounting to Thousands Caused by
Cloud Burst.

a

Bangor, July 17. Bangor was visited by
sliower, or more properly, a cloud burst,
to-day, the like of which has seldom been
seen here.
The shower was preceeded by a
small one at 2 o’clock, but the big shower
a

did not strike until about 4 30 and then it
rained as it seldom rains. The shower lasted about 20 minutes and was accompanied
by lightning and heavy thunder, while hailstones as large as robin’s eggs fell all the
time.
The streets of the city was damaged
to the extent of 83,000 and it will requ re
several weeks to put them in good condition
again. The stores along Kenduskeag bridge
suffered considerably from water backing
into the cellars and wetting the stocks.
Crops in the country were damaged very
badly, some farmers losing nearly all of
their crops of garden truck. It is estimated
here to-night that the damage in Bangor and
surrounding towns will amount to §8,000.
—--

Breaks

Record.

Adopts Conference Report on TallflTBill.
Washington July 20. The conference report on the tariff bill was adopted by the
House shortly after midnight by a vote of
185 to 118 and at noon to-day the report will
go to the Senate for action there.
This eclipses all previous records.
The result was accomplished after 12
hours of continuous debate.
But two
speeches were made by the Republicans, one
Gov.
in
debate
and one
by
Dingley
opening
by Mr. Payne in closing. The Democrats
were thus forced to put forth speaker after
speaker, but their bombardment of the Republican position was unanswered. In all
ten Democrats and one Populist spoke.
Every Republican in the House present
voted for the report.
An analysis of the vote shows that 180 Republicans and five Democrats voted for the
report and 10G Democrats and 12 Populists
House

against it.
Washington, July 20. The tariff conference report was presented to the Senate today, but little progress was made on it beyond the formal reading of about two-thirds
of the report. There was no indication of

when the final vote would be reached.

Mrs. Geo. A. Quimby and daughters K ate
and Lizzie left last Friday to spend a week
with Mrs. Geo. A. Gilchrest at Port Clyde.
Mrs. D. A. Gates and daughter Esther returned home to Skowhegan last Friday
from a visit to her brother, Bert Davis.

a

PERSONAL.

Porgy Steamer.

Porgies have been schooling in our bay
for some days, recalling the time, years ago,
when as many as thirty steamers have been

Col. W. H. Fogler of Rockland
city yesterday.

in sight, equipped with nets for
capturing
this bony and oily denizen of the deep. Then
there was no law against seining in the

day for

The porgy disappeared, and so did
the steamers.
Now both have returned,
the oue in accordance with some unknown
law of piscatorial migration, the other in
violation of Maine law. Friday morning a

Llewellyn Carter arrived Friday
Quincy, Mass., for a two weeks’ visit.

solitary porgy

Mr. and Mrs. Milford Weed went to Rockland last Friday for a short visit.

was

seen

in

Horace Crosby

Saturday

visit

Pittsburg, Pa., arrived

of

relatives

in

Belfast.

Miss Ethel Colby is at home for .1 vacation
from Boston, where she has employment.
Bert Stevens went to Laconia, N. II., Tuesto work iii I. M. Cottrell's lunch car.

day,

H. M. Burdette arrived in Belfast
a six months' tour in
Europe.
Mrs. Charles A. Brown went t<> Castine
last Friday to visit her daughter, Mrs.T. E.
Hale.
Mrs.

Tuesday from

Mrs. Helen Manstield of Orouo returned
home Tuesday from a visit to Mrs. Win. S.
Aldus.
Mr. John Perry returned to Rockland last
Friday from a visit to his daughter. Mrs. T.

L. Shute.

Arthur Kalish of Sioux City, I nvj, s
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Kalish.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Richards of Reading,
are visiting Mr. R.’s brother,
S.
Richards.

Mass.,

Mrs. Horace Colburn of Augusta arrived
last Thursday to visit her cousin, Miss Ella
M. Folsom.

Mrs.

Amos

E.

Graves of Marblehead,
to visit her son, Amos

Mass., arrived Monday
H. Graves.
Mrs. R.

S. Smart went to Bangor last
a short stay in Belfast and

Thursday, after
The

The State Assessors, Messrs. Otis Hayford
of Canton, George Pottle of Lewiston and
Win. C. Marshall of Belfast, with James
Plummer of Augusta, clerk, held a meeting
for Waldo county in the Court House, Belfast, Tuesday, July 20tli. All the towns in
the county were represented except Belmont, Burnham, Prospect, Searsmont aud
Swanville. The Assessors report a very
favorable condition throughout tlie State,
Waldo county ranking on an average about
with the others. A few towns show a marked increase in valuation over one year ago,

City

Streets and Sewers.

Swanville.
Miss Alice S. Barton of Newton, Mass.,
arrived Monday to visit Mr. aud Mrs. .John
II. Q nimby.

The worst looking street in Belfast—and
it was as bad as it looked—was Miller street
from Cedar down. The drains were Choked
up. the gutters in bad shape, the roadbed

Mrs. Richard Smith and her little sou
Thomas of Princeton are visiting her sister,
Mrs. Henry Carrow.

gullied

out, hollowed in the centre, and
washed down to bed-rock. The road machine was used here last year at considerable
expense without any good whatever. Street
Commissioner Walker has taken this street
in hand and the result of honest, well directed effort is already apparent. Drains ami
culverts have been opened, the gutters put
in shape, and the road-bed greatly improved
in condition and appearance.
A new sidewalk lias also been laid between High and
Church streets. Spring street lias under-

Mrs. BurtouS. Wight and daughter Marguerite of Brockton, Mass., arrived last

Thursday

in

short visit.

a

Varuum

returned

home

Brockton, Mass., last Saturday, from

|

j

a

to

two

visit at N. S. Lord's.

weeks’

■

>

for

Lena

Miss

this county. Many
towns show a small increase ; many little or
no
change, and a very few, a decrease.
The decrease
is
principally in tillage
and
pasture lands. Woodlands, and the gone similar renovation.
j
I
towns
where
manufacturing industries
have been established, show an increase
Street Commissioner Walker is striking
in the value of real estate. One of the most
at the source of over-flowed streets and the
noted
the
Assessors
is
encouraging signs
by
washing out of roadways by clearing all cul- )
the increase in young live stock in many
verts ami drains and putting the gutters in i|
towns, and an increase in sheep in some.
condition to perform the service for which I
The towns generally are taxing bicycles,
they were intended. This is something that j
and there is a large increase in the number
has been neglected of late, and the work j
strong proof of this lies in the fact that sevowned from year to year, but as the taxes
eral of their employes, who are workmen of
now in progress will save the city
many dolare assessed on property owned April
1st, lars in
a high
grade, have remained with Mr.
!
the future.
In this connection a
1
aud most of the wheels are bought later in
Mathews from twenty to thirty years, and
systematic Hushing of drains and culverts
the season, only wheels a year or more old
were deeply attached to him.
The interest
lias been begun, which serves the double
get taxed, which causes a great shrinkage of
was reciprocal,
lie manifested a kind conpurpose of freeing these conduits from ac- j
the values and consequently of the taxes
sideration for their welfare, and his genial
cumulations detrimental to the public health
realized from them.
and at the same time of Hushing the water
manner, together with a happy way of
Yesterday the Assessors went to Castine
smoothing over difficulties, quickly won their
pipes and hydrants.
for a day’s outing, and to-day they hold a
esteem. This regard was not con lined to
session in Rockland.
local circles, but was shared by all the manH. J. Morrison and F. E. Cottrell began
j
ufacturers and others with whom he had diwork under their sewer contract Monday
Echoes from Last Week’s Storm.
rect dealings. A notable instance of the
with
a
small crew. They fenced 1
morning
While no damage was done here by the
confidence which the firm enjoys among
out, by permission of the Mayor, t he section
business men was seen at the time of the blow last week steamer travel was some- of Church street ou which the work is being
great tire in Belfast in 1878. Their eutire j what interrupted. The M. & M. left Bucks- done, from Grove street to l’earl street, and
plant was then destroyed, lumber, machin- port Wednesday morning for Camden, as also the streets crossing Church street oil
usual, but only went as far as Fort Point that section. They have contracted with
ery and buildings, and the blow was more
severe as they were
just erecting a new and returned to Bucksport in the afternoon. Clarence Ulmer of Rockland to do the stone
factory. But while the embers were still The Penobscot did not leave Baugor for excavation, and his machinery arrived Sunglowing came encouraging letters from Boston, until 4 p. in., and after making her day morning. He will begin work this
prominent business concerns in Boston, urg- landing at Northport Camp Ground she morning with one boiler, two steam drills
ing them to go on and promising the same came to anchor off the North Shore, but left and five men.
prices and discounts as before with any for Bostou in the night.
The schooner Senator, Captain Freeman
Transfers in keal Estate.
amount of time. On the event of their moving into the new factory the present firm Iliitv:liiugs of Winterport, went ashore at 2
The following transfers in real estate were
p. m. Wednesday opposite Buck's ledge.
name of Mathews Bros, was assumed.
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
Mr. Mathews took a justifiable pride in his The Senator was passing down, with severfor the week ending July 21, IS'.>7: Geo.
business, working early and late, and never al other vessels, in tow of tug Bismarck,
Milliken, Bangor, to Rachael D. Haskell, et
and
when
off
Buck's
the
hawsers
of
ledge
taking a vacation until his son graduated
ah, do.; land ami buildings in Islesboro.
from the University of Rochester in 1885. the second tier, in which were the Senator,
Ellen F. Ayer, Liberty, to Harris F. TwitchThen he was away from home nearly two Fannie F. Hall aud Martin W. Bates, parted. ell, do.; land and
buildings in Liberty.
weeks, extending the trip to Niagara and The two last mentioned got their anchors Lucy J. Campbell, Winterport, to Albert E.
the White Mountains. On one occasiou he down in a hurry, and held on, but the Sena- Campbell, do.; land ami buildings in Winterport. Marcellus Whitney. Unitv, to S.
went to South Carolina, at the solicitation of tor went ashore on the sandy beach opposite
P. Larrabee, do.; land in Unity.
Albert A.
friends to examine a lot of lumber for them, the ledge. She struck head on, and while Moody estate, Belmont, to Herbert M
her
went
far
back
into
the hushes
Flagg, Salem; land and buildings in Beljibboom
an indication of
how much others relied |
the land falls off so sharply there that mont. Mary C. Moody, Searsmont, to H.
upon his judgment.
M. Flagg, land and buildings in Belmont.
But business did not wholly engross his her stern was nearly under. She was heavily John A. Harvey, Belfast, to Grace E. Harattention. He was a model citizen, holding, loaded with hay, having a high deckload, vey, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
aud tackles were gotten out to keep her Isaiah C. Tuttle, Unity, to S. S. Brown,|et
it is true, no municipal office yet active in
als., Waterville; land and buildings in
other ways in behalf of good government. from going over when the tide fell. It was Unity. Carrie I. Fletcher, LincolnviHe, to
about
two hour’s ebb when the vessel struck.
Win. McKinley, do.; land and buildings in
He was a staunch Republican, was often
The tug Lincolnville. J. W. Clough, Liberty, to S.
called into the party councils and one was She was bound to Bar Harbor.
J. Gushee, Appleton; laud in Montville.
on with the rest of her tow,
Thursday Hazen V.
always sure that his vote would be cast on kept
Ayer, Mcutville, to S. J. Gushee;
the side of sound morals and temperance. morning the schooner was hauled off, with- land in Montville. Alford Knowlton, Montout damage, and proceeded.
to
S.
J. Gushee; land in Montville.
ville,
in
He was also interested
educational moveClias. Durham, Boston, to Fred E. Bundy,
ments and lent his aid in maintaining the
do.-land
in
Islesboro. Lucy A. Littlefield
News of the Granges.
et als., Winterport, to Mary E.
highest possible standard in the public
Spencer, do.;
land in Winterport. Albert L. Kelley, by
schools. He was a member and Past MasFrederick Ritchie Grange, Waldo, will trustee,
Winterport, to John F. Averill,
ter of the Plnenix Lodge of Masons, and a
have their next meeting Aug. 7tli.
Frankfort; land in Frankfort. Amanda M.
member of the Corinthian Royal Arch
Ricker et al, Montville, to S. J. Gushee,
Farmers
Pride Grange, Lincolnville, will
Appleton; land and buildings iu Liberty.
Chapter. He served as a director from
entertain
Pomona
at
Grange
Mystic Grange
the time it was organized in the Belfast
Concerning Local Industries.
Loan and Building Association, and on the Hall, Belmont, Aug. 10th.
The strawberry festival at Seaside Grange
death of his brother Adel phus succeeded
Tilts Belfast Machine &
Foundry Co. has
him as a director in the Masonic Temple As- Hall last Thursday evening was largely at- made the cast-iron
man-hole caps and covers
sociation.
tended and was an enjoyable occasion. for the new sewers.
Mr. Mathews was always devoted to his After the strawberries and cream were servThe Belfast Machine & Foundry Co. is
church. For years he was superintendent ed a musical and literary entertainment was
having a busy season, with several orders
of the Baptist Sunday'school, a position for given and the evening closed with a social
for new tjuarry machinery,
repairs to haywhich his love of children, his genial quali- dance.
ing machinery, bicycle work and general
ties and his rare executive ability eminently
Silver Harvest Grange
of Waldo has
job work.
fitted him. He brought equal zeal and adopted the
following resolutions of respect:
Work was resumed in the Critchett, Sibley
fidelity to the office of deacon, which posiWhereas, Our Great Master above has removed by the baud of death from our fra- & Co.’s shoe factory Tuesday. It was shut
tion he held for 33 years. In no sphere of
another member, our worthy brother down for a few days last week to take aclife, outside of the home, will he be more ternity
Charles Wentworth, therefore
count of stock, and was closed Monday iu
sorely missed. Of him it could truly be
Resolved, That we, the members of Silver
Harvest Grange have by his death lost a respect to the late S. H. Mathews.
said that he was "Not slothful in business,
worthy and faithful member, one whose
fervent in spirit, serving the Lord.”
memory we shall ever cherish.
Regimental Reunions.
Around these three centers—home, church
Resolved, That we tender to the bereaved
and business—Mr. Mathews’ life revolved wife our heartfelt sympathy; but for true
The reunion of the 15th Maine Regimental
and the first always had the largest claim and abiding consolation we point her to Association occurs at Fort Fairfield on
the Master above “who doeth all things August 11 and 12.
upon his heart. One needed to see him in well.”
The 20th annual reunion of the lltli Maine
that inner sanctuary among his loved ones
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions Regiment will be held at Caribou on August
be
sent
to
the
of
the
deceased
to fully appreciate how strong were the ties
family
brother, 11,12 and 13tb.
that they be entered on the records of our
A reunion of Co. B, 13th Maine
which bound him to the hearthstone. To
Regiment
Grange, also sent to the Republican Journal occurs in September at Etna.
him there was literally "noplace like home.” for publication.
The annual reunion of the 22d Maine RegiHe was reluctant to go away, even on necGkokge Payson, ) Com. meut will be held in Dexter, August 12th.
Mary Payson,
> on
The 17th annual reunion of the Otli Maine
essary business trips, yet for his children he
Eda Gurney,
) Res. Veteran Association will be held at Blueliill
desired the advantages of travel and reon August 17 and 18.
The usual excursion
joiced to send his twin daughters abroad in
Mrs. S. L. Dodge returned home Tuesday rates for members and their families will be
the summer of 1892. All his domestic re- from a visit of a week to friends in Winter- given. Those who intend to be present
should notify 8. W. Wescott, Blueliill.
lations were ideal, the tie between himself port.
James B. Neagle of Lubec, is secretary.

j

to

Fred Timm and family are spending the
week at their cottage at Pitcher’s poud.

The State Assessors in Belfast.

notably Winterport

from

I>r. A. O. Stoddard has moved to James
H. Clark’s house on upper High street.

the bay
and her movements were watched with interest. More or less authenticated
reports
are to the effect that she run her seines several times aud captured from 500 to
1,000
barrels of fish. Fish Warden Rankin drove
from this city to Northport in the afternoon
ami with Game Warden George W. Frisbee,
who was at the South Shore, secured the
steam launch Gueuevere and was
gettiug
up steam to go after the poacher wlieu she
departed with her illgotten fare. The fishing steamer was the Mabel Bird of Newport,
R. I., and the seining law she is
alleged to
have violated is as follows:
Sect. S. Together with all bays, inlets,
rivers and harbors east of the west shore of
Penobscot bay aud river where, auv entrance
to the same or any part thereof from land to
laud is not more than three nautical miles
in width, except that purse aud
drag seines
may be used for the purpose of taking smelts
in these waters except in Bluehill
bays,
under a penalty not exceeding five hundred
dollars for each offense for such unlawful
fishing, to be recovered in action of debt.
The officers say that they will prosecute
all violators of the fishing laws that are
found in these waters.
The steamer Wm. A. Wells of Bristol
came into
the bay Monday evening and
several boats from the Camp Ground hovered^ around her. When asked as to their
business in the bay the captain of the steain! er said he “only came in for a
harbor," aud
after laying at the wharf until about 4 o’clock
the next morning the craft steamed back
down the bay.
steamer

iu the

was

Miss Cora Lord went to Brooksville Satura visit of two weeks.

bays.

trouble or perplexity.
On Monday afternoon,

peacefully passed away.
Mr. Mathews was born in Searsmont,
Me., May t>, 1832, and was the last surviving
son in a family of seven boys and one
girl.
The one sister, Miss Avis, outlives the

Boston.

Augusta, July 10. From the returns thus
far made by local assessors to the board of
State assessors, it appears that the increase of the valuation of property in the
State will probably be about as much this
year as last, in the vicinity of $1,500,000.
The real estate is holding up well and if
there is any shrinkage it is on the due of
personal property,
The returns are as yet incomplete and of
such as have been made no collection of
matter has been attempted with a view
of
determining any increase or falliug
off in special lines.
But it can be assumed from general conditions reported
that the increase in valuation will be the

A Visit from

own

that town. Mr. Bickford was in this home.
city to-day and consulted counsel in regard
For six years Mr. Mathews worked steadito the matter aud it is announced that a lawly at his trade in summer and taught school
suit of au interesting nature is to come.
One night last week Mrs. Bickford, who was
in winter.
Meanwhile, on May 29, 1858, he
apparently in her usual health, took a dose was united in marriage to Clarrie S. Mcfrom a bottle containing a weli known proDowell of Washington.
Three children,
prietary medicine designed for nervous
troubles, aud retired. In a short time she Frank B., Maude E. and Mabel R., with their
was seized with excruciating
pains aud died mother, remain to mourn their loss. Addie,
after three hours of intense suffering. None
of the remedies applied appeared to relieve wife of Frank B., also mourns the loss as of
her in the least. The physician who was call- an own father.
ed made a superficial examination of the
The history ot
the firm of Mathews
body and expressed the opinion that the wo- Brothers is so unusual in these
days of failman’s death was caused by a heart trouble,
though he could not accurately determine. ures and fluctuations in business as to justiAfter Mrs. Bickford’s interment, Mr. Bick- fy special mention. The firm was organized
ford happened to examine the bottle of mediin 1854 under the name of N. M. and S. W.
cine from which she drauk the
night of her
death, and discovered that it contained a con- Mathews, brothers of the deceased, Sanford
siderable quantity of ground glass. As a re- enteriug into partnership in 18<>0. The name
sult of this discovery he has engaged a coun- was then
changed to Mathews & Co., and
sel to bring suit against the company which
the three brothers were associated together
controls the remedy.
The body will be exhumed ami an autopsy I until the death of Noah in 1881. Again, in
made.
the fall of 1889, death suddenly invaded
Mr. Bickford was in Belfast last week, as
their ranks taking away the older brother.
reported, aud consulted a lawyer, blit we do In 1890 Frank eutered into partnership with
not learn that au autopsy has been held or
| his father, thus making the remarkable reany further steps taken in the matter.
cord of a business being kept continuously
in one family for a period of lAore than forty
The Valuation of the State.
No less
years.
remarka^’e has been its reWill Probably Show an Increase About Equal to cord for honorable and upright dealing. A
est

NUMBER 29.

exists

Boston, July 10. A special to the Herald
from Belfast, says: The somewhat singular
circumstances surrounding the death of Mrs.
Addie M. Bickford, wife of George W. Bickford of Burnham, have excited much inter-

ing of June 14.

Brooklyn
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J.

W. lvnowltou returned home Friday
from a visit of five yveeks to his brother. K

lvnowltou,

W.

Miss

Friday from
cousin, Mr.

<-t

Malone,

N. V.

Mathews

Avis

arrived horn.
visit in Massachusetts

a

-st
H

Trask, accompanied he;

Morrill. Miss Mabel P.
Miss Kdith l lard tier of p.tts

Mrs.

and

W.

spending

a

(J.

few weeks

ar.

Temple Heights

at

Mr. and Mrs. Mi t.l, Prentiss and ,1 mgnier

Mildred of Brewer arrived last Thursday
for .i brief visit to Mr. aud Mrs. H. M. Pr< n
tiss.

Henry S. Marden made a sln-rr
Mouday. He is employed
the Maine

on

-:t

•.

parents

Central aud hoards

I

h

h

as

,;i

u

W.ih-r-

vi lie.
Alvah F.

Lane

ar::

v *

l in

Pud fast

i.is;

Hampton Loads, where he s
sever.* injury to Ins arm while at

from

board

a

<-k

w

iih-red
work

a

on

vessel.

Coombs, wife, son an l daughter of
Bangor, who are taking an out.ug .it tin
seashore, were registered at th- Leven
House Tuesday.
J. L.

E. M. Payson and wife of Cho-ag
are
visiting frietnls in Maine. With W. S. Pay
son of Castine they were registered at tie
Revere 1 louse Mouday.
>

Clements

Amos
bor

came

up

from Seal Har-

Tuesday ami returned Wednesday.

H

reports about 12a guests at lus hotel and
prospects good for a successful season.

Capt. Sewell Patterson
fr

>m

\ erinont to

at the seashore.

spend

a

arrived

couple

Saturday
of monilis

He says he does not enp

fresh water and gets homesn k for the
Mr. ami Mrs.
ter

Benjamin

Kalish ami

sea

iaegh-

of Neyv Britain. Conn., wh > lave
visiting Mr. Iv.’s brother, Sidney Kal-

Amy

been

ish, went to Bucksport yesterday for
visit.

a

short

Capt. Charles Baker aud i W. Parker re
turned Tuesday evening from trip to Abbot t
village ami Moosehead Lake. They report a
very

enjoyable trip,

lake,

etc.

with

ex -ursems on

tla-

Rev. A. F. Chase, 1>. D., the newly elected
Kent’s Hill Seminary, was a
guest of Rev. and Mrs. C. C. Winslow last
week.
His daughters, Chrystal and Louis.-,
were with him.

president of

J. Harvey Young of Boston,
painter, will make the Bluehill

the

portrait,

Inn

at

Blue

home for the summer. Mr. Young
has a very artistic studio near the Inn
where he will continue his work.
hill

his

Rev. and Mrs. T. I*. Adams and sou, Rev.
Fred W. Adams of Yalesville, Conn., for
inerly of Belfast, spent Monday of Comiuencement week in Middletown, Conn., the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin FrosC
It.

is

announced that

Hon.

William

H

Fogler of Rockland will enter the House
again and will he a candidate for Speaker
When the House adjourned he had doubts
about returning, owing to his health.
Fred A. Harrimau of Waterville and
Chas. A. Harrimau of Bath spent Sunday
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. .1
Harrimau. Mr. Chas. Harrimau was accompanied by his wife and daughter, who
will remain for

a

week

or

two.

the As bury Bark, N.
J., Daily Journal we find the following
notice of a Belfast young lady, in an account
of a Casino Sunday concert: “Miss Kate
Bickford saug Allah ami Celeste in a high
soprano voice of the purest and sweetest
quality and with a simplicity and beauty of
style that proved her the artist.” The Daily
Spray has the following personal notice of
Miss Bickford:
“Miss
Kate
Pendleton
Bickford of Belfast, Me., is a guest of
Mrs. J. E. Burt at 221 Anbury Ave.
Miss
Bickford is a teacher of the well known
Virgil method of piano instruction, and may
possibly he induced to form a children’s
class during the season.” Kate has a host
of friends here who will be pleased to learn
of her advancement and successes in her
musical studies.
In

a

recent issue of

Notes.

Editorial

|

was

ural

result

of

reduc-

the

and

this

Trees

nat-

The

precipitated.

war

Forgotten
Stomachs.

probably ask Congress to authorize coal. The coal miners’ strike has brought
appointment of a currency cornmis- to the public attention these and other
sion to consider the entire question and interesting and important facts as to the
recommend a plan of action.
effect of the Wilson tariff law upon this
industry and upon the miners themThe anxiety of the Republicans to get; selves.
The Wilson law reduced the rates
the taiiff bill upon the statute books is of duty on coal from 75 cents per ton to
the explanation of the fact that the anti- j 40 cents per ton.
This is just about
trust amendment was not inserted in that | the amount of reduction in miners' wages
measuie.
They saw that the discussion of which complaint is now being made,
of it would occupy much time, and for and emphasized by the strike announced
that reason decided to push it as a sepa- for July 4th.
President Ratchford of the
rate measure and.not delay the tariff bill United Mine Workers' Association, in a
communication to the New York Herald,
by complicating it with this proposition.
will

1

dairymen

American

ftel the effects of

to

ning

are

efforts in their behalf.

son's

indicates that the wages of miners have
been reduced since 1S03 an average of 30

already beginSecretary Wil-

per ton, which is just about the
amount of the reduction in duties made by

cents

A London

placed an order for the enproduct of the Iowa State
Agiicultural College, which amounts to
about 800 pounds per day, and there is
firm has just

the

tire butter

tion in wages is thus coincident as to time
and amount with the reduction in tariff.

demand for the

by general foreign
dairy products of this country.
a

shown.

portunity

in this country lias a better opto judge of the conditions of

business

than

man

est

to

(.ace.

the

Secretary Gage of

This fact lends

T reasury.

inter-

special

recently

statement

in

which lie announced that his

r.;ai improvement in trade and
faetu res.

the effects of

j

a new

prosperity.

in-|

Saratoga.
A Blaek

embroidered Batiste.

noun Costumes,
and White Silk.

After*

Contrast is the

key-note of Saratoga life.
atmosphere pervading the large
directly opposed to the extreme

The city
hotels is

quiet of cottages situated on the suburbs
sink speculators of the great of the town; and in dress also, charming
The
wi
now
have an opportunity to taste being daily exhibited in close proxia!.,
oil tiihute directly to the support of the
mity to vulgar display. The acme of re-

>

finement for

vernment to the tune of about 1J or 13
The Repubmiliiun dollars per annum.
: ,ui> placed in the tariff' bill an amendi,: pn j
sing to place a tax of ff tents a
si.

puichases

all

n

■

e

of stock of

a

..

tion.

organizations of that

pal

char-

acter.

:
.,
vein's sup] ly of foreign wool
.ever;:] months supply of other foreign pi ds in the warehouses, it is not
x ]*
ted that the new tariff law will meet

\\

ti

in

iman

(

T.

however,

ihe Gill

u

w

ill

the

express

fine linen

color, or accordion plaited silk
waists, are sufficiently dressy to be worn
in the afternoon or evening, and linen batiste yokes, edged at the front with Rus-

over

and other members of

liingley

cuss,

a

EMDK01DEKED GItASS LINEN'

expenses of the Government
tiist few months of its existence.

e

Chi

dress is

fancy skirt.

aiming

the

morning

waist; following
out similar ideas, however, are white
piques, fine quality crashes, or daintydresses, oftentimes set off by crimson belts,
collars or shoulder trimmings.
With
jacket suits the front is an important factor, supplying color or lightness as in the
case of crimson 01 light-lined plaited
Liberty silk fronts. Many shirt waists
figure at all times of the day or evening,
with the not-to-be extinguished black or

or

ither

am

a

and checked silk

skirt

less, and of a stamp tax
issued, except on building associa-

of >100

....

by druggists for 50 years.
50 cents and $1.
TARRANT & CO., Chemists, New York

belief

readily produce sufficient

a

sian lace,

to meet the current expenses afpresent stock of foreign goods has

caue

those

or

of white

ery
impart
dresses.
French

embroid-

Pencillings.

TRUfX
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P

[From the Somerville Journal.]
How pleasant it is to sit in the shade of
a spreading tree just outside the hay-field
and watch the perspiring farmers spreading hay.

__Pin Worm

Elixir.
Best for Children
Summer

It is a great deal easier to point out the
mistakes of other people than it is to keep
from making some yourself.
Liberality toward children, according
to the view of some parents, is allowing
them to go skating in the summer time
and swimming in the winter.
Lovely woman will never be perfectly
happy until somebody invents a watch
that will run accurately when it is wound
up only at irregular intervals, about 13
times a month.
Practice makes perfect, you know. The
12 year-old girl’s piano practice makes
the neighborhood a perfect bedlam.
Some young men, and occasionally a
young woman, would look better in golf
stockings if the turn-down part reached
clear down to the ankles.
Nome men spend the first half of their
lives deciding what their life work shall
be, and the last half mourning because
they are too old to accomplish it.
When a boarding house is full of roomers, it is pretty sure to be also full of

Explorers.

—

keep track of the
explorers who have started out
to see strange sights or do difficult things.
Allusion has already been made in the
Weekly to the pieliminary Peary expedition and to the various parties which hope
It is worth while to

summer

climb Mount St. Elias.

Brief refer-

has also been made to Prof.

ence

Independent Waists.

Breakfast Dresses.

It corrects acidity, aids diand rids the stomach and bowels of disease
producing bacteria. Cures
constipation and biliousness.

gestion,

Sold

to

at

Fashions

man-

.,n

conditions will

be restored and that the coal miners, as
feel
as all other workingmen, will

Mr.

by

made

,1

previous

well

!■ 11! 1:a:G>11 ft uni all parts of the country,
fl-tamed from callers, correspondence,
u, ! il.e j less, all points in one direction,

v.

duties under the

with the increase of
law the

that

Your stomach is only right
when you are unconscious
that you have one. Any distress* after eating calls for

Tarrant’s Effervescent
Seltzer Aperient.

this reduc-

Curiously

believed, however,

It is

Diugley
No
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That the reduction in wages was a direct
result of the low tariff is thus accurately

believe that this will be follow-

to

reason

ed

Wilson law.

Princeton

expedition

to

New

which deserves further attention.

Sibley's
Mexico,
In the

plains of A coma, about 7’> miles southwest
of Albuquerque, is a rectangular rock
some 700 feet high and about 10 acres in

area on its upper surface. The story about
it is that 300 years ago a community of
Indians lived on it, cultivated corn-lands
at its base, and ascended to their homes
at night by stone steps.
But it is related
that one day an earthquake shook down
part of the rock, including the stairs, and
left the table-land above inaccessible. The
villagers who were at work iu the valley
were cut otf from those on the rock.
The
latter presently starved to death, and what
was left of the former went two
miles
away and founded, on another table-rock,
a new village, which still flourishes.
It is
believed that no one has been able to get
to the top of the old rock since disaster
overtook it centuries ago.
Prof. Sibley’s
plan is to throw a line over it by means of
tandem kites, and so get up.
If he succeeds, and his plan is thought to be feasible enough, he may find very interesting
antiquities. At any rate he will be likely
to find out whether the story the Indians
tell about the abandoned village is true.
The quest excites the imagination, and if
it succeeds it ought to make some fasciDating reading for the newspapers. [Harper ’s Weekly.

Twice
At

flany

as

length

it is

Women

possible

to

as

Men.

rumors.

A

:

shovel hung on the front gate is
no longer useful
in frightening tramps
It is also hazardous to hang a
away.
woodsaw by the kitchen door.
The
chances are very good that the tramp will
steal the saw.
If children behaved as badly all the
time as they do when there is company in
the house, there would be no living with
them.
The Jamaica ginger business now must
be very good.
At least cherries are ripe,
green apples are getting to be almost as
hi : as walnuts, and Boston is receiving
2,000 or 3.000 watermelons every day.
Why is February the shortest month of
the year?
Is it because so many little
bills always come in about Jan. 1?
Marriages is not always happy when
genius marries genius—unless the feminine genius is for keepiug the house in
order and making digestible bread aud
flaky rhubarb pies.
snow

New

estimate of liow many delegates attended
the Christian Endeavor convention in San

toe

to

Mis. Howard Taylor’s paper on
of Maine,” read by E. B. Chamberlain,
Bowdoiu. ’99, at the meeting of the Botanical Society at Foxcroft,contained much
of interest.
She spoke of the pitch pines
with their dark richness of verdure and
short, spiny coues: the white pines with
their lighter foliage and cylinder shaped
coues: the firs and spruces with their i
branches drooping toward the earth as if
they had not been able to raise them since
the winter's snow had borne them down;
the beautiful hemlock, with its thin foliage and graceful branches; the larch,
graceful as the weeping willow and delicate in color; the white maple, the first
herald of spring; the red maple with its
crimson blossom and winged fruit; the
rock maple, with its majestic beauty,
one of
which observed by the writer
blooms but once in three years and bears
no perfect flowers; the ash-leaved maple;
the striped maple: “vine proped elme" and
the graceful willow; the hardy and noble
ash: the birch with its long reddish-purple catkins: the oak, with its thread-like
catkins of sterile flowers and close clusters
of fertile flowers; the beech with its grateful shade: the poplar and hornbeam; the
walnuts, including the butternut; the
hickory, which with the oak deserves
greater popularity as a shade tree; the
chestnut, with its cream-colored catkins a
foot long; the honey-bearing bass wood or
linden, the locust and horse chestnuts;
the wild apple and cherry; the June berry
or Amelanchier which early in spring lifts
its snow white top above the evergreen
trees around it, or iu the midst of the bare
deciduous trees appears like a flower garden in a desert; and the mountain ash, the
“Maine abounds in
Rowan-tree of song.
societies,” says Mrs. Taylor, “but thus
far she has failed to protect her trees, and
the glory of our hillsides is threatened,
and the beauty of our meadows endangered.
May the time be not far distant when
man shall stay his hand from the mutilation and destruction of our groves.

Over four hundred

ratio National Committee and his col-

crimson, green or pink silk; the embroidery extending upwards fiom the
lower edge of the skiit, with smaller de-

proposition
bitterly fought and action upon
t]
-.mill bill indefinitely delayed on acsigns
count of this proposition.
v.imId be
e

on

waist and sleeves.
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HANDSOME WAIST

by a society

on

a

hotel

veran-

of

on a

white silk foundation with an Et-

white

jacket of white

and

belle

was

edged

accordion-plaited
net

chif-

slashed at the back,

all around

$100.
than §100 if
you have a child who soils bedding from incontenenee of water during sleep. Cures
old ami young alike. It arrests the trouble
at once, si.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
Druggists, Belfast, Me.
Iy28
to you

GROITS OF YOUNG GIRLS
iu

tlieir varied

attire,

one or

two in soft

more

Sprocket: “I understand that uncle lias
taken to riding the wheel.” Handle Bars:
“Yes, and he, is wonderfully expert. Every
time he is out he discovers two or three entirely new ways of dismounting.” [Boston

“You speak of your colleague as having a
mercurial temperament,” said one statesman.
“Yes,” replied the other, as he wiped
his perspiring brow, “the great trouble about
him is that you can’t keep him down.”
[Washington Star.
Belief In Six Hours.

white

color
the slip
contrasting
As silk is rather expensive for
shade.
these summer gowns, the stores are showing a large variety of lawns in solid colors,
which make a cool and durable lining.
Some skirts have the outside materials cut
away to make curved or pointed yoke effects, leaving the plain lining for the yoke.
This js often outlined with a baud of lace,
insertion, or two inch wide ribbon gathered in the center to make a double ruffle.
The skirts are trimmed around the bottom quite a little. Three aud four narrow
ruffles, either double or single, with lace
at both edges, make a pretty finish for
thin dresses.
The traveling gowns are
sometimes trimmed with bias bands of
the goods. Some of these are graduated,
the narrow ones being near the top, while
others use inch wide bands altogether.
Large varieties of latest models can be
found in the late numbers of McDowell's
Fashion Journals (published at 4 West
14tli street, New York).
“La Mode de
Paris’’ is $3.50 a year, 35 cents a single
“French Dressmaker” is $3.00 a
copy.
year, and 30 cents a single copy.

same

Dr. E. Detchon’s Anti Diuretic

May he worth

by Russian lace in a Transcript.
leaf pattern. Gilt-spangles put on in a starItch ou human, mange on horses, dogs and
shaped design about au inch apart orna- all stock, cured in 30 minutes by Woolford’s
Lotion. This never fails. Sold by
Sanitary
ment the jacket in all-overfashion. Green
A. A. Howes and Co..Druggists, Belfast, Me.
brocaded velvet belt shaped to a point unU 28
der the arms, and very full chiffon sleeves
have a shirred tuck on the outside with
cuffs edged by plaited chiffon.

night

as

or

a

by extending its use in England,
by increasing the legal tender of silver,
making silver the basis of notes, empowering tire Bank of England to use its

sashes and

nati Chamber of Commerce have attracted
much attention.

His statement that

the Argentine wools have

always been ad-

mitted free of duty until now is denied
by Treasury officials, while an examination of

the

Treasury figures

shows

that his assertions with reference to the
balance

of

trade

the

between

United

.States and Argentine are the direct opX»osite of the truth. His statement re-

garding
its

the tariff of his own country and
American products is

treatment of

found to be also

entirely
The

misleading

erroneous

new

and

gives

an

impression of the facts.

tariff will restore the duties

Canadian and other

ATTRACTIVE COMBINATION

of white aud black

was seen

in

an

every

evening

rows of
line black lace around the skirt,
in five large points, not including

extremely

“Why,” said the patriot, “the United
States would have a picnic with Japan if
put on
she objected to our annexation of the
the front breadth and on the waist the Hawaiian Islands.” “Of
course,” echoed
lace runs across the front aud is ar- Joe Cose, “and the islands would furnish
the sandwiches.” [Philadelphia North Amerranged in points on the left side. ican.
The
sleeves
have
points from the
Fop Over Filly leaps.
putt' at the top to the cuff, which is finishAh Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
ed by a black lace ruffle, and a bunch of Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
over
years by millions of mothers for
cherry-colored iibbon at the waist sup- their fifty
children while teething, with perfect
the
It soothes the child, softens the
success.
plies
requisite color.
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
Verona Clark.
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
Dr. King's New Discovery for Consumption.
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bot-

This is the bist medicine in the world for
all forms of Coughs and Colds and for Con-

foreign coal to sumption. Every bottle is guaranteed. It
practically those of the McKinley law. will cure and not disappoint. It has uo
for Whooping Cough, Asthma, Hay
As soon as the Wilson law was enacted, equal
Fever, Pneumonia, Bronchitis, La Grippe,

•on

eoai from Nova Scotia invaded the east-

ern

market, driving

out the

Virginia

and

West Virginia product, which had to this
time supplied eastern cities, and com-

pelled

the mines of that section to find

market elsewhere.

The result

was

their coal went west instead of east

formerly

had

railroad rates

done
was

and

western

cities as
war

as

it

laid down in the mar-

Cincinnati, Chicago

coal

that

Cold in Head and for Consumption. It is
safe for all ages, pleasant to take, aud above
all, a sure cure. It is always well to take
Dr. King’s New Life Pills in connection
with Dr. King’s New Discovery, as they
regulate and toue the stomach and bowels.
We guarantee perfect satisfaction or return
Free trial bottle at Kilgore & Wilmoney.
son’s Drug Store. Regular size 50 cents and
$1.00.

with reduced

kets of
a

a

such

followed by

and other

low rates
a

that

railroad rate

▼rapper.

dress of white silk with several

CASTOHIA.
The fieliaili

rigsatare
of

™

JJJHWlffll

tle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.

Mrs. Meddleby. ’“Your husband has turned out to be such a bad man that I suppose
Widow
you will never marry again?”
Weeds. Well, I won’t go so far as that;
but I will say that if I ever should marry
again, it will be with another man.” [Boston

Transcript.
are

cures by Hood’s Sargenuine because the people

themselves write about them.

A little girl brought a basket of strawberries to the minister very early on Monday
morning. “Thank you, my little girl,” he
said.
“They are very beautiful. But I
hope you didn’t gather them yesterday,
which was the Sabbath day.” “No, sir,”
replied the child, “I picked them this morning; but they were growing all yesterday.”

now

crews

in order to

complete

his

The flame Lumber
a

recent article

on

SICK HEADACHE
They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A per.
feet remedy for Dizziness,
Nausea, Drowsi.
ness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongua
Tain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.

Hob Roy
ryou

make of Rob

Flour will be

in

ever)- other

from the barrel.
barrel you

Roy
duplicated
“baking”

The second

of it will be

use

a

of the first, and the

duplicate
ltenth barrel
Ik

same as

will be

just

the

the second.

The finest patent flour

Sdhat

can

be made from

the choicest winter wheat.
Sold

everywhere.

W3I. A. ( WOMBS,

NEW GOODS!
LATEST STYLES!
*
Has

a

D.

IT PALMER

*

first-class assortment of the newest and best in the market of

UNDERWEAR, NEGLIGEE SHIRTS a specially.
NECKWEAR, GLOVES, HOSIERY. ETC,
u

our celebrated WILCOX HATS,
OTHER STYLE H \TS I ROM 50 CENTS TO $3.00.

See

to PALMER'S for

sc-Go

Headquarters

fs'L'L

Bargains.

FOR

Tinware anti Kitchen Goods,

Blue Flame Oil Stoves, Lamp Stoves of all Ft
GARDEN HOSE,
ALUniNUn TEA KETTLES,
GLEN WOOD RANGES,
ENAMEL W AR I
"5

M. L. Mitchell,

BELFAST LIVERY CO.
5»1

BELFAST, MAINE,

D. B. SOUTHWORTH & SON,
PROPRIETORS.

^

^TEAIS mi TURNOUTS, EVERY DESCRIPTION
FURNISHED TO ORDER, NIGHT OR GW

Coaches, Hacks, Barges

or

Backboards.

ORDERS BY TELEPHONE PROMPTLY I'll.LED.

Fine Silver Pla;

Free Musical Education

KNIVES,

FORKS,

is the oldest and best equipped musical
institution in America, and the largest ’.n
the world. It has live departments >1 instruction

as

iSPOONS

follows:

( HOVERS BROS,)

Department of Music including Pianoforte: Organ: Violin: Violincello: and
I

All

other Orchestral Instruments, etc., \ oice ;
Lyric Art and Opera Sight Singing ; Theart of
ory Harmony; Composition: and

Conducting.
II Department of Piano and Organ 1
Tuning.
III Department of General Literature
and Languages.
IV Department of Elocution and Physical Culture and College of Oratory.!
V Department of Fine Arts.
One year at above institution with board,
room rent, tuition, piano rent, etc., etc.,
free.
Write at once for catalogue and
5w2S
particulars.

36 Bromtield St.,

kinds

Your Wheels.
and

1

W

Elite I

For LADIES and GENTLEM 1 N
£J-

*;*

;v

£-

CLOCKS.

*;*

*

Spec eagles,

Boston, Mass.

Bicycle
Repairing.
Bring in
All

in

Gold Filled Watches

We c

jTever

of Silver

Have yoijr Eyes Fitte

JAMES l>. BALL,

Mich.

ilCoXctftiv

a

Sold and Guaranteed by RICHARD II. MOODY, Belfast, Me.

i'oldwater,

of Maine

kinds of Bicycle repairs
repairing neatly done

w s a\ e you

A Fine Line of

M

Sterling Sih

H, J. LOCKE & SON
National Bank
I*. O. Square.

Building.
BE1FA?

A FULL LINE OF

Hot

Water

Bottles.

SYRINGES, Etc.,

at.
ELY’S CREAM BALM Is a positive care.
Apply into the nostrils. It is quickly absorbed. 60
cents at Druggists or by mail; samples 10c. by mail.

ELY BROTHERS, 66 Warren St., New York City.

FOR SALE BV

Belfast
Front

TRY ALLEN’S FOOT-EASE,

powder to bo shaken into the shoes. At this
season your feet feel swollen and hot, and get tired
easily. If you have smarting feet or tight shoes,
try Allen’s Foot-Ease. It cools the feet and makes
walking easy. Cures and prevents swollen and
CABTORIA.
sweating feet, blisters and callous spots. Relieves
corn8 and bunions of all pain and gives rest and
fM*
I*
comfort. Try it to day. Sold by all druggists and
limits
shoe stores for 25c. Trial package FREE. Adlifutxn
Tripper. | dress, Alien S. Olmsted. Le Roy, N. Y.
0*
..

<■

CONSERVATORY OF ITL'SIC

of

:;,°1

NO-TO-BAC°“HF

THE NEW ENGLAND

Industry.

Burdock Blood Bitters nevex fail to cure
all impurities of the blood, from a common
pimple to the worst scrofula sore.

.'jo.

1.000.000boxes sold. 300.000 euros pro\ o its power to destroy ttaedes
form. No-to-bac is the greatest nerve-food iu the world
Many gaiu 10 pounds in 10 day** and
fails to make.the weak impotent man strong, vigorous and magnetic .lust try a t• x. Ym «
lighted. We expect you to believe what we say tor a cure is absolutely guaranteed .>>' druggists
"ivvii guarantee
Tobacco
-dm
and
Suwke
Your Life A»a>.
Send
tor
our
booklet
"Mon't
where.
tree sample. Address THE STE1LE1MU HEM.EDY CO., Chicago or New lurk.

cured by these
Little Pills.

the lumber in-

two-thirds of the entire forest area in New
England, and which would cover an extent seven times as large as the celebrated
Maine has the
Black Forest in Germany.
largest percentage of forest of any state in
of
more
than one
A fraction
the Union.
in five of all the voters, numerically considered, are occupied in the production of
An averlumber and its transportation.
age of 30,000 men find labor each winter
The State has
in the Maine forests.
about 1,000 lakes, covering 2,300 square
miles at a mean elevation of 000 feet above
the sea.

packmre—'greatest economy. Made only by
Tf*K \. K. FA1KHAVK COMPANY,
St. Loais.
New York.
Boston.
Philadelphia.

Over

Positively

by Mr. Samuel L. BoardBangor, these interesting facts are
gleaned: The forest area of Maine is about
thirteeen million live hundred and sixty
eight thousand acres, which is more than
dustry

man

n.i

Spills

and after yon have sailed on forever tell
me how it works,” she answered.
And she left him meditating. [Harper’s
Bazar.

From

L

con-

Tiver

\

«*»%’s A,
rf* ^ etve4

ar.

em-

CARTERS

We know the great

saparilla

are

■iTTLE

CASTORIA

so

men

tract within the specified time.
In accordance with the regulations of the War
Department, strangers are not allowed to
visit the works and this rule is religiously
lived up to.
But passers by can see the
big mound of earth growing in size day
by day, and by this form some idea of the
magnitude of the work that is being done.
The work at Cheat Diamond island on
the defences at that spot are also being
rushed onward at railroad speed and great
In event of a
progress is being made.
foreign war Portland would not be so
badly off in point of defense as are some
of the other cities on the Atlantic seaboard.
[Portland Press.

lawns, wearing plaited or striped
Distressing Kidney and Bladder disease
collars, another in a white relieved
in six hours by “New Great South
tucked net, pink “baby ribbon” run in American Cure.” It
is a great surprise on
meshes to form the tucks, with pink ribbon account of its exceeding promptness in rein
A Sea-Side Romance.
bladder, kidneys and back,
ruffles across the full back and sleeves; and lieving pain
in male or female.
Relieves retention of
silver reserve, and that material assisa third
wearing a white grenadine over water almost immediately. If you want
They were sitting on the sands side by
tance and strong moral support will be
quick relief and cure this is the remedy.
green silk, with wide lace bordering the Sold
over the oceau.
by A. A. Howes and Co., Druggists, side, looking out
given to the object which the United
“How peaceful it looks!” said he.
skirt, and a second row brought down Belfast, Me.
Iy28
States and France have in view.”
from the waist, and running up the back;
First lady: “There goes young Mrs. Pedi“Yes,” said she, “but how very wet?”
the corsage and sleeves trimmed in harmo- gree. I suppose she bores people to death
“True,” he observed, “and yet how
who
are
People
impressed with the
telling the bright things her little boy
ny ; a fourth giving contrast by a rich crimsays?” Second lady: “Oh, no; fortunately calm and restful it appears! With you
complaints being made by foreign nations
son crepe de Chine costume trimmed with he says such dreadful thii gs they can’t re- by my side I could sail on forever.”
with reference to our proposed new tariff
“Yes?” she queried.
peat them.” [Tit-Bits.
narrow black velvet, form charming
pictla w will find some relief in the fact that
“Yes,” he affirmed; “forever. Will
ures on the hotel piazzas, where in calm
an
examination of the statements shows
you, dearest?”
summer evenings, balmy breezes waft the
“I
“On one condition,” she replied.
that they are misleading and selfish, not!
am a cautious girl, and do not wish to be
sweet odor of Murray A Lanman’s Florida
An
to say impertinent, in many cases.
will
let
make
the
you
over-hasty. But 1
water—the old time favorite, remarkable
test, and when the test is made and you
example is found in the recent utterances alike
For Infants and Children.
for its delicacy and refreshing punwill
it
is
I
successful,
say
go with you.”
of Mr. Charles Fix Klett of the Argentine
“And that test, love?” he cried.
gency.
at
the
whose
remarks
CincinRepublic,
“You take a boat and sail on forever,
is oa
AN
of silver

POWDKg

|
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on the fortifications at Fort Preble
the contractor is working day and

and

York Fashion Letter.

lawns, swiss aud linens are made over colored slips and trimmed with ribbons, the

worn

over

in the Senate that the

leagues

costumes

WASHING

0*

ployed

been absorbed

embroidered linen batiste

i

Immense Fortifications.
Portland Will be Well Protected In Case of W

make a close

stylish
plain
gilt chantelaines with
Up to this time we have had a great deal
Francisco.
live or six pendants, brighten
up a
of color in our gowns and combinations
The total number of people from other
plain wool suit; usually fastened to
which heretofore were considered far too
territories and foreign countries in
The average farmer who recognizes the the left side, and they are also worn in States,
Violet and red has
attendance was 11,224.
From California, gay for street wear.
creat possibilities of beet-sugar produc- bicycle riding.
Loose, flowing morning the registration was 12,004, making a total perhaps been the most odd combination,
tion iu tli'.s country, which sends a hun- gowns of brocade silk, Henrietta cloth, of 23,018.
while blue and green, cerise and purple,
From these figures it will be seen that
dred millions a year abroad for sugar, crepe de Chine or plain colored silk, usualand gold, have attracted their own
the actual attendance upon the conven- black
■will not. relish the action of the Demo- ly having a Watteau plait at the back, is tion is
surprisingly close to the advance share of notice. Now that the weather
i.o otic party in the Senate with reference
estimates that were made.
draped over the shoulders and front.
has settled and has become permanently
Outside of California, the biggest deleto the proposed bounty of a quarter of a
ELEGANT DRESSES
warm, such combinations as these are algation was from Illinois, that State sendThe Repub■cut a pound on beet sugar.
and independent waists arc seen when the ing 1,083, Iowa being next, Pennsylvania most entirely abandoned and dove gray
;, .m Senators offered an amendment to
and yellow, slate gray and pale pink, blue
time arrives for afternoon drives, and not third, followed by Ohio, New York, MisTie tariff bill proposing to pay a quarter
souri and Massachusetts in the order and white lavender and corn color hold
only the costume is displayed but the hat named.
sway in the soft materials for extremely
of
cent a pound bounty on American
A large variety of shades
and parasol as well. Organdies ruffled to
It is interesting to note that the women warm weather.
beet sugar produced during the five years
the waist, with black velvet bindings, from all places outside of the State were in green are worn, sometimes two or three
following the enactment of the law, and one or two
almost twice as numerous as the men, shades in one gown, and often one shade
having simulated yokes formed t4ie
with cream, white or linen.
would Lave promptly passed it but for the
figures being: Women 7,477, men combined
Almost all of thin batistes, dimities,
by many rows of narrow black velvet, rival 3, »47.
tineat of Chairman Jones of the Demotei

air

a

DUST

“Trees

Tariff reform being now practically out tion in the wages of coal miners, all of
of the way. the administration will next! which is thus clearly traceable to the Wilgive its attention to currency reform, and son law and its reduction in duties on
the

GOLD

Maine.

of

A

Machine & Toundry Po.
^

Wheels

Belfast,

Street,

or

orders

left

Me.

at

Belfast Sams Ml

office, (58 Main St., will receive prompt attention..

Notice is hereby given that this Bank 1
a BURGLAR ALARM GONG on it* hankm
which will be tested and ruiur on every week
ut 8.45 A. M. The alarm sounded at :»n>
time indicates that assistance is wanted
JOHN li Ql'IMBN I'
bank.
Belfast, May 20, 1897.-3m2l.
<
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wheel and adjustable lever, $3.55 while
FRED ATWOOD, Winterport.

A. A. HOWES & CO

they last.
3t27

Last

in Guatemala.

Days

AA I

IIU
Isi

Wl

I

Catarrh Cure and
Catarrh Tablets are

IA

known the

Tlie Capital Revisited.
rial

Correspondence of The Journal ]
AILMALA LA N LEVA, Jlllieb, ISO",
returned to the
nd

in

ourselves much more

symvvith the native idea which has

cued this

>:

place

“The Paris of Cen-

region guiltless of inns, to
appreciate the comforts of civil■ii.
This really up-to-date city, with
use-cars
and electric lights, its
.cm hotel and handsome public buildlooks so like a new place to us after
:al weeks' sojourn in the unprogresnterior, that I am tempted to tell you
it all over again.
However, in this
idstory need not be up to her old
s of repeating herself, for the two
;iee days we shall spend here will be
occupied investigating things unseen
r.ntainous
one

.!

to

Prof. Mun-

since that stroke of genius, never
a native has
been known to lose his
ticket.
The streets are numbered and

iis morning we were atield with the
.cst lark and ascended a little knoll in

named much like

>rtheastern part of the city for the
of obtaining a birds-eye-vievv

north and

south, the streets east and
west, both numbered consecutively. Avenues north of the plaza have the word
“north” prefixed to their name, while

way and lit at night by electricity,
s out to this knoll, which is known as
A

church,

Washington,

From the central point of the Plaza
d’Armas, on which stands the National
Palace and the cathedral, avenues run

.-Mould suggest future peregrinaA broad street, traversed by a

del Carmen.

those of

1). C.

*sc

the uld-

.ad .jiiaintest in the republic, crowns
aumit.
The long, shallow edifice,
its cylindrical roof and tower in

those

running

tixed.

Calle

south have “south” pre-

(Iioyal street) now
Avenue, is the chief
vutains some curious carvings and I
business thoroughfare of the city, and all
res, and plaster sculptures iu high j
«t.
The view from the door of this the other streets are designated as “east”
or
“west” of this avenue—as, for exdoling sanctuary is worth the toilample, Morazan street east, or Morazan
e climb.
At one's feet lies the city,
The stores and
•untied b\ gardens and coffee planta- street west.
dwellings,
in the middle of a green, hill-begirt generally one-storied, have immense irongrated windows,and double wooden doors,
cv, which slopes off gently towards
Ileal,

ofteuer called sixth

in.

rising

On

sun.

three

the west towers the

if

iigii the clearness of the atmosphere
kes one imagine them much nearer—
fully half a dozen huge volcanoes,

iron

beyond,

la

or

ZO old churches in Guatemala
and at 0 o'clock in the morning

are

N'ueva,

semi-tropical

The city itself, fully 5,000 feet above
level, looks beautifully clean and fresh

the coolness of the climate, the shops do
not open until eight
o’clock, and the

a

streets

It is compactly
due morning light.
.a, about two miles square, without
tiding its northern suburbs; its roofs

as

walls

foliage.

with vivid

The houses be-

me-storied, the great, churches,
outs and public buildings loom up,
»t!\

<

them

>vi

in

picturesque prominence.
edge of the

:i

near

the northern

one

sees

the grandstand and

y

eiy

hippodrome—that

of the

.>*.•

race

compara-

institution in Central America,
iueeb b\ foreigners to supercede the
new

auishing bull-light. Two miles 01
from the hippodrome, on a steep
iivity to the southward, gleam the
.ri walls and towers of the old .Castillo
ui Jevery one of its guns pointed
e

tight toward the eity which

it is supproud; while far to the east, on
lU'otli, low hill, the white walls of the
to

o

glisten

M.uumoras

<•[

in the

The enormous cathedral

ne.

suli-

stands

the renter of the
i>

and massive

••'sing display.

city, its domes and
walls making a most

A

few blocks from it

'lie I'ashiouble church of Santa Teresa,
>e walls and dome have recently been
aired and
rim us

shine

now

whiteness.

with

dazzling instately church

The

convent of San Francisco stand half
between the cathedral and the Cas-

Tke old gray convent has been
iized for a post-office, since the so-callLiberal’’

government banished the
ests and confiscated their property,
•*

•i also accommodates

section of the

a

Nearer to El Cerro del Carmen is

dee.

church

interesting

of

La

Merced,

iiu, low and massive, but rich in indor

carvings,

red relics.

altar

decorations

Near La Merced

am-colored walls and

bright

are

and
the

red roof

the theater, and a little to the left is
-1e big convent of Santo
Domingo, now

•upied by

the school of

engineers and
principal fea.res of our birds-eye-view; but the picre is lamentably incomplete, for words
echanics.

nnot

rtly
warm

arm

These

convey
blended
but
of

an

are

the

idea of the vivid but

coloring,
bracing, and

the

balmy air,

the indefinable

mountain scenery in the

far

>uth.

Coming down from El
through the city, we

ng

Cerro and strollfind many points

interest, besides the fine, large Legis-

in

;

j
!

never

are

crowded before sunrise,

other

while

‘l with brown tiles, and its vari-colspringing from courtyards

<

•t

little wooden

balcony—so

There

greenest green,

ier the bluest blue of

■

a

the din of the many toned bells, continuing for an hour, is deafening. Owing to

variant verdure—the

.\

are

small and purposeless
that the casa looks as if it were broken
out all over with pimples or warts.

dim and blue against
icrizon, tower the Sierras.
Every
and mountain side is covered with
and

they

always decorated with

thousand to fifteen thousand feet

ten

angle

of a

women, occupy a good share of
the time peering into the street.
When
the house has two stories, each window is

vr if Acatenango yawns in the face of
Within a radius of 40 miles—aliveu,

n

A house located at the

street will have its corner windows separated only by a slender stone pillar. This
enlarges the outlook of the inmates, who,

right,
crooked pipe,

old Faego smokes his
in the farther distance, the extinct

:i.

or

castle.

To the

triple-pointed ridge.

\c a

four inches thick, studded with
spikes, like the gates of a mediaeval

big

of the Volcan de Agua: on the
the sharp little peak of Pacaya peers

;t cone

parts of Central
nine in the evening

by

America,
they are

quite deserted The shops are shallow
and oblong and contain a great variety of
European goods. Many Germans and
other loreigncrs are engaged in business
here, the German element predominating
and controlling the mercantile community,
as well as some of the
largest sugar and
coffee tineas of the country.
The French
Contingent is also large, Amer-

and Italian

i icans comparatively few,and English hard! ly any. Spanish is naturally the language
of the country, although the Indians speak
j

dialects of
little

their own, very difficult to
of Spanish will cause

Ignorance

! master.
1

enclosed within a massive brick
is nobly stocked with

wall, and
palms, bananas,
cacti, shrubs, flowers and large trees. Irrigation is furnished by means of brick
borders, so constructed as to hold water.
Broad paths extend all around the
plaza,
walls, and here the beau monde
of Guatemala promenade on

■

nt, the

annoyance to the stranger, for
everywhere his English, French or German will carry him
through. Eighty thouor no

sand is

given as the population of the capital, but probably sixty thousand would
be

nearer

of

lock-boxes.

the truth.

Iron letter-boxes
stand at the street corners, anti the postoffice has tiers of the most improved style

telegraph

wires

Telephones

communicate

parts of the country.
there is
for

a

actually

lire is

as

abound and

uo

fire

rare as

an

.Strange

with
to

all
say,

department at all,
earthquake, there

being

very little burnable material about
these thick adobe houses.
The excellent
police department reflects great credit
upon its head—an ex-officer of the New
I ork

City police force. Very rarely do
beggar in Guatemala, except sitting silently at the church door, with
pitiful hands outstretched for alms, displaying his rags and sores in the sunshine.
You cannot buy the news of the
day on the streets, for there is uo such
thing as a news-boy, or news-stand, in

you

see a

the whole country; if you want to read
either of the three little sheets published

here, you go to the newspaper office and
purchase it ceremoniously from the editor
himself. But purchasers are few and far
between, and the “outer world” interests
foreigners only. The Tlaza d'Armas is
large but not beautiful. Its center is occupied by a garden, surrounded by a broad
promenade. No large trees give shade,
but

the stone-bordered plats are filled
with exquisite flowers and plants with
Fountains disport in
many tinted leaves.

large

stone basins, artificial
grottoes surprise you, and in the middle of the garden is a curious square tower, or
temple
of cut-stone, in which are the
sadly bat-

while that of the United States has more
than trebled. In 1850 we had here
2,735,000; the estimate for 1807 is 5,200,000,
showing that by 1900 the full double will
lie reached.
The density of population is
75 persons to a square mile, while it is
only 23 for the whole country. Massachusetts, which in 1850 had only 30 per
cent, of New England’s
population, now
has 50 per cent.
Americans are still in
the majority as against botli foreign settlers and their children, and of the children it my be said that, under the influence of our common schools, a
large proportion soon become enthusiastic and fullfledged Americans. The urban population more than doubled between 1870 and
1890, growing from 1,075,000 to 2,270,000,
while tlie rural population stood still. In
the same twenty years the number of
Americans has increased only six per
cent.—from 2,342,000 to 2,489,000—while
the foreign settlers (mostly Canadians and
Irish) have grown from 1,145,000 to 2,211,000; which shows that many thousands of Americans have gone West, preferring agriculture to manufactures, and
giving over their farms in the East to
others.
Agriculture has lost ground in New
England since 1850, owing to the opening
up of the Western States, the cultivated
area having declined and the
production
of food diminished.
The number of
farms, however, has risen from 107,700" to
190,100, the average acreage to a farm
being now 50 instead of 07. The increase
has been in dairy farms, the number of
milch cows having increased from 008,000
to 821,000; but the number is still insufficient to supply the population with milk
and butter.
Hay constitutes more than
one-third of farm products. The average
size of American farms is 78 acres, forty
per cent, more than in New England; but
the products taking the country through
are only 811
per acre, while here they
are 814,
showing that the smaller the
farm the greater the product per acre.
There has been a great rise in the value of
the land, each farm now representing a
capital value of 84,070 as against 82,510
in 1850.
Manufactures are the most important of
New England industries.
The value of
the output lins quintupled since 1870,
being t lien 283,000,000 as against 1,400.000
iu 1800.
Wages have still further increased. having risen from 77,000,000 to 417,000,000. Relatively to population no European country rivals New England iu
manufactures.
The value of the product
per inhabitant is three times here what it
is in Great Britain, four times what it is
in France, and five times what it is in
Germany, the exact figures being 310.00,
117.00, 74.011 and 03.00. The relative
progress has also beeu much greater here
than in Great Britain, the latter country
having grown in forty years only from
111.IX) to 117.00, while New England has
In other
grown from 104.00 to 819.00.
words, while British manufactures have
done little more than keep pace with the
population, those of New England show a
ratio per inhabitant three times as great
in 1890 as in 1870.
Massachusetts stands
for 00 per cent, of the total, Connecticut
coming second. The textiles constitute
one-fourth of the total, cotton and woolen
being just about equal. The making of
hoots and shoes is carried on to a degree
that eclipses all European nations.
The
product in New England is 107,000,000,
or 3(5.00 to a
while
the
person,
product iu
Germany is 178,000,000, in Great Britain
144.000. 000, in France 110,000,000, being
5.00, 4.00 and 3.00 to a person. It is
gratifying to note that the wages of the
operatives have risen in higher ratio than
tiie output, the latter having increased
87 per cent., the former 91 per cent.
Wages averaged in 1890 exactly 9.00 per
week, these rates being much higher than
those in Europe; and as the cost of food is
less here, the New England operative isiu
a much
better condition than factory
hands across the sea.
The savings bank deposits amounted in
1894 to $755,000,000, or $151 per head. The
number of depositor's is 2,082,000, or 42
per cent, of tire population, as compared
with 22 per cent, in Great Britain.
The
amount of deposits in Great Britain is
and
in
France $754,000,000
$(548,000,000,
—in the one case $19 per head, in the
other $18. Banking is more fully developed in New England thau in other jiarts of
the Union, one-fifth of the banking power
being here, although there is only onefourteenth of the population.
The discounts even in the Middle States are
only
$70 per head as against$lll for New England.
In the Union generally it is $41.
The wealth of New England is put at $5,223.000. 000, of which $2,804,000,000 are
in Massachusetts, and $3,391,000,000 consists of houses.
New England spends $14,000,000 annually in public instruction, or $3 per bead,
as compared with $1.30 in Great Britain
and 80 cents in France.
The percentage
of persons over ten years who cannot read
and write is only six, which is almost
wholly foreign; of illiterate Americans
there are only 1.7 per cent., nearly all of
which is among the colored population.
Prof. Mulhall’s concluding paragraph is
as follows:
“Completing tile survey of
New England, we find that she has little
to envy in other communities, and much
to be proud of as well as to thauk heaven
for. It is true that she lias not the boundless prairies of the West, nor Sierras
teeming with precious metals, hut she
seems to possess in the racial character of
her people, and in the nature of her climate, no less than in her geograpeical situation, unquestionable advantages for the
development of industry and the enjoyment of the blessings thereto attendant.”
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The rich young bloods pay fabulous
Prices for showy thoroughbreds, which
are brought down from the United
States,

chiefly
ness, in

from

Kentucky—a paying busiwhich plenty of traders are al-

Eacb

lar for

one horse.
Three or four other
invite attention.
The prettiest of
them is La Concordia, where the
military
band plays two or three evenings in
every
week. The park occupies an entire square

plazas

Cripe

Hood’s

and easy to operate, is true
of Hood’s Pills, which are
up to date in every respect.
certain and sure. All

Safe,

_

J

B

I I

III
III

druggists. 25c. C. I. Hood & Co.. Lowell, Mass.
The only Pills to take with Hood’s
Sarsaparilla.

of

Arabia.

Horse is Broken (o Its Owner’s Hand.

R. Talbot Kelly,

I

!

When a baby

next to the

Hall, the new Palace of the Presibig hospitals, colleges, library, tered remains of an equestrian stone
iseum and several military institutes,
statue of Carlos IV.
The sculpturing is
ae streets
are
remarkably broad for coarse aryl crude, and on the roof of the
punish-America, anil are laid out at right temple stand four electric lights, which
oigles. One pecularity about them is that look about as congruous as would a curly
idle the sidewalks are smooth liag-stone, blonde
“bang” on the brow of a greatgenerally on a level with the roadway, the great-grandmother. Most of the public
utter is horribly paved with small, sharp offices are grouped around the plaza.
On
bble stones and huge blocks, set hit or the north side is the
Municipalidad, or
oiss, and as the road always inclines to- City Hall; on the south a row of small
ward the center to promote surface drainshops, witff the President’s Palace at the
age, and the small stones settle down and western angle; on the east the cathedral
For earache, put a
" ear
couple of drops of
away sooner than the boulders, the and archiepiscopal palace, and on the
Thomas’ Eclectric Oil on a bit of cotton and
result is a uniform non-uniformity, if one west the national
and
two
of
the
it
in
the
palace
ear.
place
The pain will stop in a
may be allowed the expression, by no barracks.
The shops are faced by the few moments. Simple enough, isn’t it?
means conducive to pleasure in
driving. arched corridors extending over the side1
arriages are seldom seen, except now walks, known in South and Central
md then a rickety public hack, principal- America as
“portales.” Next to the Presly because the condition of the cobbles ident’s Palace are more
barracks, and admakes riding such a painful pleasure. But
jacent to the cathedral is the market. When you take Hood’s Pills. The big. old-fashverybody “of the male persuasion,” as The tram cars start from this plaza, and ioned, sugar-coated pills, which tear you all to
are not in it with Hood's.
Mrs. Partington would say, rides a horse the
Easy to take
rickety hacks before mentioned stand pieces,
or mule on all occasions—the
proud hidal- here waiting for customers. Their tariff,
go and the humble peon alike
mounting his regulated by law, allows a charge of two
saddle if only to go the length of a block. dollars
per hour for two horses; one dol■tive

Horses

come9

Into this world he i9
engaged. Occasionally the sidewalks
to have a struggle
Wednesday going
are bordered with long lines of orange
to
keep his foothold in
and Saturday evenings and
afterSunday
the difficult places of
trees, and here and there a cocoa palm noons.
The city possesses three
life, and battle against
good the
waves his plumed chapeau.
The trammisfortunes
that
military
bands,
different
representing
will probably beset him.
ways which traverse the principal streets
battalions, and every night you may hear No matter
how well
off^
have small, square cars, drawn by horse one of
them—frequently two—exerting his parents may be, they>
or mule teams, and
can’t insure him against
“personally conduct- themselves in melodious competition.
Fannie Brigham Ward.
The best
misfortune.
ed” by barefooted boys.
The fare is a
they can do is to start
medio, (six cents) and the voice of the bell
him with a good,
The Progress of New England,
Healthy, vigorous constitution.
punch is heard—though whether always
A mother who wants to bequeath her baby
An article in last month’s issue of the
a good store of strength and hardihood
punched in the presence of the passenger
North
American
Keview
to keep herself in the best physical
ought
Michad
1 am unable to say.
by
G.
Little paper tickets
Mulhall, F. S. S., presents some very in- condition during the time her little one is
are given you, and to insure
retainDr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescripyour
teresting facts as to the progress of the expected.
has been a wonderful blessing to moth
ing them to the end of your trip, instead New England States and their condition tion
ers and their children.
It gives strength to
of throwing them away, as the Guate- in comparison not only with the rest of
the special organism concerned in maternthe Union, but with the most advanced
ity; it purifies the system and imparts
malans generally did at first—the tramEuropean nations. We cull a few of the healthful vitality to the nerve-centres. It
way management hit upon the ingenious figures for the benefit of our readers.
makes the coming of baby safe and com
The population of New England has paratively painless.
plan of establishing a small lottery, of
It is the only medicine in the world dewhich these tickets are the winning num- about doubled in the last half century,
signed by a regularly graduated physician
bers.

in former visit.

crro

write

ways

\merica” after our brief experience
(
i- wilderness. There is nothing like a ;
1
-.—
country ride on mule-back, through

>

I Mil ffri

yon, 1505 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa., for free
preparamedical advice.
“for good,” I

capital,

leaving Guatemala

o

j

country over as the surest cure for this
dangenus disease. Muuyon’s /^linE1
Remedies, a separate cure for WfUVmb
each disease, for sale at all druggists. Mostly
A TP A D O |J 25c. When in doubt,

skilled specialist to cure all weaknesses
and diseases of the feminine organism.
W. R. Malcolm, Esq., of Knobel, Clay Co., Ark.,
writes
My wife for perhaps four months preand

**

vious to the birth of our child took the Favorite
Prescription.’ This strengthened her entire system, and child-birth, to her, was very easy, being attended with little pain. Our baby Ruth is
13 mouths old and she had never been sick a day,
not so much ns had the colic; she is hearty and
stout, and pretty as a picture—pretty because she
is healthy, and we very much blame Dr. Pierce's
family medicines for it.
We keep Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery the ‘Favorite Prescription’ and the ‘Pleasant Pellets in our home and use them. We have
been married most three years and I have called
a
physician into my family but one time—al
birth of our baby."
If all the maladies due to constipation
Ktere taken out of medical books, there
would be little left but the covers. Constipation is positively, permanently cured
by Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets. Never
gripe.
Druggists sell them. Nothing is

?‘iust

good.”

as

Maine Central R. R.
TIME-TABLE.
On and after June20,1§97, trains connecting at
Burnham and Waterville with through trains for
and from Bangor. Waterville, Portland and Boston will run as follows:
FROM

BELFAST.
AM

Belfast,

depart.

Citypoint..
Waldo.

Brooks
Knox
Thorndike.

Unity.
Burnham, arrive.
Clinton.
Benton

7
+7
7
7
7
7
7
8
8
8

Bangor..11
A

Waterville

PM

00
<>5
15
26
58
45
55
25
35
45
40

1 20
tl 25
1135
1 45
11 58
2 05
2 13
2 35
2 45
2 55
4 35

45
52
15
45
10
32
00
25
50
os

M

8 52

..

P M

3
t3
14
4
15
5
6
6
6
7

3 13

7 30

6 35
9 20
9 30

1 40
5 58
7 25

P M

A M

7 00

9 00
8 30

1100

120

f m

am

Portland.. 1150
4 00
Boston >ED.
Boston,
i w. D. 4 02
TO BELFAST.

Boston
Boston,

)

|

U. D
\v. D—.

...

A .M

p m

Portland..

A M

Waterville.

Bangor

6 35
7 00

7 00
7 15

A M

A m

Benton.
16 45
6 45
Clinton.
6 10
7 10
Burnham, depart...
8 3<»
8 40
8
48
9 15
Unity.
Thorndike. 8 59
9 30
Knox. 19 03
19 45
Brooks....,.
9 18
]n 12
Waldo.. 19 29 110 30
Citypoint. +9 40 110 50
Belfast, arrive.. 9 45 11 00

4 30
1 40
p m

4
4
5
5
5
15
5
16
16
6

41
57
05
22
32
39
52
03
13
20

Flag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at §5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest via all routes, for sale l>v F. E. Crowley,
GEORGE F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
General Manager.
F. E. Boothp.y. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland. June 10, 1897.

8»uiiiiiiei* Season
six

tripS~a

of

181)7.

week.

an English
artist who
has lived much among the Arabs, writes
and illustrates a paper entitled “In the
Desert with the Bedouin” for The

Century Magazine.
follows of

Mr. Kelly writes as
the famous Arabian horses:

Commencing June 25, 1807, steamers Penobami City ->f Bangor will leave Belfast alter-

nately

:

Boston, via Nortliport, Camden and RockMondays at 3.30 i*. >i., other days, except
Sundays, at 5 l*. m.
For Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor, daily
except Monday, at (about 8 a. m.
For Castine, Blake's Point, Little Deer Isle.Sargentville, North Deer Isle. Sedgwick and Brooklin, daily except Monday, at 8 a. m.
For Searsport. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sundays at (about) 8a.m.
For
land,

RETURNING

:

From Boston, daily except Sunday, at 5 i\ m.
From Rockland, via Camden and Northport,
daily except Monday, at 5 a m.
From Brooklin, Mondays at 10 a. m.. other days,
except Sundays at 12 30.
From Bangor, via Winterport and Bucksport,
Mondays at 12, other days, except Sundavs, at 2
r. m.

CHAS. E. JOHNSON. Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen'l Supt., Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL,Gen'l Manager, Boston

“SEDGWICK

LINE.

Washing

The Hanaardi and
famous

Xephaarta Arabs are
horse-breeders, and take great

pride in their stud. These horses are, I
think, the best “Arabs” I have seen; and
far from being the gazelle-like creatures
usually depicted, they are strongly built,
large-boned animals of from fifteen to fifteen and a half hands high.
I have seen
one of sixteen and a half hands, but this

Powder
When

A Family

she has

by

orbitantly expensive pail

Commencing Hay 25, 1897, steamer Rockland, Capt. M. L Abbott,
will leave Belfast at 8 o'clock a. M.,(or upon arrival of steamer from Boston) daily except Monday,
For Castine, Sargentville. Deer Isle, Sedgwick
g||

_

|

k

JhSmHC

and Brooklin, and when there are passengers will
at Blake's Point and Little Deer Isle.
RETURNING
Will leave Brooklin at 10 a. m. Mondays and
12.30 other days, except Sunday, touching at
same landings and connect at Belfast with steamer from Boston (except on Wednesdays and Fri-

stop

ilays).
Through

for passengers and freight to Bar
landings on Mount Desert Island.

CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
WILLIAM H. HILL, General Manager, Boston.

ing Powder, with
splendid Toilet 5oap
package,

Seasonable
Shoes.

$

SKS?- RUSSETS.

Service

in

the

Custom

CUnrQ

onULo.

LADIES OXFORDS.
ALL IN THE LA TEST STYLES
AND LOWEST PRICES.

STEVENS RROS.,
No. 59 Main Street,

Belfast.

its

the

sees

Wash=
cake of

in

!vorine

a

every

Washing

means :

Beautifully White, clean clothes.
Washing done in half the time.
Freedom from hard back-breaking I
work.
Money, time, labor saved.
For

Washing- Dishes,Glass, Tinware, etc.,
The J. J». WILLIAMS t'O.,

Ivorine is Matchless.

Glastonbury, Conn.

J

Makers of Williams Famous Shavian Soaps.
Write for catalogue of choice premiums.

j

THE WHITE STORE
Is th

pi

ace to

buy your

CLOTHING!
This is a hard year to find money, and we are making
effort to please and satisfy you in finding great
values in clothing from the largest stock in the
of

an

city

Mens, Boys and Youths' Suits.
We will guarantee all
or money refunded.
We will sell you

buy anywhere

Clothing

CHEAPER than you

Now

else.

sales

our

we

mean

can

business.

Lamson & Hubbard

81 Main

St,

(has, O'Connell,

Spring Style, 1897.

PRUl’RIETOK,

COLUMBIA BICYCLES.
1897 Models, s per cent. Nickel Steel Tubing, Standard
of the World, have no equal, S75.

1896 COLUMBIAS
Models 40, 41 and 44, known everywhere and have
superior except the lsi»7 Columbia*,
Model 42, 26-inch wheels,
....

Hartford

The office of the collector of the port of
which is a deputy under the
collector in Castine, was included under
the civil service clasification by one of the
last acts of the Cleveland administration.
It is now quite probable that the rule will
be revised so that the collector will have
the privilege of selecting the deputies but
each so selected must pass a satisfactory
examination before he can be appointed.
In this ease with a new collector at Castine there will be a race for the local berth,
now held
by F. F. Smith, which will
equal the Tost Office contest. [Bucks-

Bueksport,

no

$60
S65

Bicycles

1897 Models reduced from $75 to $50
Equal

to any bicycles made'except Columbias.
We ask experts to examine them piece by piece.

Other

Hartfords, $45, $40, $30.

SOME SECOND-HAND BICYCLES AT BARGAINS.

Catalogue

Columbia

free.

GEO. T. READ. Agdlt. Belfast.
44 MAIN STREET.

Fred Atwood,

Winterpcrt, Me.,

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.

house.

port Correspondence.

BICYCLE,
TENNIS,

of

use

Powder

bag system,

necessary evil in tenements.
The general cry for baths for the dwellers
in cheap flats, and the difficulty of providing them in limited space, have been met in
a very clever way by the architects of these
plans. In each laundry are two tubs, between them being a removable partition.
When this is taken out the tenant finds
himself with a bath, which, if not marble
or porcelain, serves the purpose quite as
well.
The five stories of each building will
provide nine apartments, the front part of
the first floor being given up to the exclusive use of a store, an agent’s office, and
I extra baths. [Harper’s Bazar.
Civil

Soap,

any
value of Ivorine

rates

Harbor and all

in

is it

wonder she

now a

Boston & Bangor Steamship Co.

spend

Women.

The lot to be used for these houses is
50x10:1 feet. Ten feet at the rear is left
open for light and air, and in the centre of
each building is a court, twenty feet
square, with the stairways going up
through a passageway which runs along
the side of this court, connecting the
front and back buildings.
The courts of
the two houses will be thrown in together,
thus giving added air space.
On each
floor i> a covered balcony running along
this passageway, which the tenants ean
use as a piazza and flower-garden in warm
The shallowness of the two secweather.
tions of the building gives only space for
two rooms in depth, and there are no inside
dark rooms. Each apartment will contain
three bedrooms, sitting-room, kitchen,
closets, pantry, and an alcove wash-room.
Each family will have its own gas-meter,
hot water supplied from the basement,
and a combination kitchen stove which
may be used in summer with gas .and in
winter with coal.
An unusual feature,
too, is the fact that arrangements are provided for, in the cellar, by which each
family can keep coal in a locked bin, thus
avoiding the necessity for buying by the exor

to

year for Toilet

The

much

how

realizes

Egyptian.

Entire Arab horses are always rather
difficult to ride at first, though after a few
days, when horse and rider have become
reconciled, they are docile enough, and
easily trained. Each man has virtually to
break bis horse to his own hand, and
should another mount an apparently
quiet beast, he would have to do the work
It seems to be a tacit unall over again.
derstanding between horse and rider that
their joint career begins with a struggle
for the mastery. To a visitor like myself, whose mounts must constantly he
changing, the prospect is sufficiently
alarming. One's early days in an Arab
camp are frequently days of pain and
tribulation, as one slowly recovers from a
bout with a half-savage stallion.
Though they eventually become quiet
and obedient to their master’s hand, great
care must be observed, when riding in
company, not to allow one’s horse to approach within kieking-distauce of another, or disastrous results follow. The
horses are always ready for a fight, and
deceitfully appear to be on their best behavior immediately before an outbreak.
I was riding one day with a small party of
Samana Arabs, when two men carelessly
approached too close. I called out to
them to sheer off a little, but before they
could respond a general melee was in
progress, and almost instantly my horse
hand its teeth in the neck of one of theirs,
while the other was killed by a kick
which burst its stomach.
Fortunately
we all escaped with a few bruises,
though
the riders do not always get off so easily.
When riding at full gallop, however, the
attention of the horses is concentrated upon the race, and the men
may ride as close
together as the like, but care must be
taken to wheel apart as the pace slackens.
Nothing can exceed the intoxication of
a race in the desert.
Choosing a stretch
ol' level sand, you give your horse the signal to go, and lie is otY with a spring that
almost unseats you; and 1 have seen an
instance where the sudden strain burst
the girths, and left man and saddle in the
dust, while the horse was a hundred yards
away before the discomfited rider realized
what had happened. The speed that these
horses attain is very great, and their
; reach forward is prodigious, as 1 found on
one occasion when my horse’s hind hoof
cut the heel clean oft' my boot! After a
gallop, instead of breaking into a canter
and then into a trot before stopping, they
simply put their fore feet together and
stop dead, their impetus frequently causing them to slide several yards. I understand that it is on this account that Arab
horses are shod on the forefeet only.

a

Woman with

is unusual.
Their immense neck and
shoulders make them appear perhaps a
little light behind; but they have plenty
of staying power, and their length of
hock is an earnest of the speed they
undoubtedly possess. Parties from these
tribes are constantly roaming the deserts
of Syria and Mesopotamia in search of
good brood-mares; and I have heard of as
much as a thousand guineas being paid
for one, and a good brood mare is never
parted with or ridden.
I remember seeing a bunch of Xephaarta
horses brought in for the inspection of an
emissary of the Khedive who wished to
purchase a pair for his Highness. There
were some twenty or twenty-five of the
most beautiful colts possible, with the
exception of one rather weedy-looking
As soon as Sheik Mansour saw it
beast.
he shouted:
“Take it away, and give it
to the first man you meet. ] will not own
that as a Xephaarta horse!”
The Khedive’s agent eventually selected two, for
which 1 saw him pay five hundred pounds
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TRAVELERS LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE CO.
TORNADO INSURANCE BRITTEN FOE 5 YEARS,
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Idm rates

on
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CORRESPONDENT OF MERCHANT MARINE INSURANCE 10.
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LOANS NEGOTIATED.
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AND SOLO.
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What It Means.

When we advertise that we will guarantee
Dr. King’s New Discovery, Electric Bitters,
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve, or Dr. King's New
Life Pills, it means that we are authorized
by the proprietors to sell these remedies
on a positive guarantee, that if the purchaser
is not satisfied with results, will refund the
purchase price. These medicines have been
sold on this guarantee for many years and
there could be no more conclusive evidence
of their great merit. Ask about them and
give them a trial. Sold at Kilgore & Wilson’s Drug Store.

GEO. F.EAMES,

The Nose and Throat.
No. 840

Liver llle, Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache,
■asy to take, easy to operate. 26c.
cure

Newburj- Street,

(Near Corner of Fairfield St.)

BOSTON,
HOOD’S PILLS

M.D.JM,
MASS.

Other hours ly ayfcintmen
Hours, 12 to 2.
only.
October, 1896.—ly 45*

House for Sale.
A

story ami a half house,
fine view of Belfast bay; ten
fine cellar,

pleasantly located;
rooms

all finished

water i

city
house; nice garden, under
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees
etc. Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
M. C. DILWORTH,
OrC. B
HAIL, Main St., Belfast.
44t
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favorite resort with the

be

swelled head.

a

How

who for weeks

people

can

had

been complaining of the cold weather

consistently grumble
A

man

[Boston

cessful.

ed to pat Mr. Bryan on the back in their
platform has given rise to the rumor that
he will reduce materially the number of

speeches

w

without
Herald.

a

now

at

the beat?

party—David

party without
cratic party.
A

a

B. Hill.

general revision of the system that President McKinley’s wish for a special commission to investigate this subject and report has been generally commended
members of all parties.

leader—the Demo-

public

are to

be

congratulated;

those who

are

now

w

hat

and so, we trust,
without such an

enlightenment.

aid to education and
M'e

libraries

Alaska,

acquired
have we gained by

low rates «f

at

farm property
interest is going to be

embarrassing to
proposed stumping tour

Mr. Bryan in
of the western

Wilson

point

law,

a

their assertions of

a

country and

deficit

of

the

$125,000,000

tariff law.

have been much less than in the corre-

Democrats

$1; six for $5.

law

was

to

more

the effect that the Wilson

successful

as a

revenue

proThe abso-

ducer than the McKinley law.
lute falsity of this statement is shown
by
the official figures covering the
receipts of
the Wilson law from the
beginning of its

year ago.

gold
advantage of operations down to the present time and
making prices steadier, for, as compared comparing those with the receipts under
satisfactory to the masses than the fact with silver, gold is more stable iu value, the McKinley law in the corresponding
And don't forget the seal skin sacks!
that it eliminates absolutely the advan- and if the standard of value is steady, months of its existence.
The Wilson law
which the trusts enjoyed under the prices as measured by the standard must has now been in operation 34 months. In
tages
Ileports from the Alaska gold fields are Wilson law. It is now apparent that the also be steady. Rising prices make mar- those 34 months the customs
receipts agto the effect that the rush there and the
kets active for a time but will soon affect
more satisfactory to the
new law will be
gregated $467,405,248, while in the first34
valuable deposits found rival the discovand
material
wages, injure the pro- mouths of the McKinley law the customs
people than any tariff measure which has the
It
eries ami scenes of '41* in California.
of the country, and tend to receipts were $548,452 414.
The internal
gone upon the statute books within the ductive power
will be well to accept these early reports
decrease exports; while suddenly falling revenue
under the Wilson law in
memory of the present generation.
receipts
only with some grains of allowance.
prices cause losses to the commercial and its first 34 months were $382,722,453, and
economic world.
Then it is best that in the first 34 months of the
I he Maine Press Association passed
McKinley law
The reduction in the number of failures
tl.lough Brunswick, Monday forenoon,
prices do not fluctuate violently, but it is were $433,772,458. The total receipts
another
evidence
of
e: rune for Bootlibay. where they pass a
gives
returning prosimpossible to avoid such fluctuations under the Wilson law in its first 34
C. F. Kendrick, of the
week's outing.
perity. They were 20 per cent, less in with a silver
standard, and the only mouths, ending June 30, 18*47, amount to
Bcgister is engineering the party. [Brunslast month than they were in June, 1896,
wick Telegraph, July hth.
is to be found iu a gold standard. $904,200,652, while the McKinley law in
rernedy
and 23 per cent, less in liabilities, while
H e hoped to have
been one of the
Secondly, a gold standard will tend to its first 34 months produced $1,041,048,the liabilities were only one-half of those
Imi' v. but understood the excursion was
increase exports; for, while it makes com- 677, a balance of more than $137,000,000
of June, 1895.
The above relates to
foi the week beginning July 20th.
It
mercial transaction with foreign countries in favor of the McKinley law.
manufacturers, while the general statewould, of course, be impossible to misProgress in the consideration of the
adopting a similar standard more conment of commercial failures also indicates
take the members of the Maine Press Asit enables the country to avoid tariff bill by the conference committee has
venient,
a falling off in numbers ami in liabilities.
s
of: 11 for any other organization.
violent fluctuations of prices and tends to been rapid and gratifying in its character.
develop her industry.
Again, a gold A large proportion of the amendments
'1 he i.rated term seems to have someThe world's stock of silver money is standard diminishes the
exchange fluct- made by the Senate have been discussed
what alfreted our usually cool, even-tem- now, according to the New York Journal
uations.
Japan’s commerce has been and easily agreed upon and only a fenpered. philosophical contemporary of the of Commerce, a trifle over 4 billions of frequently hampered by the fluctuation of knotty problems still remain and with
I,
kland Oj'iniou, for iu a recent issue he dollars, of which 83,433,000,000 is full
exchange with gold countries consequent every prospect of these being disposed of
refers t" a formei lesident of this county legal tender.
Of this amount no less
If she very soon.
upon the fluctuation of silver.
Wool, sugar, lumber, cotton
"I dtle Bateman, the quack ‘professor’
than 82,498,000,000 has been coined siuce
adopts a gold standard now, all such evils ties, and a few of the less important suband
all
of this coinage but about 15
and truss-roads lecturer on bumps;” says 1873,
Another advantage jects proved the most difficult in the atwill uot be repeated.
he is always itching lor newspaper noto- per cent, is full legal tender, showing that
is that of enabling the country to extend tempt to bring about a final agreement
riety, and having failed in the attempt to the silver money of the world has much her
machinery of circulation. As Japan between the two branches of Congress,
) tin a paper of his own he is all the time
more than doubled since the “crime”
progresses, it becomes necessary for her and in all there was a disposition to give
getting himself interviewed for Kepubli- period, and the proportion which is full to be iu constant touch with various forthoughtful consideration to the best incan papers, and, iu order to get the lroglegal tender has been well maintained.
eign markets but at present she is isolated terests of tile people and to meet the popw.irk printed, he indulges in abuse of
from foreign countries iu respect of circu- ular demand as it became apparent that
Bryan and other prominent Democrats,”
lation.
Such inconvenience will be ob- the final result would be such as to meet
Tom Watson and his associates
an
Post.
For one thing, the richest gold deposits
on the continent.
[Portland Advertiser.

Xo feature of the

tariff bill is

new

standard has the

more

••

■

put

etc.

The plunder of tlie Tweed ring did not
long enrich tlie plunderers into whose
From some of them, it
hands it fell.
melted swiftly away, leaving them in
destitution, others kept it longer but
finally came to poverty, and only a few
made it last out their time with a residue
to be disposed of by will and testament.
Journal of Medicine and .‘science.
This

end to further prospects of fusion between
the Populist party and any other political

organization

at

con-

by

a

gold standard,

which will

native

markets

other

financial

a

speech

of

foreign

smooth and

the

popular approval. One question,
however, tiie conferees have been compelled to keep constantly in mind, and

ren-

and

give many

that relates to the effect of their action
upon the chances of final passage of the
bill in the Senate.
The fact that the Republicans do not and cannot control that

advantages.”
[From
Count Matsukata, Japanese

Premier, to the Japanese Diet, March 3,
great majority of the Populists 1897, in favor of the adoption of the gold
of the country, and it may safely be standard.
resents

a

asserted that

believe to be true

their recent Nashville

vention. That convention, which distinctly declared against what Mr. Watson describes as “Hessianism in politics,” rep-

viated

der the circulation between

no

!

the elusive

munities in which

exemplified,

and

these truths

nearly

everyone

are

not

can re-

call illustrative cases.
Bev. A. J. Lockhart, well known in the
in the literary world as “Pastor Felix,”
some years since located in Pembroke,
has written a forcible letter to the New
York Home Journal, iu defence of the
work of the late X. P. Willis.
The writ
a
warm admirer of the
er is evidently
dead poet and journalist who, by the way,
was a native ot Maine.
His criticism of
■Willis’ detractors shows him to be well
acquainted with his subject. It is written in a chivalrous spirit, which does him
infinite credit.

miners' wages immediately followed the
reduction in tariff on coal makes Mr.
Bryan’s speech in Congress in 1894 on that

subject very interesting.

In that

he demanded the entire removal

duty

speech
of the

coal, sayiug that “the duty on
coal is indefensible.”
Coal duties were
ou

body still makes it absolutely necessary
they move with the greatest caution
and exercise a vast amount of
diplomacy
in their final shaping of the bill in order
to absolutely assure its final
passage in
that body.
that

national convention of

generally of that
Between the prospective increase in departy will ever again be able to requalities of illgottengaius. and
the performance of 1896 and make mand for farm products in the manufacof the temporary triumphs of chicanery peat
file Populist party an attachment to any turing districts and the certainty that
and fraud.
In tlie long run honesty prothere is to be an unusual demand abroad,
other political organization.
duces more substantial results than what
the prospects for the farmers are unusually
is sometimes called “smartness,” but is
There is every reason to believe
The fact that the reduction in coal- bright.
really rascality. There are few comwe

The work upon the tariff bill in conference has been as unsatisfactory to

prompt renewal of the trusts as was that of the house anil
manufacturing Senate. Every step in the framing of this
districts after the tariff bill becomes a law, bill has shown a determination on the
the effect of which will be felt in the in- part of those in charge af it to avoid the
that there will
business

be

activity

a

iu the

creased demand for farm

mistakes which the Democrats made in
the framing of their tariff bill and by
which that party gave to the trusts, and

productions,

while the advices from abroad indicate

an

shortage of crops in nearly all
especially the sugar trust, such enormous
reduced 35 cents per ton by the Wilson the great grain-producing countries of
advantages. Of course the Democrats
the world.
from
Australia
and
Reports
law, and a reduction of from 25 to 30
have tried to make it appear that the Rethe
indicate
that thenArgentine Republic
cents per ton in wages followed.
If Mr.
are not up to the usual publicans were laying themselves liable
crop
prospects
had
advice
been followed and the
Bryan’s
to as grave charges as were
successfully
entire 75 cents duty per ton removed, it is standard, while India, it is believed, will
made against their own party and tariff
probable that the wages would have been scarcely supply more than required for
her own consumption.
Reports from bill, but have failed in that attempt, and
still further reduced.
there is good reason to assert that the
The writer pleads guilty tc a liking,
Russia, France, Hungary, and Germany
point to a large decrease in the wheat new hill, when it gets upon the statute
formed in early years, for the writings of
The gold Democrats are
organizing harvest and make it probable that those books, will be less satisfactory to the
Willis, and is glad to know that the detickets and campaigns of their own in all
countries as well as many others will be trusts than any measure enacted in many
parted author has found an able advothe States in which there are to 1^ imcompelled to call upon the United States years.
cate in “Pastor Felix.” Willis was in
It is still understood that a message will
portant elections this fall, and it is re- for grain supplies for the
his day a successful journalist as well as
ensuing year.
ported that a very much larger percent- These reports, coupled with the well- be sent to Congress, as soon as the tariff
an
and
has
been
accorded
a
author,
of the Democracy will support their known fact that the wheat stock of the bill is out of the way, asking that the
volume in the American Men and Letters age
tickets than was the case last fall.
Many world amounts to only about 75 million President be given authority to appoint a
Xeries published by Houghton, Mifflin Jt
Democrats
who felt bound to stand by bushels, one of the smallest supplies at commission to consider the currency quesCo., Boston.
the national ticket and platform last
tion and frame a measure for a general
year the corresponding date for many years,
The delay in sending in
The taking away of Sanford H. Ma- are now co-operating with the sound- makes it almost certain that the demand currency law.
thews in the prime of life is universally money wing of the party, and in many upon the farmers of the United States, this message has been due to the fear that
felt to he a serious loss to the business in- cases, notably in Kentucky, the county both from abroad and those whose condi- this action might precipitate a currency
discussion and thus delay action upon the
conventions of the gold Democrats have tion is to be
terests of Belfast.
The architect of his
improved by the revival of
shown a larger and more enthusiastic attariff bill, but there is reason to believe
own fortunes,
manufacturing industries, will be unusuhe, with the aid of his
tendance than that of the silver
that the message will be forthcoming as
of
and
result
in
a
simiwing
had
created an important inally great
prosperity
brothers,
the paity.
lar to that which existed in 1879, a period soon as the tariff bill is disposed of.
dustry which made Belfast known far and
of revival succeeding the great panic. Whether it will be possible to pass a
wide.
There is no better known firm in
measure of this character
Additional color is given to the reports of
through the
Maine to-day than that of Mathews Bros.,
Happily the farmers of the United States
some weeks ago, which indicated that the
seem likely to Lave an unusually large Senate without very great delay is of
which dates back to 1814, and in which
Xoali M. and Spencer W., brothers of the silver mine owners were preparing to sub- crop of wheat with which to supply this course uncertain, but if Republican votes
stitute Towne for Bryan as their Presi- demand.
“Bradstreet’s” in its issue of can pass it, it will become a law promptdeceased, and whom he survived, were
dential candidate for 1900, by the fact that
It is felt that a commission selected
indicates
The
July 10th,
already a marked ad- ly.
policy adopted by the
partners.
Mr. Towne has recommended a concenvance in the prices of a large number of from the best students of finance in the
firm at the beginning, of scrupulously fultration of attention upon free silver with- farm
country will be able to frame a much
staples.
filling every contract and giving to every
out reference to the other features of the
more satisfactory currency measure than
customer the best possible material and
would probably be prepared by any genChicago platform, and that his advice is
A Rockland Bar=Room.
workmanship, has never been deviated
eral committee of Congress, which could
much to the disThe interiors of many of the pala- being generally followed,
fiom.
One of the popular bar-rooms of the cily not of course be made
gust of Mr. Bryan, who wants the other
up of men w ho
tial summer homes at Bar Harbor testify
anarchistic features of the platform also has a novel and pleasing hot-weather decor
have made a lifelong study of this comresources
and
skill
of this well
to the
ation. The big mirror back of the bar, exkept at the front, as is shown by his replex and difficult subject.
known woodworking establishment. Fortending nearly the whole length of the room,
The statements of the fiscal
cent
utterances

unusual

_

|

eign countries were drawn upon for the
material used, and the firm found no difficulty in filling the most difficult orders.
The work of
devolves

conducting

upon Mr.
of Mr.

the

factory now
Frank B. Mathews,
Sanford H. Mathews,

only
and fortunately he is well equipped for
the duties devolving upon him, having
been more or less actively engaged in the
business from boyhood. The firm also has
men who have been in its employ a quarter of a century or more, and the factory
the

will

son

no

doubt continue to rank among our

important industries. But in other
directions, in other departments of business, and as a citizen, the loss of Mr. San-

most

ford H. Mathews will be

severely

felt and

deeply regretted.
H. C. Pitcher and son Ralph returned last
week from a twelve days trip to the Moosehead Lake region. They made the trip by
carriage. They fished several small ponds
in the vicinity of the Lake and report the

fishing good.

this subject. It
public
is quite apparent that the men who put
up the boodle for the silver campaign intend to drop Bryan as rapidly as possible.
on

—

publication of the address of Count
Matsukata, the Japanese Premier, in
which he explained the reasons why Japan
The

should abandon the silver standard, which
address was followed by the adoption of
the

gold

standard for

Japan,

is causing
no end of trouble to the advocates of the
free and unlimited coinage of silver without

waiting

nation.
last

for the consent of any other
people had, during all of

Those

campaign,

held the

example of Japan

up to the country as one which the United
States ought to follow, and pointed out
the fact that Japan had had a quarter of a

century of free silver and been prosperous
under it.

The fact that her wisest men
decided that she could find still greater

under the gold standard has
given these statesmen no end of trouble
in attempting to find an “explanation” of

prosperity

is

covered with what looks exactly like frost

crystals; and it gives the

room a

deliciously

cool appearance. This effect is produced by
the application to the surface of the glass of
a preparation composed of stale beer, alum
and epsom salts. The salt and alum crystals
are precipitated upon the glass, forming the
delicate and graceful figures made by the
frost of winter on the window pane. The effect is very pretty, and can be easily produced. It protects the mirror from the flies as
effectually as guaze coverings, and looks better, besides making a room look cool and
comfortable these hot days.
[Rockland

Opinion.

only $1 per

year.

The Rudder for July well maintains its
reputation as the yachting magazine of
America. As usual it is profusely and beautifully illustrated and its contents time-

year just

ended show that the

agricultural element
of the country has enjoyed a greatly improved condition during the past year,
while other statements received here are

equally gratifying

as

to the prospects for

The exportations of
the coming year.
breadstuffs during the year ending June
30, 1897, amounted to $189,838,828 in
value against

$136,846,845

in the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1896, and $110,967,758 in the fiscal year ending June 30, 1895.
This is an increase of 53,000,000 in the

Furniture

tion at

time

one

was

reported

to

be hope-

physician

months and meanwhile the editorial duties
are capably performed by Mrs. C. W. Keyes,
of the former editor and proprietor of
the Chronicle.
wife

The Maine Central for July has a finely
illustrated article on the eastern Maine coast
from Penobscot to Passamaquoddy, special
attention being given to Mouhegau, Matiuicus, Mt. Desert, Machias and Grand Meuau.
Of Mouhegau Harbor it is said: “A community which is never disturbed byjthe steam
whistle, save when the fog siren upon Manana gets in its work; owns not one solitary
horse and no roads to use the equine,upon if
they bad ; whose only land vehicle is the
wheelbarrow, but whose every ^inhabitant
owns a fishing
boat and cau handle her

through

a

living gale

in

a manner

to win

admiration. Where there, are nojpoor, no
house of correction, no base ball news. Subscribers to leading magazines and papers,
and with plenty of time for reading, they
are

remarkably well informed and

cultur-

Dealers.

We ask for a share of your patronage.
In return for which we guarantee to
protect your interest, both in quality
show

IITJ

They

cannot be beaten.

The price was
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ly and interesting. There are two fine poems
by the editor, Thomas Fleming Day. Rudder Publishing Co., 55 Dey street, New'
York. S2 a year.

sponding months of the history of the less. Now' the news of his recovery will be
McKinley law. This is specially inter- hailed with joy by his contemporaries of the
esting and important because of the state- Maine press, who hold Mr. Hunter in the
highest esteem. He has been advised by
ments made from time to time
by the his
to do no work for several

States this fall.
“A

The July number of the Maine Sportsman
opens with an illustrated article on “Rangeley Lake in the Early Fifties,” and is replete
with matter of interest to sportsmeu. It is
published at Bangor and the subscription is

SON;

R. H. COOMBS &

Field, Forest & Shore is a handsomely
illustrated monthly published at Portland
and devoted to the interest of Maine resorts.

Notwithstanding
receipts by reason of this flood of imWe are very glad to learn that John M. S.
portations since the inauguration of Pres- Hunter, editor of the
Farmington Chronident McKinley, the customs, internal
is
icle,
rapidly convalescing from a
revenue, and total receipts under this law very serious illness. Indeed, his condithe increase

in

Liver Ills; easy to
take, easy to operate. 25c.

r'fc'n

The

the

the past three months, which were made
in order to escape duties under the new

cure

nooa S l^lllS

to

which it had made up to the time of McKinley’s inauguration has been somewhat
reduced by the enormous importations of

Sarsaparilla
■

to

such distress

Hood’s
■

failures, since it is
say anything good in taking
measure which has brought
of its

out some

leave of

Your nerves will be strong, and your sleep
Hood’s
sound, sweet and refreshing.
Sarsaparilla makes pure blood. That is
why it cures 30 many diseases. That is
why so many thousands take it to cure
disease, retain good health and prevent
sickness and suffering. Remember

Is the One True Blood Purifier.

about to bid adieu to the
it may not be uninteresting to

and Periodicals.

we are

impossible

Blood

on

somewhat

Now that

means

Treasury.

by

representatives in
Mississippi valley

other

States to resume loans

his

however, and
it? [New York

and

Pure

[Correspondence of The Journal.]
Washington, D. C., July 19, 1897.

sound health. With pur«
rich, healthy blood, the stomach and di
gestive organs will be vigorous, and there
will be no d fspepsia. Rheumatism and
Neuralgia will be unknown. Scrofula and
Salt Rheum will disappear. With pure

The fact that the eastern business firms
have authorized their

The towns that have

Blood

make

expected to
campaign.

The currency troubles with which the
country has had to deal in the past few
years has created such a demand for a

Nebraska

are

hieh he had

in the State in the fall's

J apau lias shown many signs of an ad
vaucing civilization, and the latest is said
to

;

The fact that the Ohio Democrats fail-

j

riLam-RY.

a.

European countries, including England,
giving encouragement to President
McKinley's bimetallic commission and
warranting the hope that it will be suc-
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never so

ia aI1

st.vles

low and

styles

never so

attract in-

aml prices from 94.75
upwarc

clai"‘
REFRIGERATORS. BEST
RpsTDccuircu'l'TAn".we
REFRIGERATOR in the market,
we

anti let

us

show you the points of

superiority

HORSEMEN
and all who ride in carriages look at this—
THE BELL ODOMETER. One of these
placed on your carriage will register accurately the distance travelled and will ring
You have no idea what
a bell every mile.
pleasure it gives to accurately measure and
listen for the bell to ring at the end of
Give one a-trial and you will
every mile.
never ride without it.

Cameras and
Sunnlies
supplied.

I

A

Photographic

flll line
ALWAYS ON HAND.

UNDERTAKING being our specialty, we wish to haxe it known that we
posi.
t'vely do and shall continue to furnish BETTER GOODS and at less price
than any other house can furnish in this counts
such exorWhy
pax
bitant prices when you can get better xalue and lower
prices of us
Black cloth cox ered caskets from $ I S.00 and
upw ard.
R. H. cOOTBS & SON.

70 & 72 Haiti Street,
Probate and

Insolvency Courts.

abstract of the business of
the Probate and Insolvency Courts for Waldo county, July term. IS!>7 :
Estate of Warren B. Hathaway, Troy,
will approved; letters testamentary issued
to Geo. L. Tyler.
Estate of Charles Wiggin. Knox, will apletters testamentary issued to Rose
proved;
j

Following

is

Belfast, Maine

an

i

1

Wiggin.
The Maine Central is in error in a
Estate of Mayo E. Herriman. Montville, !
passing reference to Isle au Haut, when it will approved; letters testamentary issued
implies that the attempt to create a summer j to Emily A. llerriman.
Estate of Elijah W. Cram, Liberty, will
resort there has been a failure. The Point j
approved; letters testamentary issued to
Lookout Club and the scenery of Isle au Geo. W. Cram.
Estate of Martha Mason, Belfast, will apHaut are well worthy of a write-up and of
proved; letters testamentary issued to Howfull illustration.
ard F. Mason.
Estate of Benjamin C. Pendleton. Searsport; letters of administration issued to
Obituary.
Chas. N. Chase.
Estate of Clara A. Neal, Belfast; letters
Louise L wife of Leonard Webster of of administration issued to
A. C.
Benj. F. Neal.
Estate of Isaac Curtis. Monroe; letters of
Waldo, died ver\ suddenly Tuesday night of
administration
to Edwin S. Curtis.
row sali: m
issued
paralysis. She was a native of Noble boro,
Estate of Jcl) Philhruok, Wiuterport; letA. A. HOWES & CO. and
and her maiden name was Hall. She was ters of
administration issued t Ellery Bowhighly esteemed in the community, and her den: petition for license to sell real estate
SW IM' & lJAl 1
Hell
presented.
sudden death is a severe blow to many
Certificate of adoption issued to Chas H.
Tr> Pure Spring Water in contrast
warm friends.
She leaves to mourn their ami Joanna
Thurston. Belfast name of ward
with faucet water.
loss her husband and four children. The changed from Burnard (i. Boundv t > Barnlatter are Ralph J. of Everett, Mass., Ethel ard G. Thurston.
Estate of Addle M., George A. and FranM. of Belfast, Avon T. and Avis; A., who cis A.
Hodgdon, minors, New Haven, Conn.;
live at the old home in Waldo. The funeral license to sell real estate issued.
of John A. Warren, minor, BelEstate
will be held this Thursday afternoon. Rev.
fast ; license to sell real estate issued.
G. G Winslow of Belfast will officiate.
Estate of Nellie \
Crosby. Wiuterport;
license to sell real estate issued ; inventory
Mrs. Dolly C. Berry died in Quincy, returned.
Estate of Julia A. Diekey, Northport;
Mass., June 27tli, aged 74 years and 9 license to sell real
estate issued.
months. She was a kind and devoted mothEstate of Joseph A. and Fred If. Webber,
er.
She was a member of the Uuiversalist minors, Jackson; letters of guardianship
]
Church and Ladies’ Aid Society and was issued to Chas. H. Gatehell.
Estate of Dexter W. Bennett, Montville;
active and interested in its work. The license to sell real
estate issued.
funeral services were held at the church,
Estate of Albert A. Moody, Belmont; warRev. Mr. Preble officiating. The floral of- rant in insolvency issued to Emery Boardmau ami Fred W. Brown, commissioners.
ferings were many. The interment was at
Estate of J. W. Frederick, Belfast ; letters
Prospect, Maine.
testamentary issued to Chas. W. Frederick.
Estate of Robert G. Campbell. WinterThe sad intelligence has been received in port; inventory returned.
Estate of Eliza Mason, Jackson: inventhis city of the death of Mrs. Alice Davis
tory returned.
Lewis, wife of Charles Lewis, M. D., which
Estate of Sarah E. Doe, Burnham; invenoccurred at Tong Chow, China, May 81st, tory returned.
HOT WATER o« STEAM
Estate of Dennis M. Estes, Troy; final acafter an illness of a few days.
She was the
count allowed.
BEST FOR ECONOMY-EmtlENCY-MRABILr-'
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Davis, of
Estate of Nancy E. Black, Belfast. first
Send 1
me
11
CURNEY HEATER MFC
Liberty, Me., and was educated at the East and final account allowed.
IDS iranklin Street, corner
of C. A. Erskine, Palermo; first
Congress. Boston V
Estate
Maine Seminary, Bucksport, graduating in
and final account allowed.
1888.
Sin* then engaged in the work of
Estate of Abner Bailey, Monroe; first and
ANY suffer in the sip
teachiug for several years, the last two of final account allowed.
which were spent in Bangor, where she
mer with headad
Estate of Benj. Higgins, Searsmont. first
taught in the eighth grade Grammar School. and final account allowed.
In 1894 she entered the Homeopathic Hosexposure to t
Estate of Moses Rankin, Lincoluville, first caused
pital, Boston, Mass., graduating as a trained and final account allowed.
sun.
nurse in ’90.
She was married to Dr. L**wis
Estate of David G. Hunter, Lincoluville:
September 1, 1890, and in October they first ami final account allowed
sailed for China as missionaries under the
Estate of William Turner, Montville; first
auspices of the Presbyterian Board. She account allowed.
was a person of marked fidelity and earnestEstate of Margaret D. Fuller. Searsmont;
ness in her work, peculiarly sociable and ataccount of distribution allowed.
tractive in spirit and manner, of rare purity
Estate of Linda and G wfcrude M. Parsons,
and excellence of character. Many friends
minors, Stockton Springs : petit ion for license
here and elsewhere to whom she had great- to sell real estate
is a
and si
presented.
ly endeared herself, will learn with deep reEstate of John Cain, Palermo; will precure for this and all oth
gret of the early and sudden death of one sented; Hannah J. Cain named executrix.
whose life was so full of promise of usefulEstate of Louisa E. Park; Searsport; pe- forms of nervous headad
ness, and will extend hearty sympathy to tition presented for
appointment of Caththe bereaved husband and family circle, erine E. Park administratrix
Price 15 cents.
presented.
f Bangor Whig & Courier.
Estate of Samuel E. Packard, Waldo; petition presented for appointment <•' Fred V.
Packard administrator.
Estate of Lorenzo A. Soule, Searsmont;
first and final account presented.
Estate of William Chase, Wiuterport; first
ami tiual account presented.
Estate of John Carr, Searsport. petition
presented for appointment of Minnie A.
Ballard administratrix.
Estate of Horatio N. Woodcock. Searsmont; petition presented for appointment of
H NT. Woodcock, Jr. administrator.
Estate of Mary A. Lancaster, Belfast will
(United fraction «.V Kleetrlc Uo.
presented; James S. liarrimau named exeF.

ed.”

SIBLEY, Propriet

>

HEATERSa"d
radiators

IW

by

safe, speedy

POOR &

Keep Up Your
Scott's Emulsion
in

JULY INVESTMENTS
Providence &’.Pawtuck9t Street R

.Summer-time

j*j»What are your resources
for the summer? Have you
an abundance of health stowed
away for the long, hot, deplet-

ing days,

or

you low in

does

summer

vitality,

run

find

down,

losing flesh, and weak?

Scott’s
Emulsion of Cod-liver Oil will

give you the proper reserve
force, because it builds up the
system on a solid foundation.
A tonic may

stimulate; Scott’s
Emulsion not only “boosts,”*
it sustains.
It is a wise precaution always to have at
least a small bottle of Scott's Emulsion in
the house. Unopened, it will keep indefinitely Tightly corked, after using, kept in
a cool place, it will remain sweet tor weeks.

For sale by all druggists at

SON, Druggisi

Gold 5s.

cutor.

Estate of Jeremiah Colson, Wiuterport;
final account presented.
Estate of Mary E. Soutliworth, Belfast;
second account presented.
Estate of Mary W. McDonald. Belfast;
first and final account presented.
Estate of Achsa W. Glidden, Palermo,
final account presented.
Estate of Samuel L. Hubbs, Monroe, first
and private account presented.
Estate of Harrison Berry. Palermo; first
account presented.
INSOLVENCY

1st

Mtg. Gold

6s.

Cambridge,Mass.,Electric light C
6 per cent. Stock.
And Other Investment Securities

COURT.

Estate of Hartson Clark, Belfast; petition
for discharge tiled.
Estate of Thus. Colby Nickerson. Belfast;
petition for discharge tiled.
Estate of Chas. L. Fogg, Monroe; examination of debtor received and tiled; objec- (
tions overruled and discharge granted.
Estate of Silas D. Brown, Belfast; dischard granted.
To

Dominion Coal Co.,

Examine Teachers.

Particulars

on

application

to

Blooget. Merritt
1 (»

&

G<

Congress St., ISostou.

a

ANNOUNCEMENT.

Superintendent of Schools Stetson is taking
steps to carry out the law relating to the regular certification of teachers by himself.
The law requires that certificates auth orizing the holder to teach in public schools in
the State, may be granted for a term of years
or for life and that a list of all persons receiving State certificates shall be keep them j
and Medalist Ontario Veteri
at the office of the State superintendent. Cop- > Graduate
ary College,
ies may be had by officers of schools, to enablethem to make a selection of teachers. Any !! Wishes to announce to the people of Belfast
who
has
six
terms
taught successfully
person
vicinity that he has opened an office in the
of not less than ten weeks each,may apply for of the Belfast Livery Co., and is prepared to
all diseases of the domesticated animals
a State certificate and receive one of the first
2'.*:
grades authorizing the holder to teach in any scientific and humane principles.
school or of the second, any but high schools.
Probationary certificates will he granted for
three years which may he renewed. Life
certificates of both grades will he issued to

Dr.W.L.West
VETERINARY SURGEON.

E. H. DURGIN, M. D.

In Europe, Asia, Africa, Australia and
Established in 1836.
all applicants who attain satisfactory rank
America, the five great continents, Shaker
Examination will be made under the direcmedicines are being used by suffering huCAPITAL
o
STOCK, $150,000
for the year just
the
farmers
of
tion
of the superintendent aud the teachers
pockets
manity for the cure of sickness and disease.
will be granted certificates according to the
Never was there such a universal demand, ended for breadstuffs alone, as compared SURPLUS,
$33,000
result.
a
never such wonderful results.
with the preceding year, and an increase
Shaker Digestive Cordial, a cure for indiDEPOSITS
SOLICITED.
Office hours>mtil£0|u.|m.
the
with
of
is
from
herbs
year
and
$79,000,000 compared
gestion,
prepared
roots,
From I 2.30 to 3 and 7 to S p. m
and is a natural remedy, which cures by aid1895. The exportations of cattle for the
ing nature and not by fighting her.
MAINE
Safe deposit boxes for rent at $3, $5, $6.50 and
SEARSPORT,
Shaker Digestive Cordial makes those fat, fiscal year just ended amounted to about
I offer for sale at a bargain the house and lot on Telephone C oxxectiok.
13tf
$8 a year.1
j
who have become thin by not digesting their
than
halt
a
a
little
more
mile
avenue,
the
in
Northport
preceding
$2,000,000 more than
food.
from the post-office recently occupied by Albert
Our new vault if unequaled in Eastern Main
L. Mudgett. Less than three acres of land, with
It restores the spirits and the appetite of year, fresh beef increased about $4,000,and
in
security against fire ; good orchard, tine well of water and city water. SUBSCRIBE
UNEXCELLED
those who are dejected and fagged out from
000, hams $3,000,000.
The buildings consist of a story and a half house,
the wearing effects of indigestion.
and burglary in the country.
ell, and a well finished stable. The buildings are
It relieves the symptoms of dyspepsia,
Howard French of New York is visiting
Those renting boxes can have the exclusive in excellent repair; very warm house. For further I
and, after using for a reasonable time, finally
particulars apply to
his parents in Lincolnville. He made a brie
cures the complaint.
privilege of taking their boxes to and from the
PRISCILLA A. MATHEWS,
I
East Northport.
2w29*
Sold by druggists. Trial bottle 10 cents.
vault.
call on his friends in Belfast Tuesday.

Fitting of Glasses and Diseases
the Eye and Ear Specialty.

Sale.

FOR^^^^
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The annual meeting of the Belfast ColiCo. was postponed from last Monday,
on account of the funeral of Mr. Mathews,
to Aug. 9th.
seutn

&

.-making
Mayo
•ed by Miss Beverage, are for
aediate possession.
Enquire
rooms

i
>

over

<•■!!.

examining

f

surgeons,

eon-

A. J. Billings, S. W. JohnV. Fletcher, has been appointed

yesterday.
parade of wheelmen and
Thursday, evening. The

session

rst
a

|

from the school common at
the r..»ute is laid out in such a
will be practically no hill

•'

trt

|

wh

arc interested iu the ex
teachers* regular or special
x:cs are requested to send their
office addresses to the State
■■•nt of Public Schools,
at Aure August 1, 1897.

S
i

!
|

of the committee from the
East Maine Seminary at

-ting

*be

j

Me, held in Boston July 14th,
^ A. Hutchinson of
Pennington

I

New

Jersey, was elected PresiPresident A. F. Chase, who
sen
President of the Maine

«'f

|

Seminary.
i-known business men went
wn stable one day last week
empty. Thinking his brotherlie horse he walked home only
neither that gentleman nor any
had seen the horse. The owner
we

|

started up town post haste to
••"dee, thinking the horse had
but he soou met his blackgreeting was “Say, John, are
stable your horse in my shop
Crops. The July Bulle.miM- Beard of
Agriculture gives
g summary <>f crop reports from
•.nty:
f the hay crop, 92 per cent
pastures. *. percent.; improvetittiiig and burning of bushes;
depended upon as much as
me sectii us.
Amount of soil*
ut.
Condition of oats, ^4
per
\rd grain, >2 per cent.; barley,
nty

'■

i25 per cent.: sweet curn,
'-"■ «vrn, >;4
per cent : puta••nt.;
apples. 49 per cent.;
ent.
strawberries, S5 per
rries. .4 per cent. ; blackberries,
liier small fruits, 7<! per cent.

I

1

George Shaw

his left
Mathews
week.. .Chas. B. Stover was
a
carriage while riding home
ort July 14th, and suffered a
ition of the right elbow.
watchman at Mathews Br-.s
sii.ai'. stone in the mill yard
Right and sprained Ids right
ad I y with

a

cut

saw

in

b

t.iiy... .The horse of S. G.
u Bay View street last
away
;. i
msiderable damage to the
:.artless. The animal was frightoose horses owned by A. C
S
ey paid all the bills for reAmateur base ball is now
pastime and games between
are frequent.
The most inter-

■s

ne

ie

past week

was

July 15th be-

rufessional men and the Belfast
former won by a score of 24 to
were as follows.
ProfesC. Libby, p.; B. P. Hazel14. L). McLellau, Esq., 2b.;

avers

»r. W.

iken, lb.; Dr. E. L. Stevens,
1 ed,
F. R. Woodcock,
A lb 'he.-,
f.. Loren Colcord, r. f.
M

\r

Mil

M.t

•"'i*

f

Percy Tuttle, 3b.;
-ns. 2b.
F J. Rigby, 1. f.; Geo. R.
Fred A. Johnson, s. s.; B. A.
Ishinael Patterson, lb,; Chas.
Ti e “old boys” are
making
"Rts

o.

for

:

very amateur game to be
next week.
Many of the
a

oably
layers have

not

played

a

game

Free ice cream
3: Co.’s this week, when the

ertisements.
wes

he

given an opportunity to test
the Globe Extract Comts.
Tuesday was vanilla day:

<~s

of

to-day, pistachio; FriSaturday, violet and rose.
U has charge of the demoustrapublic, the ladies specially, are

'■anaua:
’Rout:

1

The Clements’ family reunion will be held
Morning Light Grange hall, Monroe village, Thursday, Aug. l’Jth.

The W, C. T. U. will serve ice cream and
follows; cake at their rooms
to-morrow, Friday, evenSupplemental, Thomas Cunningham, South j ing. Admission, including ice cream and
Pensions have been granted

Liberty;

increase,

Stephen

as

B.

Wescott, i cake,

Blue Hill; reissue William H. Moody, Libertv; original, widows, etc., Clementine R.
Cunningham, Castine.

j

10 cts.

An

examination under the civil service
rules for the customs service, first
grade, was
held at the custom house in this
city last Sat-

Dr. W. L. West, V. S., formerly of Ellsj urday. There were eight candidates.
worth, has decided to move to Belfast, and
The train was an hour late
Monday evenwill have an office for the present with the
on account of a
slight accident to the
Belfast. Livery Co. Dr. West is a graduate ing
at
locomotive,
Burnham, rendering it necesand medallist of Ontario Veterinary College
sary to send to Waterville for another enof Toronto, class of ’9o, and is Secretary of
gine.
the Maine Veterinary Association. He has
Helping Hand Circle, King’s Daughters,
sold his practice to Drs. Caldwell and Polwill meet with Mrs. Ruth Staples on
lard of WToonsocket, K. I. Dr. West has
Bridge
next Monday evening. All members
practiced in Ellsworth since his graduation street,
are requested to be present as there is new
and has built up a large practice in that vibusiness to attend to.
cinity. Dr. West examined a herd of cows
The Unitarian Sunday school
Monday to be shipped to Boston market by
enjoyed a
James H. Cunningham.
picnic at the cottage of Mr. C. B. Hazeltine
on Murphy’s Point last
Tuesday afternoon,
Diphtheria. There were two deaths from
to which the children from the Girls’ Home
diphtheria in East Belfast last week. Mrs.
were invited.
All had a delightful time.
Shaw came from Augusta with a

Cynthia

child and tried to doctor him herself, not
calling a physician. The child died and a
physician who was called in said he died
from malignant diphtheria. The body was
buried without a public funeral and everything used about the child was destroyed and
the house fumigated. The mother, not feeling
sick

well, went soon after to her father s where
she sickened and died of the same disease.
By order of the Board of Health she was
buried the day she died, July 14th, and
everything about the house cared for, either

by burning or fumigation. Sunday two more
eases
appeared, grandchildren of S. S.
Woods, in whose family Mrs. Shaw was
living when her boy died. Yesterday the
cases were reported as not serious and the
patients improving.
Will Try

it

Again.

Cycling Touring Club
Saturday, July :>1, f-*r

The

Boston Press

leave Boston,
third auuual
tour in >1 tine.
The club will arrive in
Rockland on the evening of Wednesday,
August 4. departing the next morning for
Bucksport. Last year, it will be remembered. the wheelmen fell out by the wayside,as
the res a of rain and mud, and a very small
party reached here. It is hoped they will
will

their

have h'-rter luck this year. Following is
tie- iueal part of the itinerary:
Thursday, Aug. .". Leave Rockland at
•"
a
hi. f r Ellsworth (6b miles.)
Tafce
dinner at Belfast
miles.) This is one of
7

the

enjoyable

jni >st

of

rides, passing through

Camden. Xortliport campmeet:ng gr'Uiuds, Stockton, Prospect and Saturday C* vc. The scenery is grand, and the
deep ! lue waters of the Penobscot River
make an elegant foreground for the rugged
s!
res of Isiesh ro, Sear's Island, Castine,
Penohs ot and Yer<*ia. At Prospect we are
ferried across the river on the old ferry immortalized by that familiar song, “The
Ferryman." and are lauded at Bucksport,
the home of OKI Jed Prouty. Bucksport to
Edsworth (20 miles American House.
!■:

tiiresp

ie

Facts. A few dozen ‘‘tinkers” were
caught last Friday morning and it was hoped these toothsome fish had “struck in” for
good. That afternoon and evening and the
next morning many boats were out, but met
with poor success, and we heard of only a
solitary tinker as the result of the Sunday
morning fishing. Sch. Little Kate left
for Buck’s Harbor Saturday night on a
maokereling trip, but returned without wetting her salt. Sunday afternoon the Edna
with a party of six left on a like trip to
Crow Cove and returned Monday with like
results_A smack was in port the first of
the week with boiled lobsters, retailing
them at 12 cents per pound....The Rockland Star reports that one end of the cold
storage plant on Tillson’s wharf is being
fitted up to provide quarters for F. vV. Collins, the lobster dealer. This is close by
Mr. Collin's present quarters and convenient to his car....Capt. J. L. Smith is to fit
out the sch. Fairy Forest for a herring fishing trip_Sch. Eliza Mary, Capt. Wm. F.
Fish

Welch, has

returned

cruise with

a

Miss Emily F. Miller of North
Searsmont,
county president of the W. C. T. U., rails
the attention of members to the offer of the
Worcester Salt Co., to pay $50 into the
county treasury when 500 coupons are presented.
The coupons may be sent to Miss
Miller.
List of unclaimed letters remaining in the
Belfast post office for the week ending July
17th:
Ladies—Miss Florence E. Felker.
Mrs. Maggie
French, Miss E. Graunis
Hull, (2.) Gentlemen—Mr. Geo. Beaumont,
Mr. G. L. Ryan, Mr. L. Thoruer.

are

'■

>

A

too

well fed to take the hook readi-

Lectures

Miss Frances J.

by

Dyer.

buckboard
A good audience, including
loads from Searsport, assembled in the Unitarian Church last Friday eveuing to listen
t) a lecture by Miss Frances J. Dyer, a Belfast lady whose good works and able pen
have made her widely known, and whose
extensive reading and travel have well equipped her for a public instructor. When the
audience was seated a solo with organ actwo

her false teeth

;a stand

near

as usual and laid them
the bed. In the night she

awakened by

slight noise in the room
and saw a rat escaping through the door
with the teeth. She gave chase, but the rat
got iuto the back rooms and disappeared
with his plunder.
was

a

East Belfast. Miss Jennie Gray of Bosis visiting her brother, Mr. John
Hogan.
-Martin Robbins of Lowell, Mass., is

ton

Fruit Jars to be

RETAILED AT WHOLESALE PRICES

CARLE &

accompany her in Prof. Langley’s air
ship to the other great nations, which were
passed in review in like manner. The lecture
was, in fact, an excellent and up-to-date
summary of the affairs of the world, supplemented by the results of personal observation and spiced by clever comment on men
and things. Much of the matter was new to
ers

many in the audience and all

was

21 MAIN STREET,

short time ago a sail boat and tender
owned by Rich Brothers of Searsport were
stolen from that place. Last Friday Sheriff
Norton went to Sullivan and recovered the
A

boats, and returned them to their owners.
They had been left with a Capt. Smith by a
who gave his name as John Somes and
who said he was going to Bar Harbor to
work. He instructed Capt. Smith to sell
the boats if possible, but otherwise to
keep
them until called for
All efforts to trace
the thief failed.
mau

A

peculiar

tried in the Police
Mrs. Olive Wilkins was arraigned on complaint of O. A. Hopkins, on
a charge of disturbing the
Several
peace.
witnesses for the State were examined.
They testified that between 9 and 10 o’clock
last Friday night Mrs. Wilkins passed
case was

Court Tuesday.

by

Hopkins’ house

and without provocation, in
loud and angry voice, used threatening and
insulting language towards Mr. and Mrs.
Hopkins, who were sitting peacefully ou a
porch at tile side of the house. The evidence
also showed previous outbreaks of a similar
nature against other neighbors.
No defense
a

JONES,

interest-

ing and instructive. Miss Dyer’s manner
and delivery were good. She spoke without

the wrapper.
1>-»rG and <’hem.

on

personality and voice on every occaoffered. After a life of close intimacy,
John Watson said that his was the most perfect Christian life he had ever seen. Some
of Drummond’s favorite hymns were sung

7.30. Thursday

Belfast

Light *.<: Power Co. has
power generator which will be set
at the power station at the mouth of Goose
Liver in a few days. The machine is of 80
horse power, 500 volts, and weighs 10,525
pounds. It will be belted to the small
water wheel at the station, and, like the
dynamos, can be run by steam when necesThis machine is to furnish power for
sary.
running machinery, not only the smaller
kinds, such as coffee mills, etc.,but three concerns using considerable power have ordered motors. These are the Belfast Machine
& Foundry Co., and the clothing factories
of M. B. Lawrence & W. W. Cates in the
Coliseum building. The motor circuit is entirely separate from the two light circuits
and cannot be used interchangeably, on account of the difference of currents, The
system is the same that is used in the principal cities in Maine, including all the street
railways. Later in the season, if the demand
for power warrants, another and larger
generator will be put in at the upper dam,
and Hiramdale Falls will be utilized. The
stream with its two present dams, and the
possibility of using Hiramdale Falls, with
auxiliary steam, will give Belfast all the
facilities needed for many years for electric
power, and for lighting purposes. The putting in of this system must prove a benefit
to the city, not only in giving our manufacturers reliable power at reasonable rates
but as an inducement to outside manu-

even-

drug

store and I

lyiHK

and
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Boats.

The sloop yacht Helen of the Lynn Yacht
Com. Clough and friends, sailed
Thursday morning for home.

Club,

Schooner Yacht Tempest of Castiue, F. P.
Wood owner, took a party from Ryder's
Cove to the fishing grounds off Matinicus
last

Sunday.

The sloop yacht Auniel of Castiue, Col.
Bolan owner, was in port Monday uight.
She is a finely appointed craft, and was returning from

a

trip up

river.

R. Ford, Arthur Bieknell and others
went to Castine Friday in Webster's new
yacht and had a delightful sail. The boat is
safe, speedy and comfortable and may be
W.

or

constitutional disease, and in order

you must take internal remedies.
Cure is taken internally, and acts
blood and

mucous

surfaces.

to cure

A. A. HOWES &

GO.,

PERHAPS

the

;
;

directly

on

a

of the best

have received the schedule of the annual cruise, 1897, of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Yacht Club, Edward
Johnson, Jr., Secy. Yachts cruising from
the east will assemble at New Bedford on or
before July 01st, and yachts from the west !
at New London on or before August 3d. August 4 they will run to Newport; Aug. 7 to
Vineyard Haven: Aug. 9 to New Bedford.

Good

Templars.

Belfast Lodge,No. 30, held a pleasant meeting ending with ice cream, last week.

BLT YOL CAN T.

We

Hall's Catarrh Cure

quack medicine. It was prescribed by
physicians in this country for
years, and is a regular prescription. It is composed of the best tonics known, combined with
he best blood purifiers, acting directly on the
mucous surfaces. The perfect combination of the
two ingredients is what produces such wonderful
results in curing Catarrh. Send for testimonials,
not

prices.

it

Hall's Catarrh

Hiram Chase & Son,
25 MAIN STREET.

BELFAST.

Last season the cat boat built by I. W.
Parker of Belfast had it all her own way on
Lake

Cobbosseecontee, defeating everything

the lake in her class and out of it. Now
Commodore Soule has a new cat boat,a prize
of the following
winner at Brooklyn, N.
dimensions: Length over all, 22 feet; beam
7 12 feet. This is a much larger craft than
on

and many other new remedies for
relieving distress caused by
corns

the Belfast boat.
the cruise of the New
York Cftib from New York to Bar Harbor

Preparations

progressing favorably.
meeting of the club prizes and
are

decided upon

as

At

a

or

bunions

POOR & SON, Druggists.

for

recent

courses were

follows;

Morgan offered four cups to be
for
during the cruise by vessels
A cup
do not haul out to clean.
worth $2,000 is offered for the wiuning
schooner in classes A, B, and C; a cup
worth $1,0*30 for winners in classes 1) and
F; a cup worth $1,000 for those in class
G. and a $1,000 cup for winning sloop in
classes H, J, lv, L and M. The course for
these races is to be from Vineyard Haven to
the vicinity of Owl’s Head, Me., to be sailed
in cruising trim, with the regular time allowances of the club and under its rules.
Vice Com. L. Cass Ledyard offered a clip
for schooners and a cup for single-masted
vessels and yawls, to be raced for at Glen
cove on the day of the rendezvous, Aug. 2.
Rear Com. August Belmont offered a
cup for the single-masted vessels winning the greatest number of runs during the cruise, all sailing in one class.
Also a cup for 30-footers owned by members, a second cup to be offered if more than
three start. Ex Com. E. M. Brown offered
a cup for the schooners winning the greatest number of runs, all sailing m one class,
and the regatta committee offers cups to be
given to winning schooner and single-master
in a race from Saddle Back ledge light to
Bar Harbor with a special handicap. According to Secretary Oddie, the coming
cruise will be one of the greatest the club
ever had.
There are now 364 vessels in the
club, 77 schooners, 98 sloops, 173 steamers, 8
8 launches.
and
naphthas
Com.

raced
that

j
I

|

Sweet repose bv using the unsurpassed BED
BUG EXTERMINATOR. Sure death to bed bugs.
Will not « *st four cents a quart. Alsu a recipe
for water bugs, cuckroaches and insects.
['hey
will eat and surely die. Does nut cost over the
cents per quarter pound.
Will send the two
recipes to any address -ui receipt ->f a ten cent
piece and postage stamp.
S. B. TITCO.TB,
3r2«‘>*
No 2 Friend St., Amesbury, Mass.

;

TRUSSES
Call

and

The greatest improvement which has been
made in the manufacture of cigars during
the nineteenth century has now been accom-

plished in “Pepso.” This cigar contains
to digest 500 grains of
The Waldo District Lodge of Good Tem- enough pure pepsin
food, thereby making it beneficial instead of
plars will hold quarterly session at Northinjurious to the system.
port Camp Ground Thursday, August 12th.
Patent applied for.
Program next week.

see

NEIV

our

Trusses for the summer.
and comtortable.
and up-to-date

patterns of

Easy,

cool

We have the latest

styles,

and guarantee

a

fit in every case at the lowest prices.

POOR & SON,

Druggists.

Grass for Sale.
The grass

box of Doan’s

& Wilson’s

3.

PERHAPS

|

stitute.

Yachts

YO U K

at

Mrs. J. W. Smith of Westbrook, Grand
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O. Sold
Chancellor, installed the following officers by druggists, price 75 cents.
of Primrose Assembly, Pythian Sisterhood,
Wedding Bells.
Tuesday evening: C. C., Mrs. Duncan MeAndless; V. C., Mrs. R. C. Barton; M. of E.,
Ncte-Libbey. Beneath an archway of
Mrs. W. H. Sanborn; Prel., Mrs. Sanford
handsome tall palms, and surrounded with
Howard; K. of R. and S., Mrs. A. A. Knight; relatives aud
friends, Mr. Herbert W. Nute
M. at A., Mrs. Horace Twombly; Asst., j
aud Miss Grace M. Libb y were united in
Mrs. James H. Dodge; M. O., Mrs. W. H.
afternoon, Rev. A. R.
Clifford; I. G., Mrs. Addie Condon. Ice marriage Wednesday
Pauli officiating. Miss Libby is one of the
cream and cake were served.
teachers at the Pleasant Street school and is
Alonzo Coffin has been appointed post a popular young lady with all her acquaintmaster at Thorndike, vice A. W. Ward.
ances.
Mr. Nute is equally esteemed by
those who know him and the young couple
start out in life with the brightest prospects.
The wedding was attended by the teachers
in the building, by the school committee
and a number of personal friends, aud the
event took place in the home on WashingIf Belfast People are not Convinced ton street which has been prettily fitted for
their occupancy. The bride was attired in
by Local Testimony they Differ
white muslin, with ribbon garniture, and
she carried bride roses. The maids of honor
from Other People.
were Annie Gibbs aud Emmie Sturtevant
Our readers must have noticed in the past two
and the flower girls that strewed dowhow
in
“cures”
have
the
years
multiplied
newspa- ers in the path of the wedding party
pers like mushrooms in a meadow, and following were Alice McGougli and C'assie McMasters,
the plethora of “cures” the general public have the little misses being pupils in the school
Frank E. Freeman presided
turned remarkably skeptical. Facts are demand- of the bride.
at the piano and
rendered Lohengrin’s
ed, but it has become also essential to know who bridal chorus
as the party took their place
supplies them, where they are from, in fine whom for the ceremony, and also furnished music
have you cured. Doubting Thomas will not accept at the reception which followed. The newat par incredible cures on the other side of the
ly wedded couple left in the afternoon for
continent. He wants them at home. “Give us some the bride’s home at Prospect, Me., and later
will go to Moosehead Lake.
Upon their reneighbor, then I will believe,” is what he asks for.
turn
will reside at 100 Washington
Well, Doan’s Kidney Pills do this. Call it what street.they
the
Among
many gifts received by
you like, at home, lcoal or neighbor’s testimony, them was a handsome
piano from the
you can always ascertain the truth of it without groom’s father, Charles Nute; a silver ice
and
from
Mr.
Nute’s
set
pitcher
shopmates
leaving the city limits. Here is a case:
Mr. O. A. Hopkins of No 5 Bay View street, at D. B. Gurney’s tack factory and a dozen
solid silver tea spoons from the bride’s felsays: “About six months ago, my kidneys com- low
teachers at Pleasant street. The hack
menced to bother me; at least I think it must
that took the couple to the station was gaily
have been them, for at that time I commenced to decorated with ribbons and old shoes and
have a steady aching pain across the small of my they were showered with rice.
[Whitman,
back. It bothered me more or less all the time un- Mass., Times, July 9th.

Kilgore

FAIR, Lewiston,

PERHAPS

Jesse E. Wilson lias been elected and installed as Financier of Enterprise Lodge, A.
O. U. W., in place of Ross L. Stevens, who
has gone to Portland.

to

I’

|
j

one

got them and used them as directed. The steady
aching pain left me and I haven’t felt it since.
Doan’s Kidney Pills cured me.
They were the
only medicine I took, so I must credit them with
doing the work. 1 will recommend Doan’s Kidney
Pills to my friends as a remedy that can be depended upon.”
Price 50 cents per box, for sale by all dealers,
or mailed by Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y.,
sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name, DOAN’S, and take no sub-

Main St., Belfast.

Charlotte T. Sibley spoke last Sun- had on reasonable terms.
6 o’clock p. m., at the M. E. Church,
Mr. Wm. Cottmau’s naphtha launch JenSolo Agouti.
before the Epworth League aud Christian nie arrived last week ami was delivered at Bollast.
Endeavor Societies. There was a large at- the Camp Ground, but was brought to Beltendance, and although her address was | fast for a harbor until a mooring could be
shortened by being obliged to close in sea- put down for her off the North Shore. She
Y«»u don't ku .w that
son for the 7 15 o’clock meetings it was very
is a pretty and speedy little craft.
can Inly the ••up-r*-d.
in watches aim ;*-wstyles
interesting and an inspiration to all who
E.
with
Hon.
Rex
of
\
Steam yacht
Bangor,
elrv of us.
heard it. She showed, in her inimitable way, H.
Blake, her owner, Charles D. Sanford, \
BI T YOL
CAN
the necessity of enthusiasm in any work Prof.
Despret and Dr. E. T. Nealey, all of!
which we may undertake, and the benefits
You don’t kt
Bangor, was at Ryder's Cove harbor on Sat- |
\v that
weto be derived from enthusiastic work, esar** the oldest
teweirv
urday and Sunday, and sailed from there for
in the >t.it*- ..t
house
pecially iu matters of reform and iu chari- Bar Harbor.
Maine,
table and Christiau labors. Several musiBL'T WE ARE.
The boys who were out in the hay in Holt’*
cal selections were rendered at the opening
cat-boat Inca reported that they caught two
of the service, in addition to the usual deY--1 I -n’t kn -w that w.
cod fish in the bay: and Thursday morning
votional services.
give our pers-ma* attenthe Edna started on a fishing trip to the vi- ;
tion to all our watch repairing,
cinity of Flat Island. It proved so rough
BUT WE DO.
Catarrh Cannot be Cured
and disagreeable, however, that the party !
PERHAPS
with LOCAL APPLICATION’S, as they cannot did not go beyond the Camp Ground and
Y u think >• >u can i-.-at
reach the seat of the disease. Catarrh is a blood returned without
wetting their lines.
us on low

is

went over

M 17 17

Miss

day

Societies.

Kidney Pills. I saw
highly recommended and I

Dray

Horseless Carriage Races. Firemen’s Muster.
Everything New, No\el and Interesting.

15, having for its topic, “False worship and
true,” Matt. 6:1-15. All are cordially invited to this meeting.
At the Baptist church there will be preaching next Sunday morning and evening by
the pastor. The subject of the evening sermon will be “Balancing Accounts,” Luke 16:
5.
The music will be as follows: Morning—
Anthem, “Consider and Hear Me,” Pflueger; selection, “There is a Happy Land,”
Macy, soprano solo and quartette. Evening
—Selection, chorus; solo, “Flee as a Bird,”
Dana, Mr. Pitcher.

In places having good electric
some of the largest concerns
use
it as a power.
In Bath, the Bath
Iron
Works
has separate motors for
each department, and the same plan is
adopted in many other manufacturing establishments.

one

Comptroller

cheap.

salf:

Aug. 30, 31, Sepf. 1, 2,

7

plants

them advertised and

to the

One= Horse

MAINE STATE

Luke 12: 22-32; Rom. s:31-39; Eph. 3:14-21.
Next Sunday evening there will be but one
service. This will be a prayer meeting at.

facturers.

til I took

New

J. H. & J. W. JONES,60

attend.

This evening at 7.30 there will be the
usual prayer meeting at the Congregational
church.
Topic, “The folly of distrust,”

a

Secret

at

Dec 17/96

<.

Fon

the

day evening, prayer
ing class meeting.

Belfast to have Electric Power.

power

to

Dec. 1$94.
March 5, 1895.
$79.ISO.59
$83,978,53
July 14, 1S9H.
$172,093.19

8183,869.99

A

Methodist
Episcopal
church, Sunday, July 25th, will he as follows; Sermon by the pastor at 10.45 a. in.;
Sunday school at 12 m.; Junior League
meeting at 4.30 p. m.; Epworth League
meeting at 6.15: sermon at 7.15 by Rev. W.
H. W. Rees, D. L)., of Cincinnati, O. Tuesat

1 $94.
$59,1 SO.29
Dec. 13,1$95.
$160,$3$.IT,

Dt PObIT> in the IXTERbtjT DEPARTMENT payable on demand. draw int^r-st
pavable .lanu
ary 1st and July 1st. Deposits during the first three days of err,-,, month draw int'-re-t from the 'first
of that mouth. This department offers much greater scenrih, to
than < t\im-s Hank- inasdepositors
much as every deposit is a to r,i to the /, ink, an l all deposits in our Bank are
r-> ,t- ~7 t.v rwi.’-e the
c
amount of our Capital Stock.
This Bank being the latest established Bank in Waldo Countv. our vault ha- all
the lutes' improvements in Fire an<l Burglar-Proof work, thereby offering ■//•• re ,t.-, .p.,,
tli m mv .ther
bank in this county.
We have SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES at *3.
anil *$ per vear. All our boxes are
/ with ertr<x
locks, so they may be taken to and from the Bank if desire 1.
1 vr»

vestry next Sunday evening at (> 15 o’clock.
Topic, False worship and true, Matt. 6: 1-15,
Leader, Mr. Charles Brown. All young peo-

pen,
sion

The

Potter
everywhere.
Corp., Sole Props., Boston.

cordially invited

July 24,

figures are taken from our sworn\statements
Currency, Washington, on the above dates,

of the

Sold

The monthly consecration meeting of the
Y. P. S. C. E. will be held iu the Baptist

are

Feb. 28, 1891.
*38,333.89
July 11, 1893.
*123,885.38

These

The Churches.

Services

FRANK R. WIGGIN, Cashier.

Deposits Solicited

Rev. George S. Mills of Belfast and Rev.
L. D. Evans exchanged pulpits last Sunday
morning. A large congregation listened to
a hue sermon by Mr. Mills, and the talented
young preacher can assure himself of many I
frieuds in this place. [Camden Herald.

ple

KNOWLTON, President.

INDIVIDUAL
DEPOSITS:

Alfnin substitutes. Ask for SANTORO'S
AVUIU GINGER, with “Owl” trade-mark

At

bought

L. A.

GINGER, the safest, and best of
warming stomachics. Impure water,
unhealthy climate, unwholesome
food, malarial and epidemic influences, weakness, and loss of sleep
are nothing to travellers
protected
by SANFORD’S GINGER.

effort and with a clear and distinct enunciation that was very pleasing to her bearers.
Quite a comfortable sum was realized from
the lecture for the charity work of the Alliance, in which the sewing school will have
a share.

BELFAST, MAINE.

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.

WISE TRAVELLERS
GARRY SANFORD’S

visiting his sister, Mrs. E. W. Ellis_
George Levett is having bis house fitted for
heating by hot water the couiiug winter.... and
quotations from his writings read by the
Everett A. Nickerson has brick ready to
young people. It was a very interesting and
build a cistern as soon as convenient... .The
helpful service.

Christian Endeavorcrs will hold their
sociable and picnic supper with Mrs. Marv
E. Herrick Thursday, July L'Ptli, unless
otherwise rt ported.

„

to

under the influence of Dwight L. Moody and
received impressions that helped mould his
after life and work. Some of his books were
discussed, hut more stress was laid upon his
personal life. It was made the more interesting from the fact that Miss Dyer had met
and enjoyed the wonderful presence of this
magnetic man on his visit to Boston and
vicinity. His main object in life was to advance the Christian religion, and he used his

out

CA Gross Mason Porcelain Lined Cap

duced the lecturer. Miss Dyer’s subject was
“We and Our Neighbors,” and its tenor went
to show that ti.e nations of the world are
more or less connected, commercially, intellectually and otherwise, and that the same
questions are agitating many of them. After
a rapid review of the situation in this country and of the pending social, industrial and
political issues, the lecturer invited her hear,

A lady at the Head of the Tide reports a
peculiar loss. A few nights ago she took
on

FRUIT JARS.

companiment was finely rendered by Miss
Edith Pettingill. Mrs. E. A. D. Burrington in a few well chosen words then intro-

the evening service at the North Church
last Sunday Miss Dyer gave a brief address
of the life and work of Prof. Henry Drummond. At the opening of her remarks she
paid a deserved tribute to the memory of the
late S. H. Mathews.
She spoke of Drummond's early life and the helpful environmen
of his youth. In his college days he came

Chat. Samuel V. Philbrook brought to
Ryder's Cove, Islesboro, correspond- Swift & Paul’s last Friday some remarkable
ent reports that “a large school of mackerel strawberries raised iu his
garden. A quart
ail....If you want a new one- was seen off the point when the steamer
box of strawberries usually weighs about a j
at a bargain call on J. H. & J.
Sedgwick passed out early on Monday morn- pound and contains about 150 berries.
Main street, at once, or it may ing. In a week, according to this indication, These
weighed a pound and a half and con; re you get there... .Residents on
mackerel fishing will be good about the is- tained 41 berries to the
box_Win. M.
:>-et who wish to make connection
land.’’. ...R. T. Rankin and Elmer Sherman
Woods has bought the family carriage horse 1
-r-wer are referred to the notice of
returned Tuesday from a two days’ fishing of Elias R.
Thompson.W. A. Arnold
A Cottrell-Carle & Jones, 21
trip to Unity Pond, with good strings of bought about 3,000 pounds of wool in Han-t, have 50 gross of Mason porcewhite perch.
cock county in two days last week_
:
cap fruit jars to be retailed at
Swordfish were in the market last week at
Shipping Items. Sch. Susan N. Pickering
Don’t miss this oppor
prices.
of Deer Isle, on the marine railway at this 20 cents per pound-E. L. French has rer preserving time has come_See
port for re-classification, illustrates what modeled the body of his bakery wagon and
V L West,
Veterinary Surgeon....
good care will do for a well built vessel. had it neatly lettered_The pug dog “Dia"f house for sale at a
on
bargain
The Pickering was built at Belfast in 1882 mond” owned by Mrs. E. E. Wescott died
rt avenue.
by J. Y. Cottrell, and has been in constant last week at the age of 13 years. Diamond
aptist Excursion to Sandypoint.
service, a greater part of the time in the was well known and a favorite, as he did
isi was an ideal excursion
day, and West India trade. Her seams and butts not develop a cross disposition in old age as
must thoroughly
enjoyed by about not only show no signs of age, but are many pugs do-The trains Tuesday were
ired of the Baptist society and closer than in
many new vessels. The Pick- draped in mourning on account of the
who went to Sandypoint by steamer
ering’s copper is to be taken off and she will death of conductor McIntyre of the Flying
A few minutes walk from the
not be re-metaled.... Bark Herbert Black Yankee and Aroostook Express.Blueat Sandypoint is the grove and cothas been on the marine railway at Boston berries and raspberries are in the market.
the Castine Alumni, where a picnic for
slight repairs-Sch. Sea Bird arrived
Steamer Notes.
Capt. Otis Ingraham
was enjoyed.
Some spent the after*
July 17th, lumber laden, Bangor for Salem set a white spar buoy off “Breezy Point,”
the grove with the swing, and in for
orders-Sch- Volant loaded casks at Thursday, to mark the
approach to the
while others visited Hersey Retreat Lane’s wharf
Saturday for Rockland_ Northport Camp Ground wharf.Steamer
in h’s
Point. A most cordial recep- Sch. Paul
Seavey sailed from this port Sun- Silver Star was obliged to omit her midday
given the party at the Retreat by
day to load paving at Swan’s Island for trip Friday on account of a slight accident
K F. Pember of Bangor and F. C.
New York... .Sch. Emma S. Briggs is load- to her
machinery.During the storm of
’•* of Old Town,
Uuiversalists, who ing long lumber at Bangor for New York...
last week the Boston & Bangor steamers
ling a vacation at this most delight- The Italian Bark
Salvatore, 487 tons, Capt. made all their regular trips, but were someThe Retreat has the appearance
Fariello, from Augusta, Sicily, for Bucksport what late. The Penobscot anchored off
:t-l with all the comforts of a home,
and Bangor, concerning which there has Northport Wednesday night, but made her
r*" tablet over the
fireplace in the re- been so much anxiety, arrived in Rockland
trip to Boston and arrived back before noon
r'in tells the secret of all this comon Sunday, after a passage of 117 days.
She Friday. The bay steamers all made their
summer sojourning: “This monuhas a cargo of salt for Bucksport.
Two regular trips except the M. & M., which did
wish to erect in the hearts of the
other Italian barks, the Verga and the not come down river Wednesday.The
! the
Sunday School I love so well— Michele, are bound to
Bucksport, and both Castine had a busy day last Friday. She
F
Hersey.” After a pleasant call are due.Sch. John C. Smith,
Capt. W.G. made her regular trip from Castine via.
social sing here the picnicers went
Kneeland, was at Mobile July 16th loading Dark Harbor, Hewes’ Point and Ryder’s
the grove and then made a visit to
dry lumber for Havana at S7, U. S. gold. Cove, to Belfast; thence to Sandypoint
•us French
Duckery. It proved a Sch. E. G. Willard from New York for with the Baptist excursion and back to Belinteresting visit. Through the kind- Rockland with coal came to North
port last fast ; made the return trip over her route;
f Mr. B. G.
Blanchard, the superin- week to land a naphtha launch and carriage came back to Belfast with
passengers from
t, we were allowed to wander at will
for summer residents there, and then re- Islesboro for the steamer
Penobscot; again
c
and
grounds
investigate everything turned to Rockland to discharge cargo_ to
Sandypoint for the Baptists, brought
le
incubators, where the ducks were Sch. William Slater was launched from them to Belfast and
returned to Castine.
the first peep, to those ready for the
the marine railway Monday_L. T. Shales All the boats that left Bangor for the sumThe sight can hardly be imagined
and A. M. Carter have loaded sch. James mer resorts Saturday had large passenger
se who have not seen a
duckery. So Holmes with hay for Boston_Fear is felt lists, Islesboro, Southwest Harbor and
‘dr 1 s
car 11,707 ducks have been hatched
for the safety of schooner Alice G. Crab- Northport being the favorite points. The
Pcre are at present between 7 and 8
tree, Franklin, Me., for Philadelphia, long Steamer Cimbria carried an unusually large
14 *nd
being cared for. The feeding hour overdue.
Capt. Oscar Crabtree’s wife was amount of freight Saturday morning... .The
'cd a great source of amusement to all.
with him-Sch. Chas. McDonald arrived Boston papers report that the steamer
1
uniy disagreeable feature of the day or
Monday with corn for L. T. Shales & Co., Lewiston, formerly of the Boston and Ban1
was a wait from 0 to 8 o’clock on the
from Portland-Sch. R. F. Hart arrived gor line, is having a very successful season
H|arf for the boat, but with
many this was Tuesday with coal for Swan &
as an excursion boat from Boston to near
Sibley Co.
^nsated for by the moonlight sail down
by points of interest, principally to the
*■ r
cr and across the
bay.
Isles of Shoals and along the “North
SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES
shores.” She carries as many as one thoucigars will preserve your health.
! P*>
Allen’9 Foot-Ease, a powder for the feet. It cures sand passengers on some of her trips_
cigars contain pure pepsin,
! ’’pso
painful, swollen, smarting feet and instantly takes The Castine will make an interesting excigars will digest 500 grains of food. the sting out of corns
and bunions. It’s the great''’
est comfort
[•so cigars aid digestion.
discovery of the age. Allen’s Foot- cursion next Sunday. She will leave BelEase makes tight-fitting or new shoes feel easv. It fast at 9 a.
m., touching at Northport Camp
lvP*o cigar is a novelty in itself.
is a certain cure for sweating, callous and* hot
tired, aching feet. Try it to-day. Sold by all drug- Ground, Ryder's Cove and Hewes’ Point,
“pso cigar is the coming cigar in New
and shoe stores. By mail for 25c. in stamps thence through Fox Island Thoroughfare to
“DKland.
rial package FREE. Address, Allen S. Olmsted
fists
Deer Isle. The return will be by way of
Le Roy, N. Y.
^at inaapplied for.
24
Eagle Island.

ly....

>

Talk. Fred G. White lately
bought of I. S. Staples & Son of Brooks a
handsome pacing carriage horse to match
Petronel-Mrs. G. T. Stockham has bought
of Willis ton Grinneli of Camden a handsome
and stylish carriage horse_F. G. White
has sold his horse T. C. L. to W. E. Grinned of Searsport.

Horse

from her first fishing
good fare of fish of all sorts,
cod, haddock, hate, pollock, mackerel, her- was put in. Judge Rogers found the accused
ring, shad, porgies, etc. In one day since guilty and sentenced her to 30 days iu the
the vessel returned Capt. Welch caught 08 house of correction, from which she appealmackerel in Belfast harbor with a small net. ed. Dunton for the State. Thompson for
Capt. W. says the mackerel are very fat, the defendant.
and

Tw

at

Northport

standing

on

the Girls’ Home

avenue, is for sale.

Apply

place

to

J. F. WILSON or
JOS. F. M IGHT.

Belfast, June 30. 1897.—26tf

HOW IS
People living
tween

Pearl

THTfiMET
on

and

Church

Street,

be-

Streets, cau
The Good Templars will have the Grand
The C. W. Waldron Co., Belfast, Me., have sewer connection cheaply while
Lodge Headquarters at the tent, the same as claims to be an advertising agency, and the extension is being made. Notify
for the past four years, at the State Fair in is asking rates from weeklies and monthlies.
MORRISON & COTTKKLL.
I
! Lewiston, Aug. 30, 31 and Sept. 1, 2 and 3.
Belfast, July 22, 1897.—2w29
[Newspaperdom.
Grove

of the city, but has always f
He and his excelavoided ostentation.
lent wife, who is still a beautiful woman,
celebrated their sixtieth wedding anniversary last November.
On Sunday evening in a platform meeting at the Beacon Street church, he related most instructive and interesting personal memories of the history of the community, from the time when as a child of
live years he saw the military company
commanded by his father marching, to
his surprise, through the street on Sunday. The regiment to which that company belonged had been suddenly summoned to garrison Cox’s Head, at the
mouth of the river, a British attack being
expected. Charles Davenport is one of
the most remarkable men in Maine to-day.
Long may he be spared to the friends
who revere and love him.
Here on the shore of Penobscot Bay the
fields have uot yet been swept by the
scythe or the mowing machine, the season having been remarkably cool and wet.
It seems to me that they are more beautiful than 1 ever saw them before, daisies
and buttercups being remarkably abundant and the top of the tall grass having
turned a rich, ruddy brown.
On the cliffs
at the shore is a profusion of wild flowers.
Among the rocks the waves are breaking,
and the wind whispers in the branches of
the tamaracks and birches.
The daily
papers bring the tidings of tlie terrible
heat in the great cities, but here ou this
point, which projects between two of the
most beautiful harbors on this wonderful
coast, the air is most refreshing and is
never
But my stay
oppressively hot.
must be tantalizingly brief.
This evening
I shall be heading westward on the steamer, and my walks on the cliffs and through
the scented fields will be memories.

elegant part

From the Seashore.

[Northern Christian Advocate.]
a foggy morning. In fact almost

This is

every morning of our present brief sojourn by tbe sea has been foggy. We are
told that fogs have been remarkably preBut
valent and persistent this season.
the fog is now lifting and the wonderful
us
is
The
before
beautiful.
fog
bay
very
is depressing when it is stagnant, dense
and impenetrable, but when it begins to
move, taking thousands of elusive and indescribable forms of beauty, or when it
becomes translucent and is a shimmering
garment of light to the islands and mountains which it glories while half concealing half revealing them, it is marvelously
lovely. Sometimes it seems to lift the islands into the sky. Sometimes it floats
along the mountain sides like a waving
ribbon of gossamer, curling in and out
among the trees and cliffs; sometimes it
lies along their slopes a horizontal bar of
silver.
Sometimes it entirely hides the
hull of a parsing vessel, while the summits of her masts and the upper portions
of her sails shine in the sunbeams.
It was on a bright morning, not a foggy
one, that we climbed Ml. Megunticook,
the loftiest of the Camden mountains.
Megunticook rises about lifteeu hundred
feet above the bay, whose waters seem almost beneath one when he is on the sum< >ne of the most
mit.
lovely of forest
pathways, starting from the highway a
little west of the stately residence known
as Norumbega, leads winding]}* a distance
of three miles to the rock platform at the
The way is carpeted with a great
top.
variety of wild flowers, its vistas are surpassingly beautiful and at some of its loftiest turnings glimpses of the islandspangled bay are visible. The extent and
J. E. C. S.
beauty of the view when the summit has
Moose Point, Me., July 7, 1897.
been gained is startling.
The indented coast is displayed from
Last Week’s Storm.
the mouth of the Kennebec to Fort Point
on the Penobscot, and in the south the
Mt. Desert mountains rise, looking almost A Summer little of tniiMial Sever!}', with Its
as brightly blue as the island of Capri apAttendant Wrecks and Disasters.
The held of vision
pears from Vesuvius.
The storm of Tuesday and Wednesday,
includes not less than half a hundred har13th and 14th, was the worst July
In July
bors and four times as many islands.
storm New England has seen for
many
the broader expanse of the bay and
All along the coast there was a
years.
threading the innumerable channels terrific sea and some disasters are
reportamong the islands are fishing vessels, ed,
though not so numerous as might be
yachts, steamers, coasting vessels, many expected,
as
the vessels had sought
of them three or four masted, and inshelter.
The loveward or outw ard bound ships.
All over New
the rainfall was
ly harbor of Camden seems so near that heavy while theEngland
wind reached hurricane
a
well-flung stone would fall into it. velocity.
The rivers were swollen and
Turning to the right we look still more
damage to crops is reported. In
directly down to Lake Megunticook, great
some places accidents occurred
involving
which lies at the back of the mountain,
loss of life, and a wreck is reported at the
whose dill's rise perpendicularly from it.
mouth of the Kennebec in which one life
When one is in Camden village, or even in
was lost.
the harbor, Mt. Battie seems almost as
The storm seems to have been the cullofty as Mt. Megunticook; but now we mination of the extended
spell of hot
look down hundreds of feet to the sumin hut few localities
mit of Mt. Battie, which has this season weather, although
was there.any electrical manifestations.
been crowned with a small hotel and an
From reports received from all over
observatory. Mt. Battie is very precipi- New
England it seems that the storm was
tous on all sides, and is very picturmost severe along the valley of the Conbut
when
from
viewed
esque
every point
necticut river, and that the storm centre
this superior elevation.
moved slowly up the river from New
1 have been on many mountains but the
Haven to the Canadian line, being central
view from Mt. Megunticook is equal to
over Quebec Wednesday
night, while to the
that obtainable from even the most fasouth and east of the storm centre the
mous of them, and is far more beautiful
and southeast]}’ winds reached
and wonderful than that obtainable from southerly
the velocity of a gale.
The remarkable
the loftiest of the Adirondacks or White
feature of the storm was the tremendous
Mountains.
of rain.
Such tonents of
Penobscot Bay from Owl’s Head to Mt. downpour
water as have fallen at New Haven, HartDesert is a paradise for all lovers of boatand
ford, Springfield
throughout Vering and sailing. No other part of the mont
and New Hampshire have not been
Atlantic coast is comparable with it in
for
In many
many years.
this respect.
Islands are as numerous experienced
instances the rainfall exceeded the averhere as in the most picturesque part of
age precipitation l'or a quarter of a year.
the st. Lawrence, but the channels beRivers, which had almost subsided into
tween them are deep and safe.
The
brooks by the usual summer dryness, sudCamden and Mt. Desert mountains, Mt. I
overflowed their banks, spreading
Waldo and Blue Hill rise boldly from the denly
out over the lowlands into vast seas, and
s«. a and give more than a touch of grandeur to the captivating beauty of the I sweepiug away thousands upon thousands
of tons of hay all ready for ttie barns. .Small
scene.
brooks which were fast becoming trickIt was my good fortune to spend two or
rivulets swelled into mighty streams
three days in Bath, including Sunday and ling
that carried away bridges and small
Monday. .July -1 and 5. Bath this year structures
along their banks.
laid a very notable celebration of the an- i
Fruit trees were also heavy sufferers,
nivcrsary of our national independence,
down not only with the
combining will) it the celebration of the ! being weighted
first half century of Bath's existence as a growing crop, but witli the heavy moistand the wind in many cases broke off
city. Though Bath did not become a city ure,
till ls-17. its recorded history runs back great quantities of green boughs.
Along the main lines of railroads the
to ! ui 17. w hen the famous French
explorer, traffic
was delayed almost as much as by
Champlain, ascended the Kennebec to the a
heavy winter’s snow, by reason of nupresent site of the city and for the first
merous washouts and great boulders rolltime European feet pressed its soil. Two
ing on the track.
years later the English founded the illThe mosquito fleets which at this time
fated i’opham colony at the mouth of the
river. Bath itself first began to be settled of the year till every little inlet along the
in Idi'o, the land being purchased of the coast, from New York to Eastport, suff ered greatly through tugging and straining
famous Indian chief known as Robin
at their cables, and not a few of the boats
Hood, a name perpetuated uot only in went
crashing into others as they were
local history aud romance, but also iu tne
driven upon the beach.
Half a dozen of
name of a cove a lew miles away.
The
the larger craft broke up on the rocks.
citizens of Bath played a glorious part in
the French and Indian and Revolutionary Highland Light, at the end of Cape Cod,
saw a schooner go to pieces on the treachwars, as well as in the war of 1813 and t erous
sands, the crew happily reaching
the war for the I'uiou.
Since 1743, when !
.Neguin Light saw another schooner
its first vessel was launched, Bath has land.
built more wooden ships than any other go on the rocks off Cape Small Point.
At
Beach a little Maine coastplace in America, including the Roanoke er liesCrescent
high and dry, while Bucksport also
of a,400 tons, the largest wooden vessel
afloat. The commerce of Bath suffered reported a schooner on shore. Only the
hardiest of the coasting steamers venturseverely during the last war with England ed
out, and those coming into port all reand still more severely
during the Civil ported
11 ai.
tempestuous weather.
During the last thirty years its
In fact, nearly every service was more
ship building iias to a considerable extent or
less
telephone,
declined, owing to the carrying of Ameri- railroad crippled—telegraph,
and steamboat lines—by this
can commerce in
foreign bottoms; but summer shower which
Bath still builds more wooden ships than
developed into a
storm equaling a West Indian hurricane.
any other place on the Atlantic seaboard,
and has a plant from which several steel And it will be many days before New
will have lecovered from the
ships for our new navy have been turned England
effects of the blow.
out. one of which is the famous ram Katahdin. Bath has always been a very
wealthy place in proportion to its popuThe Hawaiian Treaty.
lation, its location is very beautiful and
most salubrious, its harbor is
Senate
Committee
Voles to tteporl Resolutions
sufficiently
for Ratification.
capacious for all the navies of the world
and is absolutely safe, and now, as in the
The Senate
Washington, July 14.
past, it has a goodly number of citizens Committee on Foreign Relations agreed
whose names are familiar throughout the
to
a
resolution
for ratificato-day
report
nation.
It gave to the State of Maine its tion of ti e Hawaiian annexation
treaty
first governor, William King, and to the without
amendments.
Democratic party its last year’s nominee
Of the 11 members of the committee
for the vice-presidency, Arthur Sewall.
Those were
only seven were present.
The celebration of its jubilee as a
city Messrs. Davis, Cullom, Foraker, Clark,
was on a grand scale, aud multitudes of
Morgan, Turpie and Daniel, and of these
people, some of whom had come hun- all but Messrs. Turpie and Daniel cast
dreds of miles to enjoy it, were present. their votes for the resolution
of ratificaThe day was perfect in its beauty, and tion.
bright and happy crowds were "everySenator Frye’s vote was also cast in
where.
The program provided a great that interest
by Senator Davis, Mr. Frye
variety of attractions, and it was fulfilled having left instructions to this effect.
to the letter.
The oration was delivered
Senators Daniel and Turpie did not take
by Judge Putnam of the United States a positive stand in opposition, hut both exCourt of Appeals, a son of Dr. Israel Putpressed the opinion that it was not exnam, the city’s first mayor.
pedient nor consistent with the vast imThe most prominent position in the proportance of the subject that the treaty
cession was accorded to the only surviv- should be
pressed to immediate considing member of the original city govern- eration, and that if the Senate was not to
ment, the Hod. Charles Davenport, who take the subject up at the present session
is in his eighty-ninth year.
He is not, the better course would he to leave it in
however, at all enfeebled in appearance. committee until the Senate should be pre11 is form is still alert and vigorous, liis
pared to proceed with its consideration.
cheek ruddy and unwrinkled, his voice
There was a general understanding that
musical, his step elastic. For fifty-two the committee should make uo effort to
years he has been a director of the Lincoln secure the consideration of the
treaty
National bank, of which for the last
during the present session.
twenty-three years he has been president.
For forty years he was president of the
Women in Maryland are permitted to
Bath Savings Institution.
He has been wear men’s apparel.
In a test ease in
in
the
boards
of the leading Baltimore the authorities decided that
prominent
charitable institutions of the city and was there is no law that forbids the
wearing
one of the founders aud still one of the
of men’s garments by women, provided no
members of the Maine Wesleyan Board of offense is committed
against public modEducation.
In one State, therefore, women
esty.
He was the president of the first total have the
of
free
and unlimited trouright
abstinence society organized in the city.
sers, cutaways and bell-crowned hats
He has for many years been the principal without
asking theaid or consent of anyfinancial supporter of Methodism in Bath,
body.
and has led the singing of the Beacon
Street church since its origin in 1853.
He
was for thirty years
Sunday school superintendent.
He still works hard at his
office desk every day, actively managing Don’t give them tea or coffee. Have you tried the
extensive business interests extending new food drink called Grain-O? It is delicious
into foreign lands, conducting all his and nourishing and takes the place of coffee. The
great correspondence himself, writing his more Grain-O you give the children the more
letters in a remarkably firm and beautiful health you distribute through the systems. Grainhand.
He is accounted the wealthiest O is made of pure grains, and when properly preman in Bath, and his name is a
synonym pared tastes like the choice grades of coffee, hut
for courtesy, honor and integrity. He costs about 1-4 as much. All
grocers sell it. 15c.
occupies a spacious residence in the most and,25c.
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When I

THE HEAT PLAGUE OF

Mrs. Pinkham's Explanation of the Unusual Number of Deaths and
Prostrations Among Women.
The great, heat plague of August, 1896, was not without its
lesson. One could not fail to notice in the long lists of
^
the dead throughout this country, that so many of
the victims were women in their thirties, and
women between forty-five and fifty.
The women who succumbed to the protracted heat were women whose energies
were exhausted by sufferings peculiar to

Constipation, capricious appetite, restlessness,
forebodings of evil, vertigo, languor, and weakness, especially in the morning, an itching
^
sensation which suddenly attacks one at ^k
whenever
the
or
blood
becomes
night,

all warnings. Don't wait /B
overheated,
too long to build up your strength, that
is now a positive necessity!
Lydia E. / V A
/
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has spe7
cific curative powers. You cannot do better
1
• medicine.
than to commence a course of this grand
By the neglect
of first symptoms you will see by the following letter what terrible suffering
came to Mrs. Craig, and how she was cured:
I have taken Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and think it is the best medicine for women in
the world. I was so weak and nervous that I thought
I could not live from one day to the next. I had prolapsus uteri and leucorrhoea and thought I was going into consumption. 1 would get so faint I thought
I would die. I had dragging pains in my back, burning sensation down to my feet, and so many miserable
V feelings.
People said that 1 looked like a dead
Doctors tried to cure me. but failed. I had
woman.
given up when I heard of the Pinkham medicine. I
got a bottle. I did not have much faith in it, but
thought I would try it, and it made a new woman of
I wish I could get every lady in the land to try it, for it did for me what
me.
doctors could not do.”—Mrs. Sallie Craig baker's Lauding, Pa.
are

—

Literary

News

and

Notes.

The Forest and Stream Publishing Co.,
New York, announce “Canoe Cruising
and Camping,” by Perry I). Frazar, and
“Nursing vs. Dosing,” a manual of caring for the dog, by S. T. Hammond,
author of “Dog Training vs. Breaking.”

Register

of

Deep

was a

Boy.

Up in the attic where I slept
When I was a boy, a little hoy!
In through the lattice the moonlight crept,
Bringing a tide of dreams that swept
Over a low, red trundle-bed,
Bathing the tangled curly head,
While the moonbeams played at hide and
seek
With the dimples on the sun-browned
cheek—
When I was a little boy !

THAT THE

And O! the dreams—the dreams I dreamed!
When I was a boy, a little boy!
For the grace that through the lattice
streamed
Over my folded eyelids seemed
To have the gift of prophecy.
And to bring the glimpses of time to be
When manhood's clarion seemed to call—
O! that was the sweetest dream of all,
When I was a little boy!

their sex; women who, taking no thought
of themselves, or who, attaching no importance to first symptoms, allowed their
female system to become run dowm.

Water

Y’essels.

SHIPS.

Abner Coburn, G A Nichols, sailed from
New York March 24 for Hong Kong.
A G Ropes, Daivd Rivers, sailed from New
York April 28 for San Francisco.
A J Fuller, T P Colcord, sailed from
Honolulu June 80 for New York.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe. sailed from

FAC-SIMILE

I’d like to sleep where I used to sleep,
When I was a boy, a little boy!
For in at the lattice the moon would peep,
Bringing her tide of dreams to sweep
The crosses aud griefs of the years away
From the heart that is weary aud faint to-

day

dreams

should give

again

me

Promotes Digestion,CheerfulandRest.Contains neither

ness

back

We

Not Nabcotic.

|

Know.

When the year has found its freedom from
the bondage of the frost,
the memories of winter in a tide of

There

are

*

There

are

Pppirnnnt

Nature's

hinte/yrec/i

pass—
whisperings of summer

A

in

the

grass ;
sweep -f triumph

!

Oh, the pulsing warmth of waking, how it
permeates the air—
'Tis the auodyne of hope that steals the bitterness from care.
We may lay aside our burdens in the glory of
our choice
If we win the heart of
Nature and will
hearken to her voice.

s

R R Thomas, C G Nichols,
ton July 12 from Cebu.

table Foods.”

arrived at Bos-

Sachem, Sewall Nichols, sailed from New

Harper’s Magazine for August will be York June 29 for Hong Kong.
S D Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from New
particularly strong in fiction, with short
stories by Frederic Remington, Owen York April 29 for Shaughae.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at Karluk
Wister, Mary Hartwell Catlierwood, Bliss
Perry, Mary M. Meats, Mary Berri Chap- May 22 from San Francisco.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, sailed from
man and Alice Duer, and with the second
to April 14 for Mauiia.
instalment of
“The Kentuckians,” by Shaughae prior
Tillie E Starbuck, Ebeu Curtis, arriv-

John Fox, Jr.
number will be

A notable feature of the
article on “The Inauguration,” by Richard Harding Davis,
similar in character to the vivid description of “The Coronation of the Czar,”
which Mr. Davis published in the magazine a few months ago.
an

Subjects of

national importance receive
able treatment in the current number of
Gunton’s Magazine, that progressive exponent of practical economies and political science.
The subjects discussed are
as follows:
“Philosophy of Protection,”
“Growing Sound Opinion on Trusts,”
“Dangers of a Wrong Point of View,”
“Strikes in Japan,” “Trade and Training
in Germany,” “Is Cheapness an Evil,” and
“Milestones of Freedom.”
The departments “Editorial Crucible,” “Economics
in the Magazines,” and “Book Reviews,”
are a prominent feature.

ed at Sydney, NSW June 23; 98 days; all
well.
Wm JI Macy, Amsbury, sailed from Honolulu May 25 for New York.
Wm H Conner, Frank 1 Pendleton, sailed
from New York March 24 for Il -ng Kong;
spoken April 8, lat 81 N, Ion 89 W.
W ,1 Rotcli, Sewall C Lancaster, sailed
from New York June 19 for San Francisco;
spoken July 2, lat 3d N, Ion 88 W.
BARKS.

Alice

Reed, Alanson Ford, sailed from
New York May 20 for Rio Janeiro.
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, arrived at Sa-

vannah June 10 from New York.
C R Dixon, N F Giikey. arrived at New
Yor.v June 17 from Turks Island.
Edward May, arrived at Boston June 7
from Manila.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, arrived at Cape
Town July 8 from New York.
Harvard, Colcord, at Iquique May 10 for

and Loss

Tac Simile

OF

SLEEP
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_NEW YORK._

EXACT COPY OF

Bazar.

on

perfect Remedy rorConstipa-

ness

There's a noble
where the
hawk is on the wing,
And the perfume of the lilac is the spirit of
the spring.

Japan

)

flavor:

tion Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions .Feverish-

as we

springing of the

[Harper’s

\

Clarified Sugar

and the

OF EYEKY

(

J3i Curborate Soda.
Horn/ Seed

the tree-tops—we may

voices in

hear them

WRAPPE!

Peape of Old LrS. U<1 EL PITCHER
Pumpkin Seed"
Alx.Scrina
PocAtllt Sails
I
Anise See d

And

life are lost,
Then the heart awakes to answer
impulse and rejoice
If we know her hidden meanings
music of her voice.

nor Mineral.

Opium.Morphine

A peace I have never know since then—
When I was a boy, a little boy !
[Eugene Field.
If

-OFk !

;

And those

SIGNATURE

AVege table Preparation for As

similating theFood andRegulating the Stomachs and Dowels of

Castoria is pr.t rp in -.no-size bottles
is not sold in b. P n’t allow a:,
yon anything else cn the plea or prom
is ‘‘jnst as good" and "will answer r
pose." &<rSee that yon get C-A-S-T

WRAPPER.

Sea Power.
the

Commenting
proposition to anHarper Brothers published July 9th
People for Whom Shakespeare Singapore May 15 for Boston ; passed Anjer nex Hawaii to the United States, the LonWrote,” by Charles Dudley Warner; “Eye May 80.
don Globe questions our ability to protect
El Captain, A L Carver, sailed from BalSpy,” a series of delightful studies in out
door life, written and illustrated by the timore April 1 for San Francisco; spoken the islands, and says, “Japan’s sea power
William Hamilton Gibson; “In Simpkins- May 1, lat 103 N, Ion 27 50 W.
is so immeasurably superior to that of the
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed United States that a Japanese naval demville,” a collection of short stories, by from
4
Iliolo May
for Delaware Breakwater;
Mrs. Kutli McEnery Stuart; and “The
onstration would place President McKinAnjer June 8.
Story of the Rhinegoid,” by Anna Alice passed
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, atHiogo June 10 ley in a difficult and perilous position.”
Chapin.
for New York.
Gov Rome, Nicliols, arrived at Hong Without going into the question of the
The American Kitchen Magazine for Kong July 5 from Newcastle.
present superiority of Japan as a sea
with
an
and
inJuly opens
Henry B Hyde, ScribrfCr, arrived at New
entertaining
power, it is interesting to lind evidence of
structive article on “Home Making for York May 21) from Honolulu.
Josephus, P R Gilkey, sailed from New the engrossing quality of the attention
One.”
The article is replete with pracwhich Japan is giving now-a-days to naval !
tical suggestions.
The laundry receives York March 0 for Shanghai.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed concerns in a letter lately received from
no little attention in the series of articles
from Hong Kong May Id, for Honolulu.
the Oriental Association of Japan, which ;
on “The Chemistry of Cooking and CleanMay Flint, E D P Nicliols, arrived at notes that the iirst of
Captain Mahan’s j
ing.” “Twelve Days on a German Steam- Philadelphia June 29 from Honolulu.
er” is the subject of a delightful paper
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San books on the sea power has recently been
translated
into
Japanese, and the second i
by Mrs. Mary J. Lincoln. Other articles Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
Reaper, O C Young, sailed from Honolulu is being translated. The letter says: “The
of note are “Southern Recipes,” “PoisonJune 17 for New York.
knowledge of naval affairs is at present
ous Ice Cream,” and “Fruits and
Vege“The

1

WHAT DO THE CHILDREN DRINK?

AUGUST, 1896.

the most important in this part of the
world.
The Japanese edition of the work
has attracted the attention of our public.
The naval and military colleges have
adopted it as their text-book. The Imperial Household Department bought :}00
volumes in accordance with the royal purpose of subscribing for every middle,
higher-middle, and normal school in Japan. Several thousand volumes were sold
in a day or two.”
It will be remembered what lively attention was paid to Captain Mahan’s works
in Europe, but no European nation has
touched this record of Japan.
Captain
Malian himself seems to lind in it a bearing on the Hawaiian annexation question,
for he i> quoted as saying, “If we do not
at once annex Hawaii we must either resolve to give it up to Japan, or to light
her within ten years, for she will take it if
we don’t.”
Harper's Weekly.

Melancholy

Decadence.

SS.—In
urt. of Probatfast, on tilt* second Tuesday
HORACE E. McDonald. Admim-t
estate of MARY W. M. DON A 1.1».
in said County, deceased, havin_
tirst and final account of admin i>:.i
estate for allowance.
Ordered. That notice thereof i,
weeks successively. in the Rep'.:
printed in Belfast, in said county.
interested may attend at a l’rofat.
heid at Belfast, on the second Tin
next, and show cause, if any Hu-\ :
said account should not be allowed
CKO. E. JOHN.-'
A true copy. Attest
4 11a>. r. Hazfi :

T\TAl.DO
i?

PROBATE NOTICES.
At a Probate C ourt held at Belfast, within ami for
the Countv of Waldo on the second Tuesday of
July, A. 1*. 181*7.
V. PACKARD.son of SAMUEL E PACKARD, late of Waldo, in said County of Waldo
deceased, having presented a petition praying
that administration on the estate of said deceased
may he granted to him.

IjIREl)

Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of thi>
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast.that
they may appear at a Probate Court to be held
at Belfast within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday «■) August next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
cr.t». K. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest
Cmas. P. Hazkltine, Register.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the Coiimv of Waldo, on the -croud Tm-sda of
July. A. D. 18*i7.
s

TALLERY B« »\Y1 »KN Administrator
ti
e>tat«Xj "I .1' HI PH 1LBIB •<)K ml*-of W ini erport. iu
-aid ( ouurv ot Wald-*, deceased, hav ing piv-ented
a petition fora :i-vn>e to sell at private sale certain real estate of said deceased descrit ed in sai l

petition.

j
1

I

ITTALDt> SS.
In Court of Pi.
M
*•<»in 1 T'lo
last. <»n Hie
ISAAt BERRY. Administrate!
HARRISON BERRY. late of
County, deceased, having pro-, i.
count of administration of su’d
ance.

Ordered. That

notice

there"!

weeks successi'.ely. in the Idprinted in Belfast, in .-aid .-oiv

interested may attend at a Id
held at Belfast on the mtohiI f
next, and slmw cause, i! am
said account should not be ill a\.
hee jim.\'<
A true copy. Attest
C U as, I*. Ha/K.
.•

W'Albo SS 1II 4
-ho
\
fas’
!
ANSEL B. id.biDIA A tu.i
of
\V
AC
IIS
A
(il.il)I>E>
tap*
..

Ordered. That said petitioner give imtu-e to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to he published three week- -uccossively
iu the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,
that they may appear at a Pi-.bate Court, to be
held at Belfast within iml for sant roomy, -m
the second Tuesday of An_r.-t next, at ten o’ tin(dock before noon, and -how rau-r. it any they
have, why the prayer of -aid petitioner Ah-mid
not be granted.
old ). K. JOHNS! »\ Judge,
A t rue
At test
t u.v-. P. II AZi
tine, Register.
a
Probate Court held a; Be' lu-t. within and
for the Countv ol W aldo, on the second fdiesday of .I i11y. A 0. 1 m»7.
of 1
»CISE E
pATHKlUM-: L. PARK., daugh
|
V
PARK, late ol Si.-arsp -it, u -:u ! < -men
Waldo, deeeaseii. 1
aduunistrat ion -d the estate of -aid de< ca-eil may
be granted to her.
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a
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Ee/.eimi in any part of the body is instantreli< ved and permanently cured by
!
Doan’s Ointment, the sovereign remedy for
all itchiness of the skin.
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dered, That the said petitioner give notice, to
all persi,n> inteiested «■> cau-ing ,i
->f this
order to be published
ine weeks sm ces-i\td\ ui
the Republican Joiirna prime I at Belfa-t. hat
;ar at a Pi
<
rt, t<
they nn i]
"t.
! Bcllast, witi.m and fo:--ad ( muty, on tin
of
.! the <■!• -ok ne!or-'
Tuesilav
at
ten
next,
August,
|
I noon, and >lmw eause.it any they have, why the
| prayer*.*!' said petitioner should not be granted.
OEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Cii.vs. P. Hazfuink, Register.
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>! WILLIAM CHASE, it»
Comity, deceased. I..i•• inn pie-<■:

final aceount of admiuis?ratioa •;
allowance.
Ordered. That m
weeks mu cs',
printed in I »* 11 a-r
interested mav atte
held at Belfast. -n ti
f
next, and shnw a ci'. 1! any 111• ;
sam a- count, should not !.<• d.ow
<, K<
E. loll N
A true copv.
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ci a~ r. it \/ m

It is melancholy to observe the attacks
of little minds upon a castle of intellect.
Herbert Black, \Vr H Blanchard, arrivBecause
the Hon. William Jennings Bryan
ed at Bostou from New York June 23.
Iolani, McClure, arrived at Honolulu was found lately by a wandering reporter
before breakfast, the supremany and even
June 23 from New York.
Lucy A Nickels, Amos Dow, arrived at the plutophobic sincerity of Mr. Bryan
|
4 DM1N IS I K VT< Hi's N* »T1( 1
Hong Kong May 24 from New York.
are questioned by men who ought to know
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, sailed from better.
lereby a;\o notice that into this reporter, as ofAccording
pointed Admiuistrator of the esr
Bridgewater, N S, July 7 for River Plate.
ten as Mr. Bryan “would raise (sic) up iu
JOB
1’HIEBRO*.)R, late ot \\
Matanzas, arrived at New York June 14 bed the
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, wtthin and t.w
soft light would fall on his elegant
from Havana.
in the County of Waldo,deceased, a
I
tlieCountvof Waldo, on the second la-lav m
,y
as the law directs.
persons ....
Penobscot, E G Parker, arrived at New silk night shirt, all covered in front” with j July. A. D. 181)7.
auamst tIn-estateol .-aid deceased
York June 7 from Hong Ivoug.
embroideries, 10 to 1 iu raised letters, and
certain instrument, purporting to tie the last
the same f..r -et! ieiuciit. an
present
and
<1
A.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, cleared from soon.
will
te-tament
MARY
LANCASThe Populists don’t like the dethereto are requested to make nav
late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo,
New York June 26 for Barbadoes.
! scription.
EELEH’.
ately
Many Popocrats are shaking TER,
deceased, having been presented for probate.
Rose Inuis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from head and ear over it.
A friend of the
Winterpon. July 13, 1st>7.
New Y'ork June 12 for Santos.
Ordered. That notice be given to all persons inin
an
is
embroidered
silk
elegant
terested by causing a copy
this order to be pubI
4 DM l N I ST RAT < Hi'S
NOTH ISerrano, R G Waterhouse, arrived at Gar- people
nightshirt! A plain, simple young man, lished three weeks successively iu the Republican 1 hereby tines notice that he
ontolo-from Sourabaya.
printed at Belfast, that they may appear appointed Administrator ol' the esr
St Lucie, J T Erskine, arrived at Bahia vowed to the hatred of everybody who | Journal,
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
When Justin McCarthy began “A His- July 4 from New Y'ork.
makes more than £b000 a year, detected in and for said
County, oil the second Tuesday of BENJAMIN < PENDLETON. la:,
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, arrived a soft light and an elegant silk nightshirt? August next, at ten of the clock before noon, and in the County id' Waldo, deceaseil.
tory of Our Own Time” he was so well
show
8
from
Portland.
known as a journalist and novelist of at Buenos Ayres June
cause,if any they have, why the saiue slcmld as the law directs. All persons h.r
Did Jack Cade wear an elegant embroidernot be proved, approved and allowed.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, sailed from ed silk
against the estate d said deccasi
Did Jack Cade wear
ability that one of the London publishers
nightshirts?
OEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
present the same foi settlement,
is said to have made a contract with him Montevideo June 3 for Pernambuco.
A true copy. Attest:
thereto are requested to make pa\n
any sort of nightshirt? Are not nightshirts,
has.
for the work.
(
p.
Before finishing it, how( HAKLE> N
IIazkltink,
Register.
ately.
although very cheap as the result of comSCHOONERS.
Searsport, July 13, 1S',*7.
Mr.
had
become
binations
and
ever,
McCarthy
very
monopolies,
distinctly
pluGeorgia Giikey, W R Giikey, cleared from tocratic? [X. Y. Sun.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
conspicuously indentified with the Home
S NOTICE
Tin* sul
for the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
Rule cause, then very unpopular in Eng- New Y'ork July 1 for St. Pierre, Mart.
gives notice that lie has been
sailed
from
of July. A. I). 1897.
Jr,
Appleby,
Henry Clausen,
of tin* last will ami test
land, and on his offering the MS. for pub- Boston
Executrix
June 28 for Surinam.
n. woodcock. Jr., son oi hora
lication, it was rejected on the ground
ELIJAH W. c RAM. late of Ic
TIO N. WOODCOCK, late of Searsinont, in
John C Smith, Kneeland, sailed from Hathat a history of England written by an vana June 26 for Mobile.
said County of Waldo, deceased, having present- in tlie t'otiuty of Waldo, decease.:
ed
of
a
that
administration
the
Irish nationalist would not sell.
Mr. Mcpetition praying
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at Banhaving demands against thee' ate
estate of said deceased may be granted to him.
ed are desired to present the same fm
Carthy at once took the work to the gor July 14 from Belfast.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to and all indebted thereto are requeLucia Porter, Farrow, at New Y'ork May
house of Cbatto & Windus, and received
(PERRY DAVIS’.)
all persons interested by causing a copy of this pavment immediate!'.
for it twice the sum he had previously 15 for Tampico, sld from Nassau June 19.
GEORG! W
order to be published three weeks successively in
A Sure and Safe Remedy la
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at New'
the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that
Liberty, July 13, 1837.
agreed to accept! It is reputed to be the Y'ork
June 24 from Galveston.
at
a
Probate
be
held at
Court, to
they may appear
V every case and every kind
most
popular history published since
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at PhilaBelfast, within ami for said County, on the seci trix s noth e. ti.c subond Tuesday of August next, at ten of the clock
Macaulay’s “England” appeared.
of Bowel Complaint la
delphia July 12 from Turks Island.
gives notice that she lias been <i
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, cleared from
Executor of the last "ill and testum“The Red Bridge Neighborhood,” a
why the prayer of said petitioner should not be
Philadelphia July 13 for Boston.
CHARLES Wlt.dlN, late of
granted.
brilliant novel of New England life, by
Sallie I’On, W H West, sailed from Port
in the County of Waldo, decea'e.i,
CEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
Maria Louise Pool, was begun in Harper’s Royal, S C, June 26 for Boston.
A true copy.
Attest:
bonds as the law directs
All pc:.'
Chas. P. Hazel-tine, Register.
Bazar of July 10th, and will continue durnlands against the estate of said dee
Tofa, A S Wilson, at Port Spain June 24
sired to present the same for sett it
New Y'ork.
ing the rest of the year. Miss Pool’s forWillie
V This Is a true statement and
indebted thereto are requested i<
E Coombs, sailed from
L
peculiar knowledge of New England rural Brunswick Newton,
ROSE 1
immediately.
TTALDO SS. -In Court ol Probate, held at BelO it can’t be made too strong
July 12 for New Y'ork.
Knox. Juiy 1 3. 1837.
life, and her skill in depicting strongly
Vf fast, on the second Tuesday <>i July, 1897.
or
too
marked types of character, are shown to
CAROLEN W. SOCLE, Administratrix on the esemphatic.
tate of LORENZO A. SOCLE, late of Searsinont.
i tor s notice
Tim
great advantage in this remarkable story, $2 a Year for The Journal and Tribune.
in said County, deceased, having presented her
gives notice that he has been
which has been finely illustrated by ClifIt is a simple, safe and quick
first and final ae,count of administration of said
Executor ol the last will ami !e •;.
ford Carleton.
Other features of the
estate for allowance.
To all subscribers, new or olil, who pay
cure for
WARREN It. HATHAWAY
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
month will he “'What Women are Doing in
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, in the
their subscription to The Journal one year
County ol Waldo, dceea.New England,” by Helen Leah Reed;
Cough, Rheumatism,
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons bonds as the law directs. All «*ii
“An Every-day Story,” by Virginia Van in advance the New York Weekly Tribune
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to fie
mauds against the. estate of said d*-<
Oolio,
Colds,
Neuralgia,
heldat Belfast, on the second Tuesday of August
de Water; and “London Ciies and Street (price £1 a year) will be sent one year free.
sired to present the same I > sell
next, and show cause, if any They have, why the
Diarrhoea, Croup, Toothache
indebted thereto are requested !<•
Scenes,” by Emma J. Gray. “The Out- In remitting, if the Tribune is wanted the
said account should not be allowed.
GEORGE I
immediately.
door Woman” will treat of summer pleas<; E< >. E. JOlINSON J udge.
subscriber should so state, as it is not sent
Two sizes, 25c. and 50c.
Troy, July 13,1 837.
A true copy. Attest
ures for women, notably golf,
bicycling, unless requested. With The Journal furChas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
and other vacation sports.
An article on
State <>l Maine.
nisi ing all the local news, and much other
Keep It by you. Beware of
“Summer Desserts” will be of interest to
and
SS
-In
Imitations.
the
the
Court of Probate, held at RelTribune to
TITALlx»
matter of local interest,
Buy
only
tOl hT OK l>*»«
WALIH)
88.
housekeepers.
V?
fast, on tin* second Tuesday of July, 185*7. |
Bklkast, July 1 1
supply the news of the world, political and
Genuine—Perry Davis’.
FRED AT vS t *<)1), Executor on the estate of .1 ERE
MIAII COLSON, late of Winterport, in said ConnIn tin* cast* of THOMAS COLBY N»<
general, with fashions, household science
Bold Kvoryxchorm.
tv. deceased, having presented his final account of |
Statistics show a falling off in the numBelfast, iu said County, Insolvent
and mechanics, literary and other departadministration <>f aaid estate for allowance.
ber of our new merchant vessels as comYou are hereby notified that the sim
That
notice
thereof
be
three
Ordered,
20
in
given,
and
stories
miscellany,
pages
by Nickerson, Insolvent Debtor, as al u
pared with the previous fiscal year. Dur- ments,
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
tiled in said Court for said County
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons tition for a discharge from all his del-'
ing the year ended June 30, there were all, it is a very taking combination at $2 a
interested
attend
at
a
Probate
to
be
Court,
may
built in the United States and officially year. Subscriptions may begin at any time,
under the Insolvent Law of said St a t»
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday ol August
and fora certificate thereof; and tli.
numbered 729 vessels, of 177,(543 gross and if desired the two papers will be sent to
next, and show cause, if any they have, why
If you have been deceived and tried one of the
the same is ordered to be ha<
upon
of
tons, compared with 700 vessels,
203,- different addresses.
Court Hoorn in Belfast, in said County
cheap bran substitutes now on the market, claim- the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
977 tons for the previous year. The deon Wednesday,the 11th day of August A
ing to be the original and to have great food
A
true copy.
Attest:
value, and you got a pound of poorly roasted bran
at two o’clock in the afternoon, when
crease is almost wholly in wooden tonChas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
for your 25c. and a poor, weak, sickish drink
you may attend and show cause, if an;
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
nage, which for 1897 amounts to 64,940
(what you can expect from bran), don’t be diswhy the prayer of said petitioner si
couraged but try GRAIN-O. It is made from solid
Attest—CHAS. 1*. HAZK1
tons, compared with 94,715 tons for 1890.
granted.
SS.—In
Court
of
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts, grain,
held
at
Probate,
nicely browned and 2 pounds for 25 cents.
2w29
Of the total construction, 347 vessels, of
Register of sa
on
the
second
Tuesday
of July.
Belfast,
Salt
Grain-0
the
of
at
1-4
Fevei
coffee
the
Ulcers,
Rheum,
place
takes
Sores,
price.
1897. DANA B. SOUTH WORTH and* JOHN G.
113,005 tons, were steam vessels, com- Bruises,
Get a package of your grocer to-day.
Executors
on
the
estate
of
BROOKS,
MARY
E.
Hands,
Chilblains,
Tetter, Chapped
pared with 322, of 134,947 tons, for the Sores, and
SOUTH WORTH, late of Belfast, in said County, j
all Skin Eruptions, and positiveSteel steamers built on Corns,
previous year.
A STEAM BOILER deceased, having presented their second account
It is
cures Piles, or no pay required.
ly
of anministration of said estate for allowance.
the Great Lakes, numbered 15, of 55,860
satisfaction
or
to
about
25 H. P.; with
give perfect
guaranteed
Ordered, That notice thereof be giveu, three
tons, compared with 24, of 56,020 tons, money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
AT FRKKDOM.
*
weeks successively iu the Republican Journal,
all connections comfor the previous year.
For sale by Kilgore & Wilson.
in Belfast, in said county, that all persona
I take this method to inform my oust""
printed
plete, has been but little used by Bel- interested may attend at a Probate Court,
to be
woo! left at the following places will he
1
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of August
returned for the same as at the mill
fast Coliseum Co. Call on
OA.STOAXA.
next, and show’ cause, if any they have, why the
There is no other remedy on earth so simple,
cott, Liberty; C. E. Drake, Albion; A f
*
ASA *. RIGGS or
said account should not be allowed.
Brooks; Vickery & Hatch, Morrill, K
so effectual, so natural, in the cure of sumGEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Belfast. For further information address
N.IF. HUSTON,
mer complaint in all its forms, as Dr. FowA true copy. Attest:
A. A. THOMPSON, Freed-*"
ler’s Ext. of Wild Strawberry.
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
| Belfast, May 6,1897.—18tf
Freedom, June 3, 1897.— 3m23

Hampton Roads, ldg.
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The progress which has been made in
recent years in the art of illustrating is
shown at its best and fullest in the current number of the Metropolitan Magazine.
The full page illustrations given
are almost without number and
are remarkable for their beauty and excellence.
The table of contents includes “Robert
G.Ingersoll,” “The Making of Stage Properties,” “Military Ballooning,” “An Artist of the Weird.” “The Beading Miniaturists,” “New York Summer Amusements,” and “The Art Work of Mrs. KenAll the articles are copiously
yon Cox.”
illustrated.
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Rebel War Depart-

old sheets

brought $25 apiece, and there Judges Reagan and Davis, Postmaster
an advance on
everything in- General and Attorney General, both memstead of a decline as was expected. * * * bers of the cabinet, because neither of
n,.,W of Washington, D. C.,
torn Cycles
But alas! how are our brave men faring in them were over 50
rHj
years old.
A
with tlie following tranthe hands of the demon fanatics in the
Oct. 2.
A boy sold me apples at 75
First
e ument records.
United States? It is said they are dying cents per quart instead of $1.00. The
New
market quotations, as follike sheep.
physicians have had a meeting, and agree
April 11. Potatoes sell at $1.00 per to charge $30 per visit.
V A., SEPT. 6, 1863,
Oct. 4.
Flour rose yesterday to $425
quart, chickens $35 per pair, turnip greens
.$30.00 to $35.00
Production.
$4.00 per peck. An ounce of meat, daily, per barrel, meal to $75 per bushel and
2 50
2.00
is the allowance to each member of ray bacon to $10 per pound.
The result of 14
3.00
2.50
Oct. 30.
family.
in
My son Thos. drew a month’s
cycle
years
2.00
1.50
April 10. Corn is selling at $1.25 per rations yesterday, being detailed for
construction.
9.00
8.00
bushel in Georgia and Alabama; here at clerical service with Gen. Kemper.
He
9.00
$40.
got 35 pounds of Hour (market value $70,)
25.00
40.00
40.00
50.00
May 2. To-day Congress assembled 31 pounds beef ($100.75) 3 pounds rice $0,
5.00
6 00
and the President’s message w as delivered, 1-0 of a cord of wood ($13.33,) salt
($2)
0.00
although he buried his youngest son yes- tobacco ($5,) vinegar ($3,) making $200,
1.70
1.75
terday, who lost his life by an accidental per month. Clothing furnished by gov1.25
1.50
fall from the porch on Saturday.
ernment, $500 per annum; cash $18 per
2
15
lb.
2.00
per
May 8. A cow and calf now sell for month, with $4 per day extra, and 40.00
4.25
4.75
Send for Catalogue.
$2,500. My friend Dr. Powell has just per month for quarters; or 5,000.00 per angal. 15.00
sold one for a great price; he would not num. Custis and I get 4,000.00 each, mak.2d
tell me what.
ing in all 13,000.00 yet we cannot subsist
.45
Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle
.80
May 20. There is an excitement at last; and clothe the family; for, alas, the paper
..50
Works, Fitchburg, Mass.
but it is sullen rather than despairing. No money is 30.00 for 1.00 in
b
3.00
2.75
specie.
20.00
25.00
:i..
one seems to doubt our final success alNov. 10.
Bought two excellent knit
trd. 10 00
though the enemy have now some 200,000 shirts, to day, of a woman who gets her
x.-f
»>) cups and
in Virginia and we but little over half that supplies from passing soldiers.
Being
•f. not china, sold
number.
washed, etc., they bore no evidences of
50.00
r
at the best Hotel yesterday remarked
May 13. I direct my wife to lay out all having been worn, except two small round
iM '.NP, sept. 30, ’63.
that he never lived so cheaply in any the
money about the house in provisions. holes in the body. Such are the straits
1.00
.$
country, his board being only 3 shillings She got a bushel of meal and 5 pounds of to which we are reduced. 1 paid 15.00
20.00
(in specie) per diem, or about *20, in con- bacon for about $100.
each; the price of new ones of inferior
a

from

tleiVs Diary,

V

to 1865.

1861

March 0.

seemed to be

paid

pound

;

....

oz.

A dozen China cups and
saucers sold at auction to-day for *it>0.
federate notes.

rented

14.00
per

lb.

It costs *125, to foot a pair of boots.
Jan. 14. Flour sold to-day at *200, per
barrel.
Butter, **.00 per pound; and

00.00
40

>..

00

meat *2.00 to *4.00.

40.00

Jan. 10.

25.00
40.00

h.

.a

1.25

a

*220,

150

An

J

j

dour sold at auction

sterday
i'd: to-day it sells for 8120.
V Ally all the sugar in the
been impressed by his
is

81.00 per
Flour

now.

per barrel to-day.
My wife i
't-nted me with an excellent !
of her

one

flour sold for

and meal *25, per bushel.
prisoners on Belle Isle

have had

no

(*,-

for 11 days. * * *
prisoners is apprehend-

meat

outburst of the

Xiglit

Feb. 11.

1863.

made of

The prisoners here have now
At the sale of

before last 100 Federal

all commissioned officers, made
their escape from prison, and only 3 or 4

prisoners,

5

1.00

It.

to

large.

too

were

00 have been retaken!
.25 |
To-day bacon is

1.25

cents

they

them—or bread either.

1 50

50

to-day

ed and if they were to rise it is feared some
of the inhabitants of the city would join,
for they, too, have no meat—many of

2.00

1

worth 82.50

Jew

000)

2(3.00

s»■

■m

pretty good pair

Jan. 20. The

1 00

s

a

days without meat.
to-day, a barrel of

0

1.25

.82.50 to 7.00
5.00
4.00
j'Cr doz.
id. 1.00
1.50

1

bought

but

Jan. 21.

! been

81 50
1.75

•;

*17.50,

for

3.00

.’.
;>
A., SEl'T. ;»0, ’(>5.

I

of second hand shoes at auction

4 00

2 25

us was

An old pair of boots with
holes in them sold to-day for *7.00.

large

35.00
10.00
100.00

near

14.

Jan.

100 00

-.

dwelling house
to-day for *0,000.
A

Jan. 11.

5.00

dilapi-

seiiiug for *0 per
pound. A negro (for his master) asked me
I
*40 for an old tough tui key gobbler.
passed on very briskly.
Feb. 12. Sugar sold to-day at auction
in large quantity for ** per pound, rice

85c.

by

It is rumored

gold

blockade

in the North is

selling

runners

that

from 200 to

at

500 per cent, premium. If this be true
our day of deliverance is not distant.

Sugar has risen

Feb. IS.

per pound.
I
Feb. 21.

*10 and *12

to

ham sell

for

May 15. The following prices are now quality
Nov.
paid in this city: Boots $200, coats $350,

March 29.

new

shirt would cost

brown cotton

(and

in

is

selling at
to-day.

saw

a

50.00;

A
shad

April 3.
morning. It

Another

clear

aud

bright

500 were posted at the capital
They had been waited upon previously by the city council aud the surrender of the city stipulated to occur this

morning.

April

with

an

5.

I feel that

this

diary

is

near

Nov. 10.

$400 per barrel and meal $125 per bushel.
May 24. Peas were in the market on

We had

a

delicious treat of

and

persimmons to-night, a quart bought for
inst., price $10 a half peck. 1.00. They were delicious, and we enStrawberries $10 per quart.
There has joyed them hugely, also a quart of apbeen

no

meat in the market for

time,

most of the butcher’s stalls

closed

during

May

the last 3 months.

For 5

28.

days

a

the government

keep

it

a

secret and

the government turns extortioner; making
$45 profit per bushel out of the necessities

worth 100.00 per barrel; but the currency (Confederate) is nearly worthless.
Nov. 22.
What appetites we have! shin

May 30. Flour at $1.60 per pound, and
beans $3 per quart, government prices,
which are only about 1-2 charged in the

A recreation pier has been opened
ew York this season

the east side of N

soup and bean soup alternately are relished with shark-like appetites.
Nov. 30.
of

people!

of the

I succeeded

to-day

in

the city authorities.
East Third street,

buying quarters
will be

merchants get 125.00 per yard, a saving
I hope to have it cut and

of 450.00.

to the

made by Government tailors, for about
A citizen
suspected that Sherman 50.00, trimmings included.
will be ordered from Georgia to reinforce tailor asks 350.00.
Dec. 7. Tea is held at 100.00 per pound:
Grant! It seems Lincoln would give up
his hopes of heaven and plunge into hell wood 100.00 per cord.
Dec. 13.
I have at length succeeded in
for the presidency.

shops.

A

June 7.

man

coming through
Geu.

Grant

was

from New Kent Co.

the lines reports that
quite drunk yesterday

and said he would try Lee once more and
if he failed to defeat him ‘the Confedergo to hell.”
some other General.
acy

might

It must have been

New potatoes sold to-day for
*5.00 per quart, $100 per bushel.
June 25. No, the war must end and is
June 11.

getting

a

suit of clothes.

the Government

if

good.
gold sold
ouey to-day.
in

1

for

$18,

in Con-

\ live dollar
8

iturday

gold piece sold
for $140; $28 in cou-

des for 1 in

ii

The

gold.
following

prices

are

'.d$i,s.
c

My daughter’s cat is stag-

gering to-day

for the want of animal food.

Sometimes I fancy I stagger myself.
We
do not average 2 ounces of meat daily;
and some do not get any for several

bushel. Flour, extra, $100 per
ides, $05 to $80, per hbl. Onions
bushel. Turnips $5 to $0 per

March 10.
in market

March 20.

sugar, firm, at $3.00 to 3.25 per

-dlou.
Fund.
I,B|.

Ulack pepper $8 to $10 per

sent

Pound cakes, size of a small
!l
oven, sell at $10. Turkeys from
$10 tu 40,
1864.

Flour is

now held at $150, per
Warnerhas just sold me 2
•'leis of meal at $5.00
per bushel, the
:p in
market is $10 per bushel,
bought some tripe and liver in the

Capt.

ubi‘t
Pound.

the low price of

at

Engaged

Servant this
! m.

7.

to pay $250.00

year.
Beef sells

to-day

P'aud by the 1-4 and
yet

an

$1.00 per

hire for

our

at $1.25 per

Englishman

Seddon,

Mrs.

War, resolved
by visits of the

wife of the

not

brought

john.
April

her

raider,
demijohns,

$0,000, 8500.00

To-day

2.

to lose any-

Federal

to auction last week 12

which

the clerks

a

demi-

were

paid

currency; but I see no abatement of prices from the scarcity of money
caused by funding. Shad are selling at
new

silver

paper,

or

Gold and

50c silver.

circulating a little.

are

April

21.

large turkey to-day

for which 8100 was de-

of

wine

more

English crushed, $4.00 to $5.00
'"id. Sorgham molasses $13 to $14 $10
each,

■

I saw a

(wild)

manded.

in the

wn

con

Secretary
ly be quoted at $15 to $18,
Corn is bringing from $14 to

4.

Thus

abandoned the

has

ground

the
so

government

proudly

assum-

ed of non-intercourse with Butler, and the
press is firing away at it for negotiating
with the “Beast” and outlaw.
But our

captivity are in
exchange, no matter
men

in

favor of a
with

agreement is made.
April 5. Our prospects
than

Aug.

speedy

whom

are

the

brighter

they

have been for many a day and
the enemy are doomed, I think, to a

speedy humiliation.
April 6. Beans (white) were held today at $5.00 per quart and other articles
of food in proportion.
How we are to
live is the anxious question.
At auction

10.

To-day

we

had

a

to

$5 and $6

distribution

of meats, etc., brought from North Carolina by our agent.
Custis and I invested

days $200;

together.

to-day’s papers. The brokers
•yiug $18 for gold and selling
Silver is bought at $14, and
m

March 18.

Aug. 14. Bacon has fallen
per lb., Hour $175 per bbl.

by

the

on

sea

wife.

we

have received 26 pounds of baherrings, worth here

and 24 smoked

was

Harmless refreshments

Aug. 21.
although we

One meets

reports,

unexcelled

an

agricultural department,

IT GIVES humorous illustrations
IT GIVES entertainment to
young and
IT GIVES satisfaction everywhere to

The

Address all orders

Republican Journal and

Write

everybody

YEAR FOR

CASH IN ADVANCE

$2.00,^
—

in.
^—

"gig

to

and

your name

old.

N, Y, Weekly Tribune
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address

on

Tribune Office, New York City, and

a

a

CO,, BELFAST, MAINE.

postal card, send it to Geo. W. Best
sample copy of THE NEW YORK WEEKLY

TRIEUNE will be mai’ed to you.
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GEO. W. BURGESS,
The

Right Thing,

SM t SIBLEY CO.

JOB PRINTER,

JOBBEKS OK

CRAIN,

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAa

I

Be

to

sure

get it—

FEED,

Opera House Block, Belfast, Me,

SEEDS and

it’s the choicest article

going

GROCERIES.

the flavor is

CARDS,
POST ERS,
BILL HEADS,
LETTER HEADS,
PROGRAMS.
PAMPHLETS,

perfect, for it’s made

X

from

best

leaf

—use

Ii»iporters
Dealers in the finest

Anthracite and

B-L

And all kinds of Legal Printing
neatly and promptly done. Ttf

^

\u03.1Sa

of the

occasion general alarm.
Mr. William Walpole, of Walshtown,
South Dakota, writes; “About
three years ago, there came under
my left eye a little blotch about the
size of a small pea.
It grew rapidly,and

no

shooting pains

And Successors

Cancer is in the blood and it is folly
an operation tocureit. S.S.S.
(guaranteed purely vegetable) is a real
remedy for every
disease of the blood.
Books mailed free;
address Swift Specific Co., Atlanta,

j

to

J

\V. Frederick & Co.,

as

Excellence of Construction.

Regularity

Motion.

of

i

Ease of Motion.

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,

Great Speed.
AND DEALERS IS

Adjustability.
Durability.

Tents, Awnings, Cart Covers,

Ease of Learning.

Duck, Cordage, Taints, iff.

Convenience of Arrangement.

No. 31 Front St

Belfast,

,

Me

IF YOU BUY A SINGER,
You will receive caieful instruction from

acorn

petent teacher at your home.
You will get prompt attention. AVe give careful
attention to all customers, no matter where the
machine may have been purchased.
You will be dealing with the leading Company
u the sewing machine business,
having an un
equalled experience and an umivalled reputation
—the strongest guarantee of excellence.
A full line of supplies, parts and repairs con
stantly on hand.
SOLD ON EASY PAYMENTS.

C.

H. PARSONS, Manager.

H. H. COBBETT, Agt., Belfast,
OPPOSITE POST OFFICE.

Fire, Life

*™

Accident Insurance.

OFFICE
MAIN

03tf

POLAND

Spring

*

Water

Is used in our prescription department and in all preparations requiring pure water...
We also

spring

have

this

famous

water for sale.

3ml8

A Real Blood Remedy. James Pattee & Son,
toexpect

SAIL MAKERS,

HIGHEST AWARDS for
Excellence of Design.

ran

in every direction.
I became alarmed
and consulted a
good doctor, who
pronounced it cantcer, and said that it
'must be cut out.
This I would not
consent to, having
little faith in the
indiscriminate use of the knife. Readof
cures
made by S. S.
the
ing
many
S., I determined to give that medicine
a trial, and after I had taken it a few
days, the cancer became irritated and
began to discharge, This after awhile
ceased, leaving a small scab, which
finally dropped off, and only a healthy
little scar remained to mark the place
where the destroyer had held full sway.

ltf

Newton S, Lord & Co.,

Over 14,500,000 Made and Sold.

surgeon’s knife is becoming so general, resulting fatally
in such a large number of cases, as to

per barrel to-

33, 33, 37 Front St.. Belfast, >Ie,.

LEAD THE WORLD

Much Knife!
use

BORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

!

SINGERS

Too
The

^ult.

f

TELEPHONE <t-2.

TOBACCOS

$70 for $1 Saturday.

ol

quality

Blacksmith

No war news, but blockade
running at Wilmington has ceased; and
common calico, now at $25 per yard will

soon
$50; flour, $1,250
beggars yet, day.
Jan. 20. Beef is selling at $8 per pound
have been suffering a famine
this morning; wood at $150 per cord.
for more than a year.
Jan. 27. Wood is selling at $5 per stick
Aug. 22. The State Government is now
at zero.
selling a little rice 1 1-2 pounds per this cold morning. Mercury
The freezing of the canal has
Feb. 3.
month to each member of the family, at 50
cents per pound, the ordinary price being put up the price of wood to about $500
about $2, and the City Council has em- per cord, judging from the little horse
ployed a butcher to sell fresh meat at loads for which they ask $50.
How our fancies paint the
Feb. 17.
about $3.50 per pound.
Aug. 25. Bought a bushel of red peas scenes of peace now expected, never apto-day for $30, the last for sale, the rest I preciated! Sitting by our cheerless fires,
being taken for horses; such is the food we summon up countless blessings that
we could enjoy if this war were only over.
my family is forced to subsist on.
are We plan and imagine many things that
salt
31.
Common
herrings
Aug.
would be bliss to us in comparison with
$10 per dozen; salt shad $3 apiece.
Sept. 12. I bought 30 yards of brown the privations we suffer. Oh, what fine
cotton to-day at $2.50 per yard, from a eating and comfortable clothes we shall
man who had just returned from North enjoy in another season of repose! We will
hunt, we will “go fishing,” we will cultiCarolina.
The price here is $5.
vate nice gardens, etc. Oh for peace once
Sept. 18. Our currency was yesterday
more!
Will this generation, with their
selling at $25 for $1 in gold.
and their memories fresh, ever,
for
1.00
eyes
open,
Gold
is
30.00
to-day
Sept. 28.
ever go to war again?
and still rising.
Feb. 18.
$100 for $1 is asked for gold.
Sept. 29. Mr. Tyler invited me to join
Feb. 24.
The markets are now almost
him at breakfast at a neighboring restaurant where we had each a loaf of bread, a abandoned, both by the sellers and purBeef and pork are sold at $7 to
cup of coffee with milk (but brown sugar) chasers.
The bill was $10.
$9 per pound and everything else in proand 3 eggs.
Sept. 30. To-day the guards arrested portion. Butter $15 to $20.

about $200.

of the World

ONE

Jan. 18.

be

news

IF GIVES scientific and mechanical iiformition.
IT GIVES Illustrated fashion articles.

Wejiirnisli

too fat to run, too heavy to swim and
therefore must provide some means of
Gold

IT GIVES

In the 222 pupils of the Chicago gram- I
mar schools
who reached the highest
grade of efficiency, 197 were girls. The
co-education of the sexes will he a failure
unless the boys can keep up better than
this.

trim-

of the Nation.

IT GIVES brilliant and instrjotivo’ editorials.
IT GIVES fascinating short stories.

tenement

three sides and affords room

people.

news

IT GIVES the most reliable market

It is at the foot of
near

important
important

IT GIVES all

on

The suit if

escape.
Jan. 10.

FOR True Woimuiliood,

IT GIVES all

allowed, and the city supplies music
several times a week,

ming (having
bought of a merchant and
made by the city tailors would cost
1.000. 00. A Yankee prisoner (deserter)
made the coat at a low price.
Dec. 14.
I got to-day from Maj. Cross,
a Q. SI. General, an order to buy a pair
in

Territory

or

FOR Noble" Miiiiliood,

are

It was made at

shop for $50, the
the house) by my

in

FOR Ediientiou,

ready by

for 3,000

It is

June 4.

on

village

EVERY State

of 2.10,000 persons.
Three more
next year.
The lower
story is left open for trade, .steel arches
support the floor above, which is exposed

Government quarter-master 4 yards of
dark gray cloth, at 12.00 per yard.
The
a

EVERY

If Mr. Davis had been present he never
would consented to it, and I doubt If he
will ever forgive Gen. Lee.

are

family

EVERY iarm, in

by

■

'-00,

EVERY

I believe on the rolls, 120,All is lost! No head can be

■

if

EVERY member <>l

any other general or army, if indeed any other array remains.

long ples, for which we paid 1.00.
Nov. 21.
Gold to-day brings 40.00 for
being
1.00; oak wood 100.00 per cord; apples

has been selling meal by the peck for $12;
and yet those who have been purchasing
have endeavored to

made

''

c

FOR

numbered,

000 men.

the 18th

1

white beans.

The NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE

*

a

pair

Any Grocer or Orugglet
will aupply you.

excellent

■

a

joy.

its close.

1

for less than $700,

ever a

a

is

some

t.'

'd now

Restores strength by feeding the nerves, and is
healthful, delicious, refreshing beverage to drinfc, which

square.

<

i

NcrVe Food

chicken, I believe, would
are
selling for 50.00 per

presented me to-day
April 10. Ten a. m. It is true: Yesterpocket handkerchief, day Gen. Lee surrendered the
“Array of
my old ones being honey-combed and un- Northern Virginia.” Ilis
son, Custis Lee,
fit
for
another
in
No
beef
the
chickmarket,
washing. (Upon inquiry and other Generals had surrendered a few
per pound.
ens $30 per pair, shad $20,
*
potatoes $25 since, the cost of a single handkerchief is days previously. *
There were 290
per bushel, beans (white) $4 per quart, now 20.00,) J ascertained it to be a por- pieces of a>.tillerv
belonging to the array
tion
of
one
of
butter $15 per pound, wood $50 per cord.
my linen shirts, bought in a few weeks
ago. This army was the pride,
May 22. Flour is selling as high as London in l$4(j.
the hope,the prop of the Confederate cause
pants $100, shoes $125, flour $275 per barrel, meal $00 to $80 per bushel, bacon $0

with

le

was a quiet night with its million of stars and yet how few could
sleep,
in anticipation of the entrance of the enemy; but no enemy came until 9 a. m.,

when

well

arc

you

2.00 per
Bacon

pair.

50.00 apiece.
18.
My wife

to-day
of Government shoes (British) for 10.00.
*350, it weighed 50 pounds at *7.00 per now near its
end; and the Confederacy They are most excellent quality, heavy,
sells for 83.00 per yard, pound.
with iron heels, etc., and would cost if
will achieve its independence.
Feb. 22.
Washington’s birthday. But
shirts sell at auction to-day
Flour fell yesterday from made here 150.00.
June 26.
it is a font day; meal selling for *40.00
For two days the speculators
Dec. 1$.
pair. Beef 81.50 per pound
$500 to $300 per barrel.
bushel.
k
8j.ini.
But these prices are in per
1. We were paid our salaries yes- have been buying salt, and have put up
July
Pork is selling at *8.00 per
Feb. 20.
rate liv
y notes and they mark
terday, and Custis, after his campaign the price to 1.50 per pound. The mempound
to-day.
I
iatii»n
of
}•;'•-■
and his sickness, resolved on a little in- bers of the Virginia assembly propose
paper money,
Feb. 27.
Sugar is *20.00 per pound,
i u t a tine shin bone for 81.00
dulgence so he had a couple of small sau- paying themselves 50.00 per day.
new bacon *8, anil chickens *12 per pair.
dcained it at the Government
Dec. 20.
1 drew my salt to-day, 70
one for
bis mother,
cers of ice cream,
I copy this advertisement from a mornmarket, i was asked 85.50
costing $6.00, 1-4 pound coffee and 2 pounds, for 7 in family, 20 cts. per pound.
ing paper.
$25 and, to-day a rice pud- It retails at 1.00 per pound.
“Notice. Owing to the heavy advance of pounds sugar,
olfee.
Dec. 21. Gold is 45.00 for 1.00, to-day.
2 pounds of rice, $5.00; 1 pound of
wholesale, $0 per feed we are
ding,
compelled to charge the follow-:l!
Sugar $2.85 to $3.25. ing rates for Boarding horses on and after sugar 10.00, 2 quarts of milk 5.00. Total At an auction this morning, a Jew bid off
cents.
an old set of table spoons, weighing
12
51.00
the 1st of March.
to 'TO per gallon. French
Board per month.*300.00
July 6. We had corn bread and gravy ounces and much worn at 575.00.
io
100, per gallon.
Dec. 30.
I saw selling at auction today. 15 00 for dinner, with a tremendous dessert, the
markets, fresh meats are Single feed. 5.00 susjes, of Custis, consisting of whortle- day, second hand shirts'at 40.00 each, and
1.50 for beef and mutton Virginia Stables.’’
berry fritters with butter and sugar sauce, I blankets at 75.00. A bedstead, such as I
March 5.
The price of a turkey to-day
pork. Chickens, $0 to 8.00
have bought for 10.00, brought 700.00.
costing about $16.
dter.84.50 to 5.00 per pound. is *(10.
July 0. Custis walked with Lieut. Bell But 50.00 in Confederate States paper are
March 8.
This is the famine month.
••!. -s'i.50 to 7.50 per pound,
last evening a mile from Hanover Junc- merely worth 1.00 in specie.
:. $7.50
to $8 per pound, Prices of every commodity in the market,
tion to the battlefield of last month (just
isos
noted at $2.50 to $2.75 for up, up, up. Bacon 810 to 815 per lb. a month
Jan. 0.
Corn meal has risen fron 50.00
ago) and beheld some of the
meal 850 per bushel.
for salted green.
They fell very up to 75.00 per bushel; Hour 500.00 per
enemy still unburied!
March 12.
A friend sent us some fresh near our breastworks.
barrel.
To-day bread is selling at 50
oaf, small loaf.
Flour is 700.00 per barrel, topork spare ribs and chine, and 4 heads of
Jan. 0.
This morning a large, fat
July 31.
Corn meal is bringing $18 to cabbage so that we shall have subsistance chicken was found in
my yard, picked day; meal 80.00 per bushel; coal aud
shel and scarce at that.
We for several days.
My income including and prepared for cooking, brought hither wood 100 per load.
!
Jan. 10.
The city council put up the
>!lowing as the wholesale rates: Custis’ is not less than 8000 per month by a cat which had stolen it from some
dog, round, $2.75 to $3.00 per or 87,200 per annum; but we are still poor kitchen. A portion of the breast only price of gas yesterday to 50.00 per 1000
id. $2.25; butter, $3.75 to $4.00 with flour $300 per barrel, meal $50 per had
been eaten, and our cook seized upon feet; gold was 00.00 for 1.00 yesterday.
;
Jan. 12.
eggs, $2.00 to $2.25 per dozen; bushel, fish $5 per pound.
Beef, (what little there is in
the remains for her own benetit. To such
50 to 8.00 per bushel; tallow
March 13.
Last night when it was sup- straits are we reduced
sells to-day at 0.00 per pound;
market)
this
cruel
by
meal 80.00 per bushel, white beans 5.00
vt.uOper pound; salt, 45 cents posed probable that the prisoners of war war!
per quart.
at the Libby might attempt to break out,
bushel.
Aug. 8. Watermelons have sold at $20 per quart or 100.00 per
Flour is $1,000 per barrel toJan. 14.
My family had a fine dinner Gen. Winder ordered that a large,amount each. Corn, $10 per dozen ears; and
the only one for months. As for of powder be placed under the building
b
everything else in the markets in propor- day!
we are as shabby as Italian lazwith instructions to blow them up if the tion.
Mr. Hunter was at the SecreJan. 15.
with no prospects whatever of a attempt was made.
We were paid to-day
I do sincerely hope that tary’s office this morning; always at the
Aug. 10.
-bed wardrobe.
in $5.00 bills. I gave $20 for half a cord of Grant’s raiders will
keep quiet until I can elbow of the Secretary. He will have
A genteel suit of clothes can- wood and 800 for a bushel of common
timely notice of any fatal disaster. He is
get something to eat!
A

its.

>

ii-'ii

Meal

March 23.
Beef in market this morning
sold at 12.00 to 15.00 per
pound; butter
20.00.
cost

sure

supplied

yard.

100 per bushel

or

Ec

sell at 12.00

Cycles

«i

per

shops

CANOEING,

barrel.

...

20.00
100.00
100.00

The

IverJohnson

■

.....

WHEN

profits

13.00 per pound.
March 19.
Yesterday bacon was selling at 20.00 per pound and meal at 100.00
per bushel; flour is held at 1,500.00 per

.-...

!
j

fainted.

to 15.00 per
March 9.

“•

j

for it and the

a

one man

..

!

yard

portion of its revenue, or, perhaps the revenue of its officers and agents.
Nevertheless, there was a large crowd and

England

f

3.00 per

make

,•

|

the State made its

3 yards to each member of a family, 5.50
for 7-8 and <5.25 for 4-4 width.
The State

^mist

jf

To-day

distribution in this city of cotton cloth,

HASONIC TEMPLE.
STREET ENTRANCE.

BELFAST, MAINE.

A. A.

HOWES & CO.

H. H. LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.
p. o. ADDRESS,

tn

FREEDOM, MAINE.

SEARSPORT

Dr. T. Prescott Morey is in town and will
remain until the 27th inst.
Can any

one

lighted

not

on

tell why our
dark nights?

street

lamps

Centre Montville. Mr. Fred Gay, who
has been working the past year in Sharon,
Mass., returned home July 13th-The exhibition of famous battle scenes by Mr. A.
P. Kinney, which was to have been at the
Grange Hall July 14th, was delayed until
the following evening by the storm. Thursday evening a fair sized audience greeted
Mr. Kinney and heartily enjoyed the pictures and the lively descriptions of the stirring events in which many of our veterans
These with many other
were participants.
scenes were instructive and entertaining_
Miss Ella Frye, who has work in Belfast,

COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.

LOCALS.

Morrill. Miss Crystal Chase, (laughter
of Prof. Chase of Bucksport, was the guest
of Miss Winnifred Simmons several days
last week_Mrs. Orris Riter and Master
Guy Riter of Belfast were visitors at Mr.
Roscoe Cross last week-Mrs. Winchenbach is spending the summer with her son,
Lewis Wiuchenbach-Timothy R. Dickey

are

E. H. Nickerson of Portland is spending
part of his vacation in town.
D. S. Simpson arrived Tuesday and will
Everett Thursday.

return to

is in Boston undergoing treatment at the
F. G. Nichols of Dixtield is making his :
infirmary for defective eyesight.Mr.
annual visit to his native town.
Cross is very feeble.... Haying is
1 Warren
Dr. G. B. Jennison of Lowell, Mass., is well
underway and a good crop will be harin
town.
a
few
visit
days'
making
vested.
Frank Gross and C. G. Sheldon arrived on
Searsmont. Rev. A. F. Chase, Ph. D.,
City of Bangor Tuesday morning.
President of Maine Wesleyan Seminary,
Andrew Pendleton rode from Portland to
Kent’s Hill, and wife have been visiting
Searsport on his bicycle in one day.
Mrs. A. T. Muzzy. Dr. Chase occupied the
S. S. Dutch of Waltham, Mass., is the
pulpit of the M. E. church Saturdayguest of Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Sargent.
of Winslow is at J. W.
Julia A.

is

Absolutely Pure.

Photographer Tuttle closes his studio next
Saturday to be opened again the first 20 days
oi

August.

and Mrs. A. L. Carver left by
Monday. Mrs. Carver will join her
daughter at Minneapolis.

William Larrabee and wife, who left here
twenty-five years ago, have returned and are
occupying the Rack 1 iff house.
G. Chase and Miss Lloyd of New
York arrived on steamer Penobscot Sunday
Alice

Cleveland, Ohio, and Washington,
trip
D. C_Miss Leila M. Buckliu is attending
the three weeks’ session of the Holt School
to

Moose Point cottage.

Capt. C. G. Nichols made a very short
visit in town this week, arriving Sunday
and returning to Boston Tuesday.
Rev. R. G. Harbutt leaves to-day, (Thursday. for Boston returning next week. The
pulpit will be supplied next Sunday.
The merry-go-round is with us and is lo-

Halldale. Asa Hall was thrown from
his wagon last Friday and badly hurt. There
is but little hope of his recovery-Several
of the friends and relatives of Mrs. A. E.
Sisty gathered at the home of her sister,
Mrs. Elona Hall, July 14th, to celebrate her

birthday. The day was very stormy,
but those present enjoyed a pleasant time.
_Mrs. Albert Green of Southboro, Mass.,
arrived last Thursday to visit her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Asa Hall-Miss Sadie Hamilton of Lowell, Mass., is visiting friends in

71st

Gen. F. S. Nicherson of Boston was registered at the Searsport House last week, and
called on many of his old acquaintances
while in town.
are

in

town_Newell White and family of Searsport were called here last Sunday by the illness of Mrs. White’s father, Mr. Asa Hall.
_We were visited July 14 by one of the
heaviest gaies known for years, but no damage of any importance was done in this vi-

tine condition.
to

should leave their names with Mr. Har-

n

hutt

W. B.

or

Trundy.

Lu II. Carter, head nurse in the ac•lent ward of the Maine General Hospital,
Portland, made a short visit to her brother,
G. P. Carter, iast week.
Miss

cinity.
Liberty.
Mrs. Lewis,

The full owing are sojourning at Swan
Lake; Mrs. E. D. Colcord, Miss Maud and
Bert. Jessie Nickerson, Loii.se Leib, Hattie
For the next six weeks there will he only
service Sunday evenings at the CongT
church. This will be the Christian Endeavor meeting from 7 to s o’clock.

.Prof. Geo. Berry is at the Maine General
Hospital undergoing a surgical operation....
Indications point to an abundant hay crop.

one

..

Those who have finished report a much
larger crop this year than last. One man
harvested what is estimated to be 27 tons in
three days time. Fifty years.ago if he had
harvested the same amount with good
weather in as many weeks he would have
done well-Mrs. R. S. Ayer, having sold
her house in this village, will hereafter make
her home at Falmouth, Mass.

A party consisting of Capt. A. N. Blanchard. W. B. Ford, \Y. M. Parse and Phineas
Pendleton, Jr., left Saturday on yacht Jenfo-

..c

went

as

week’s cruise.

a

E. L.

Merithew

pilot.

Thursday backboard ride to Swau
Lake under the chaperouage of Miss Mary
H. Nichols was enjoyed by the following
young ladies: Wealthy P. Nichols, Annie
Last

a

Mo’iiron, Henrietta Garey, Iona Nichols,
L( ecu*' Nichols, Florence Colcord, Edna
Black, Maria Gil key and Jessie Black.
S'

me

of

our sea

captains

in

a

quiet

j

[

Prospect Ferry
Mr. ami Mrs. John R.
Childs of Providence, R. 1are stopping several days at Capt. W. I). Harriman’s.
Mr.
Childs is connected with the Providence
post office... .Miss Nellie Stone of Scarboro
is visiting Miss
Lizzie Wilson.Capt.
Manley Ginn and wife of Bangor are visitiug relatives here-P. M. Ginn and daughter Addie and Miss Alice Ridley of Worcester, Mass., arrived on last Sunday’s boat to
visit relatives. Mr. Ginn ami Miss Ridley
returned to their home last, Tuesday. Miss
Ginn will spend several weeks with her
grandmother, Mrs. Evander Ilarriman....
W. C. Randall of Providence, R. I., visited
several days last week at Capt. W. L>. Harriman’s-Mrs. N. J. Heagan and her two
nieces, Misses Clara and Evelyu Allen, visited Mr. and Mrs. Elden Pendleton of Stockton Springs last week-The, Ladies’ Circle
met with Mrs. W. I). Harriman July 14th.
.Mrs. R. Getchell of Old Town visited

way I

doing some very efficient detective work
m locating the positions in which the boats |
|
from steamer Mabel Bird ran their seines in I
t, *• hay the past week.
On five occasions
the\ have them located between points
within the three mile limit of the mainland,
w hich is
plainly contrary'to law, for breaking which tile fine is $500. It is proposed to
are

press

the suit to

Memorial services for the late
nee Alice Davis, who died at

Tong Chow, China, May 31st, were held at
the church in this village Sunday afternoon.
Prof. Chase of Bucksport delivered the address.... Dr. E. A. Porter and family of
Pittsfield visited friends in town last week.

Roulstou, Robert Nichols.

net

j

of Music at Lexington, Mass.

cated on the common back of tbe Goodell &
Park block. The children are all happy’.

The tenuis courts

road, aud

teachers at Newcastle-Last Sunday evening L.F.Starrett, Esq., of Rockland, lectured
in the Congregational church on Luther and
German hymns... Mrs. C. P. Merrithew
and little daughter, Allie Knowlton of
Plattsburgh, New York, are spending the
summer with Miss Carrie B. Knowlton....
Mrs. T. S. Ross and daughter Bessie have j
been visiting in Massachusetts.Hon. j
Reuel Robinson recently made a business

Eugene L. Randall of Boston returned
this week, and will spend the remainder of
the month at E. L. Savery’s.

Many have joined and others who wish

China. July 14th, tire burst out of the
lieu house, situated between the house and
stable of Mr. Oren Haskell, on the Dirigo

Camden. Misses Myrtle L. French and
U. Hart and Mrs. Laura E. Wadsworth are attending the summer school for

Capt.

at

royal raking powder co.,
0
NEW YORK.

Hattie

steamer

are

brands,

added to the fund for buying a new organ
for the M. E. church.
Another will be
held soon.

Charles E. Averill left Monday to join
bark C. P. Dixon, loading at New York for
Port Elizabeth.

and

Celebrated for its great leavening
strength and healtlifulness. Assures
the food against alum and all forms
of adulteration common to the cheap

the extreme limit of the

law.
Fr"in information received by mail locating the party at Bar Harbor who had stolen
the boats from here last June t. warrent

by Judge Rogers and Sheriff
accompanied by the Rich Bros.,
owners of
the boats, went in pursuit of
John Somes, the alleged thief. The boats
Miss Orianna Harding last week.
were found at Sullivan, but Somes did not
go to Bar Harbor, as he intended, probably
Waldo. W. I. Neal of Pittsfield was in
nav ng been frightened
by the notices and town last wTeek... .Miss Luna M. Ferguson
:es. r.pto u sent to
of Troy called on friends last Friday and
every post office along
:he shore. The boats were left to be sold left
;
Saturday for Northeast Harbor... .E. L.
w;ti. b rank Smith of Sullivan ami were reHarding has gone to Northeast Harbor,
overtd, the smaller one in a damaged con- where he has work-Haying is well under-ito.n
The Rich boys are loud in praise of
way and the crop will be a good oneth^r treatment by Sheriff Norton.
Israel Jones finished haying July 17th, and
A young lady was drowned in Boston reports nearly twice as much as last year.
harbor by the capsizing of a yacht tender. .Charles Barnes and Ralph Freeman
Among those who went to the rescue was have the hay all cut on the Luce farm—
Sydney Treat of Searsport, who is first boat About 40 tons.Another correspondent
the following items under date of
keeper of the pilot boat Adams. The Bos- sends
July 12th, but postmarked Belfast July 20th :
ton Journal in reporting the accident
says:
The pilot boat Adams was in the vicinity Mrs. Melissa Wentworth seems to be gradand the cries for help were heard by those ually improving-Mrs. Samuel Gurney is
aboard, and the canoe, manned by Sidney so much improved as to be able to ride out
Treat and N. Hellerg, put off to the rescue. and to walk about the house....Mrs. Eliza
Bradford of Thorndike has been visiting
They succeeded in getting to the boat in
time to rescue the men, who were
just on friends in town_Willis Marden and famthe point of giving up and letting go their
ily have moved back to their old home in
hold on the overturned tender. The men
Waldo-Mrs. Susan Barnes is helping
when taken aboard the yacht were in a bad
way, and required long and careful work to care of James Gibbs’ family, who have the
bring them around. Miss Lillian Hillgrove, measles-Mrs. Alvira Ellis is very sick.
The victim of the accident, was 21 years of
.Miss Emma P. Chase is on the sick list.
was

issued

Norton

..

resided with her parents on East
Street. The unfortunate young
woman
has been employed by Jordan,
Marsh & Co. for the past five years, being a
salesgirl in the silverware department. She
is very highly spoken of by those who know'
her.

Base Ball. Another game of base ball
between the Belfasts and Searsports proved
more disastrous for the Belfasts than the
former score of 24 to 14, as this was 9 to 0,
the visitors declining to play when our boys
in the last of the seventh began to drive the
ball for low-water mark and pile
up the
scores. Johnson Brothers, as usual, proved
themselves gentlemen and ball-players; but
others on the nine made it so e.vident from
the first that they came over as “kickers”
only—coming in from the field to argue
every decision—that they soon disgusted
our

sportsmen

and

many spectators left the

about 25 minutes the entire set

tire is a mystery. Loss, 81,500,
insured 8500 in Washburn’s agency.

origin

of the

Swanville.

Mr.

E.

H.

Nickerson

and

family of Portland are in town, the guests
of his mother, Mrs. Abigail Nickerson_
Miss Alice Masou

has returned from Chelsea, Mass., accompanied by Miss Lily Hall,
who will spend the summer with her....
Miss Carrie Greeley of Boston is spending
her vacation at her old home_Mrs. Gray
and daughter Madge of Castine and Mr.
Arthur Houghton of Milton, Mass
were
guests of Mrs. M. J. Downs last week_
Daniel,the little son of Ellery Nickerson fell
in the barn last week and broke his arm....
Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Strout are entertaining
their daughter from Lawrence, Mass_Mr.

Dowling’s naphtha
her first bow to

launch, Louise, made
Swan Lake July 13th.

Thorndike. The farmers are having fine
weather to harvest their hay crop_Master
Charles Stevens left his home in Bangor on
his bicycle at 5 a. m. Tuesday and coming
by the way of Monroe and Brooks reached
his uncle “Virge’s” at 9 a m.Charlie
Patterson had his collar bone broken by a
vicious bull one day last week. Dr. Whitney was called to his aid, and he is now
quite comfortable... H. J. Stevens of Bangor was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. S. C.
Files July 12th and 13th_Little Josie
Ivnowlton, who has been out of health for
several months, is now being treated by Dr.
Kilgore of Brooks, aud seems to be improv-

ing

quite fast.Mr.

L. Bartlett of
Thorndike and Mr. Eben Yose of Knox are
helping Mr. Charles White through the haying season.... Little Grace Higgins is visiting her father for a few weeks. She has been
with her aunt, Mrs. Hatch of Jackson, for
several months-Mr. Frank Walker has
cut the hay on the “Mineral Spring Farm.”
.Mr. and Mrs. George Sherman of Burnham visited Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Cilley last
Saturday and Sunday.
E.

..

Monroe. There was a large congregation
at the church last Sunday to listen to ail interesting sermon by Rev. James Dingwell,
from the text “\Vhatsoever a man soweth,
that shall he also reap.” His time is limited
and he will only be with us one Sunday
more.
He will speak at the church next
Sunday at 2 p. m. We hope every one will
avail themselves of the opportunity to hear
him... .Capt. and Mrs. I) W. Herrick from

Brighton, Mass.,

are

boarding

for

the

has

begun

in

good

j

Mrs. J. G. Damon and Mrs. Martha Keatat the Damon

ing of Belfast spent Sunday
cottage.
There

present and every one had a
the afternoon the Robert’s
district base ball nine played against the
Centre nine, both of this place. The Robert’s nine won, with a score of 18 to 3. The
Centre nine had just organized and had no
practice, so their defeat did not disturb
them in the least. After the game Mr. Jas.
Jacobs played the violin and the young people danced a short time_Mrs. Freeman
company

was

In

Partridge, accompanied by her son and
daughter, visited relatives in Frankfort and
Monroe last week-Miss Addie Littlefield
has arrived homo from Augusta_Miss
Inez Staples is visiting friends in Prospect
-Miss Grace Field of Searsport, an accom-

grounds; and when George Darby put up a plished musician, wishes to organize a class
finger broken at a fire five years ago, as an in music in this vicinity. Any one who
excuse for the nine not playing the other
would like to take music lessons is invited
two innings, the umpire, Mr. Andrews of to call at Mr. Freeman Partridge’s WednesChicago, a stranger to both nines, concluded day-Mrs. Arthur Moore of Monroe visitif that was a specimen of New England ed her father, Mr. N. W. Staples, recently.
sportsmanship he didn’t care to see any -Mrs. Addie Carr and Mrs. Nellie Carr
more of it, and after giving fair warning dewith their children are visiting at Mr. Jas.
cided the game as above. The ball was Jacobs’.. .Capt. J. M. Grant and wife visited
again missing, but was brought out and de- their daughter, Mrs. Clara Perkins, of Monlivered when the manager of the Searsports roe, last week-Miss Lottie Calderwood of
suggested—no ball, no expenses. We advise Lincolnville is visiting at ber brother’s, Mr.
the “boys” to come over and learn to ride Emery Calderwood’s... .Mr. James Marden
on the wooden horses of the
merry-go-round, left last week for New York where he will
as is evident they can never learn base ball
be employed on a steamer... .Mr. Horace
to compete with a Searsport nine.
Nichols called on friends in town recently.

92 passengers landed here by

steamers from

j

cousin, Miss Blanche Shaw....Miss Lucy
Bennock arrived from New Hampshire last
week for a vacation-Miss Hincks of Bangor is the guest of Mrs. Susan Atwood_
Miss Kate Thompson arrived from the West
July 13th....Mrs. Joseph Dawley is visiting
her sister, Mrs. R. A. Snow-Mm. Cornell
and Miss Frances Hanseome of Portsmouth,
New Hampshire, are the guests of their

brother, Mr.

H. Hanseome_Mr. and
Mrs. H. T. Sanborn and daughter, Miss
May, were in town Sunday, as guests of
Mrs. A. R. Fellows-Mrs. Carrie Rowe
and children of Waldoboro are visiting her
mother, Mrs. Mary Haley_Miss Carter of
Lynn, Mass., is visiting her aunt, Mrs.
Walter Haley.
Brooks.

A.

We

glad last week to
meet Cyrus Roberts of Lawrence, Mass.,
who came to Brooks, his birthplace, to see
his friends and to visit the old home, or
rather the place where the old home ou<-e
was, for no trace of the buildings is now
left and the grass is growing greeu on the
spot where the house once stood. One of
our earliest recollections, however, Is of the
place on the Sprout Hill road where Mr.
Roberts passed his boyhood. He is a regular subscriber to The Journal,which lie takes
principally for the news from Waldo county,
and specially from Brooks.... Mrs. Lydia
Dean, a life long resident of this town, died
at the residence of her son-in-law, John
Gibbs, last week at the age of 35 years....
Daniel Clary, who for many years has lived
with Joseph Ellis at South Brooks, diet!
there recently at the age of 95 years, the oldest resident of the town.... Albert M. Jones,
31. C. I., ’9b, has finished his first year at
Colby and is at home for the summer vacaI

sum-

earnest in

A. H. Mayo’s last Sunday night, returning
Monday morning-Mrs. Gilmore and Mrs.
D. A. Nye visited Mrs. Wiswell in Frankfort Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. H.

Gray of Prospect spent a few days with
their son, Mr. Frank Gray, last week_
Mr. Walter Say wood and family returned to
their home in Thorndike last Friday... .Mr.
Gowell of Massachusetts spent a few
days at J.S.Mullin's Willow' Farm recently.
-The exhibition given at the church last
Thursday evening by Mrs. E. P. Alexander
and class in elocution was well attended and
enjoyed by all-Mrs. George Rollins of
Camden w as in town last week_Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Bowers, Mrs. Chas. Bowers and
Walter

Wm. McKenney.
Unity. Miss Fannie Sargent of Belfast is
the guest of Mrs. T. B. Cook... .Mrs. Howe
of Boston is the guest of Dr. and Mrs. J. E.
Cook....Mrs. E. S. Burrill has gone to
Houlton to visit her mother and will be
absent three wTeeks-Ida Whitehouse returned last week from Portland, where she
has been employed dressmaking_Miss
Jessie Whiting has been quite sick. Dr.

Whitney of Thorndike attended her....The
I. S. gave a lawn party July 15th. Ice

V.

were

very

Inez 31. Forbes tiuislied her school
at South Brooks with an entertainment and
picnic that was well attended_3iiss Edith
31. Forbes, who graduated at the 31. C. I.
last year, has finished her term of school in
West Brooks... .The body of aunt Desiah
Small of Palmyra, who died last week, was
brought here for interment. With her husband, John Small, she lived in Brooks many
years. Some twenty-five years ago they
moved to Palmyra, where they have since
tion....

lived with their son Augustus. She was 91
years old at the time of her death_Every-

body is haying and there is little time to
pick up the news....31. J. Dow, chairman
of the board of selectmen for Brooks, represented his town before the State Board of
Assessors at Belfast last Tuesday_Mrs.
C. F. Bessey has been very sick the past
week-Mrs. Charles L. Austin is still at
the village under the care of Dr. Kilgore.
She takes nothing for nourishment except

milk-Henry Reynolds, Jr., is presumably
the proudest man in town. It is a girl_
Alice L. Dow has a new White bicycle and
is happy.... A party from here went to Swan
Lake on their wheels last Sunday.
NORTHPORT

NEWS.

and cake were served. It was a sue"
and about $12 were realized towards
a sidewalk to the station-Mrs.
R. B. Cookson of Haverhill, Mass., was h ere
ast week, the guest of Mrs. Geo. Grant....
lMrs. Hopkins of Searsport is visiting her j
daughter, Mrs. Archie Tozier... .Mr. and
Mrs. Geo. Chase of Lewiston were in town
j
last week calling on friends and relatives.
They were accompanied by Miss Mary Hul-1
ty of Wisconsin, a niece. Mr. Chase is President of Bates College... .There was quite a
gale here July 13th. Trees were blown
down and gardens badly damaged.
A new
dwelling house just completed and occupied
by Mr. R. Lombard was thrown from its
foundation and badly damaged.... Fred Fuller returned from Prince Edward Island
July 18th-Mrs. Ellen Fowler is no better,
Mrs. John Farwell is caring for her.... N. C.
Knights had a partial sunstroke one day
last week while at work in his garden. He
was quite sick for a few days... .Fred Rice
returned July 15th from Boston, where he |
has been studying music.

Miss Iola Webber of
Brown’s for the season.

Hermon

is

at

Miss Dill of Boston has arrived at the
White Rock for the season.

President H. B. Dunbar and family
their cottage on Broadway.
The

Ocean

House

reports

are

at

20 regular

boarders, and the Waquoit 27.
at

M. M. Sweet and family arrived Saturday
their cottage on Park Row.

Mrs. J. Y. Cottrell and family are at the
Manstield cottage on South Shore.

cream

Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Bray were guests of
G. W. Frisbee last Sunday.

cess

building

were

Saturday morning

to

Mrs.

Capt. Gray and wife of Bucksport
their cottage

on

are

at

Merithew square.

Dr. P. P. Field of Boston is stopping at
the Edgcomb cottage on Griffin street.
Luther Hammons of Belfast visited his
schoolmate Sumner Frisbee last week.
L. H. Smith of Stillwater arrived Satura short stay with C. E. Perkins.

day for
a

Miss Eva Perkins returned last week from
visit to her grandmother in Montville.
Mrs.

are

at

Getchell, child and friend of Dover
the Goodcheer cottage on Main street.

Mrs. Henry Ross, family and friends of
Clinton are in a cottage on Broadway for an

outing.

Pillsbury1;

V.

t

<jt»

BEST

cottage.

NORTHPORT CAMP GROUND.
daughter May spent Sunday in town_Mrs.
The Republican Journal is for sale at the
Arthur Libby and two children of Pittsfield
visited at Mrs. Charles Marriner’s recently. post-office.
-Mr. Frank Heal of Newton Centre,
Mrs. Marston of Water ville is at her cotMass., visited his sister, Mrs. John Ma- tage on Park Row.
honey, last week-Mrs. Rawlins of CamN. E. Bragg and family are at thfcir cotden visited at J. B. Young’s last week_
tage on Park Row.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Knight of Boston arMiss Dickey has opened her cottage on
rived Sunday to spend the summer with his
Merithew square.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
parents,
Knight....
Wm. A. Fogg of Bangor is at his cottage
Mrs. Walter Knight an 1 daughter of Rockland are spending the week writh her sister, on Clinton avenue.
Mrs. Arnold is spending a few weeks at
Mrs. Wilber Mahoney-Mr. and Mrs. G.
D. Saulding will open the Summit House on the Milliken cottage.
North Stockton Springs. The people in
Mt. Battie Thursday-R. F. Alexander
Frank Bugbee of Norfolk Downs, Mass.,
this vicinity attended a picnic at Mr. Samwas in town Tuesday and bought one of
is stopping at Brown’s.
uel Phillip’s in Searsport, July 5th. A large
the celebrated D. M. Osborn horse rakes of

good time.

•

H. H. Andrews has put out a neatly lettered lantern in front of the White Rock

Dunham and wife and little Horace of Boston arrived on Sunday’s boat for a brief
visit at Mrs. E. B. Lord’s_Mr. Frank
Sheldon of Medford, Mass., is visiting his

this vicinity-Miss Minnie Mayo and some
friends took a bicycle ride from Bangor to

Centre Lincolnville.

street.

^xxxx^

BEST

Sunday !

morning.

Our mills make the flour

Mrs. Eddy and daughter of Dorchester,
Mass., arrive this week to occupy the Bleth-

The world does the rest.

cottage.

en

Stockton Springs. Miss Lena Sprowl of
Three bakery teams from Belfast visit us
Winterport visited her cousins, Mrs. Florrie
regularly—A. F. Riggs & Son, E. L. French
Ames and Miss Laura Marden, the past
and H. L. Stevens.
week-George Clark and family of Ayer,
Superintendent J. R. Mears and family of
Mass., arrived last week and opened their
Morrill are to occupy the Marston cottage
cottage on Pleasant Point for the summer...
Ralph Staples and family and Mrs. James later in the season.
Crocker of Westboro, Mass., are visiting
Miss Emma Davis of Somerville, Mass., is
friends in town-Miss Annie Thompson visiting her aunt, Mrs. Hudson, at her cotentertained a number of lady friends at tage on South Shore.
Hotel Cleaves July 13th. Tea, cake, ice
C. E. Perkins has put an order and delivcream and confectionery were served and
ery team on the road, which is highly apprethe evening was passed very pleasantly.
ciated by his patrons.
The following ladies were present: Mrs.
Mrs. Reuel Stanley of Bangor arrived SatSarah Clifford, Mrs. Ralph Morse, Mrs. Anurday to spend the summer with her daughnie Griffin, Mrs. James Treat, Mrs. Avelina
Mrs. Ara Warren.
Griffin, Mrs. Ray Bowden, Mrs. Rose San- ter,
The Guinevere went to Belfast Monday
born,Mrs. Mary Moulton, Mrs. Eliza Trundy,
Mrs. Nellie Patterson, Mrs. Frank H. Cous- afternoon for the annual visit of the State
Steamboat Inspectors.
ens-An entertainment will be given by
the Sunday school this, Thursday, evening
Mrs. E. A. Murch and Mrs. F. R. Patten
at Denslow Hall. All are cordially invited
and daughter of Hermon are stopping with
to attend.
Mrs. Wales on Bay street.
Winterport. Mrs. Helen Dodge of BelThe society cottages on the “circle” now
fast is visiting her sister, Mrs. Timothy open are Belfast, Bangor
chapel, Rockland,
Mrs.Thomas Atwood and daughter North Searsport and Brewer.
Grant
left Monday for a visit in Islesboro_Mr.
The rooms over the store and post-office'
Gannon was in town this week_Mr. suitable for a
restaurant or similar business,
Richard Horn of Belmont, Mass., is the are not
yet taken for the season.
guest of Mrs. Henry Taylor.Mr. I. J.
Mr. and Mrs. H.

mer at John Perkins’.
Mrs. Ella Hopkins
and daughter are also there from Brewer,
visiting her parents-Mrs. Fred Tasker
was very low during the hot weather last
week-Miss Mertie Jenkins has gone to
Rockland and Cushing on a visit_Mrs.
Fred Grant has been quite sick the past
week-Warren Nealley is able to be out.

-Hayiug

and Mrs. Getchell, child and maid, of
are at Goodcheer cottage on Main

Mr.

Dover

...

age, and

Newton

in

of buildings were in ashes. A gale of wind
made the tire a short one. Mr. Haskell, by
active work aud with assistance of a neighbor, got out his horse and wagon and one
hog from the stable and a very few things
from the house. His own clothes and those
of his wife were burned, and also almost
everything else of their possessions. The

p is for

street.

short vacation at her home....

—

Farrar’s for a few weeks... .Mrs. R. F. Dunof Belfast is spending a few days with her
mother, Mrs. Sarah Farrar_There was a
lawn party at Rev. W. C. Baker’s last
Thursday evening. Ice cream and cake
were on sale.
The proceeds, 813, will be

The large willow tree on the border of the
pond was blown down in the gale of last
week.

a

Miss Bertha Thompson is spending a few
Mrs. Mayo
days with friends in Belfast
Clement and children of Ellsworth are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Berry.

Laughton

W. A. Newhall, Miss Barney and Mrs
Todd of Melrose are at Capt. J. A. Carver's.

spending

James P. Wood and family of Boston arrived last week at their cottage on Griffin

Blethen of Dexter
have returned home after a six-weeks’ outing at, their cottage on George street.
A.

O. G. White and wife and A. W. Keating
and wife of Belfast, were guests last Sunday
of Mr. and Mrs. A. H. A. Groeschner.
Mrs. J. W. Emery has let a few of her
to be occupied later in the season,
and is in receipt of applications for others.
rooms

Mrs. J. M. Swett, Miss Mabelle Swett,
Irving Swett and Herbert L. Swett of Ban.
gor arrived Thursday afternoou for the summer.

G. H. Gardner and wife, D. R. Harris and
wife and Ralph Harris of Providence, R. I.,
are

stopping

at

F. O. Smith’s cottage

on

the

South Shore.
buckboard party of the Waquoit boardCamden Saturday and took the
electrics for Thomaston, where they visited
A

ers

went to

the

State prison.

Edward A. Skinner of the Bangor Daily
Whig & Courier was at the Northport Hotel i
last Saturday eveniug, and added much to
the entertainment by his musical selections.

('apt. True worthy has arrived from Rockland with his yacht Hattie C. Meehan and
is ready for sailing parties. His craft is safe
and comfortable and he is an experienced
skipper.
Among the recent arrivals at the Ocean
House are E. Flint, Cambridgeport; F. A.
Collett, H. J. Mitchell, and ,J. 11. Small and

wife, Boston; S. II. Boardmau, Bangor,
S. W. Jones, Portland.

and

The

Saturday night trip of steamer M. &
from Bangor, and the return trip Monday
morning,are well patronized and are a great
convenience to up-river business men who
wish to spend Sunday here.
M.

Armor Bearer Circle, King’s Daughters, of
Belfast met with Mrs. Wm. J. Price at her
cottage near the corner of George street and
Paradise Row, July 14th. A picnic supper
was

served, and, later

cream

in

the evening, ice

and cake.

Work will begin at once on an extension
of the Camp Ground sewer system.
It will

TWENTY-FIVE THOUSAND ‘BARRELS EVERY DAY
Troy. John M. Getchell, a merchant at i Eaton-Carter.
F. Eaton and .Miss
Troy Center, dropped dead in his store, at i ington.
Herku k-Wiley.
about 7 o’clock Tuesday morning from heart *

|

In Camden,

Herrick of

SHIP

PORT OF

Shcman Mink.
In Winslow’*
boro. July 10, John \\ Shuman an
of Mr. and Mrs. Orriu gink, both

NEWS.

I

{

\!
1

,\:

DIED.

BELFAST.

ARRIVED.

July 15. Soli. Ciias. K. Washington, Collins,
Boston.
July 17. Schs. Sea Bird, Rolerson, Bangor; Volant. Pendleton, Rockland.
July ID. Sell. Charles McDonald. Decrow, Portland.
July 20. Sell. R. F. Hart, Dodge, New York.

Abbott. In Roeklann, July 14,
native of Albion, aged 08 years, l>
14 days.
Bi rkktt. In Burkettville, Ai.plMrs. A. K. Burkett
Brown. In North F.Tsw■ >rtli, .1
E., willow of Israel (i. Brown, age
month and 10 days.
Clark. In Rockland, July 14, ii
son of Alvah B. and the late Nellie 1
years, 4 months and 1 1 day s.
Gray. In Orlaml. July 12, ••In
Gray, aged 7 months.
Gotr. In Hancock, July 11, M
(but, aged 58 years and b months.
Harrovian. in Orlaml, July 4 M
riniaii, aged 80 years, 1 month ami
Hopkins. In'West Trenton, July
A. Hopkins, aged 05 vears.
Mathews.
In Belfast, July
Mathews, aged 05 years, 2 month'
Shaw. In Belfast, July 14, Cvm;
27 years.
Wheeler.
In North Haven,
daughter of Henry and Edna Whe.
3
The
remains were tak.
aged years.
for interment.
Wallace. In Palermo. July 2,
a native of Montviile, aged 8t»*year'
were taken to Montviile for burial.
Webster. In Waldo. July 2". i.
ster. aged 47 years and 8 mouths.
Woods, in Rockland, July 12. Mai
wife of Charles F. W >d. a native
aged 55 years b months and 3 day >
a

I

SAILED.

July 10.

Henry Whitney, Welch, New
York ;
Smith, Deer Isle; Jennie Howard. Emery, Bangor.
July 17. Schs. Charles R. Washington, Collins,
Rockland; Gazelle, Payson, Bangor.
July 18. Emma S. Briggs, Osborne, Bangor;
Paul Seavey, Pat.tershall, Swan’s Island.
July ID. Schs. Sea Bird, Rolerson, Salem Volant, Pendleton, Rockland.
Schs.
Ida L. Ray,

AMERICAN FORTS.

New

York, July 14. Ar, sells. Anna Pendleton,
Thomas, Baltimore; Helen G. Moseley, Holt. Hurricane Island ; Jose Olaverri, Arey, Navassa; Carrie T. Balano, Coombs, Savannah; 15, sld. sch.
Kit Carson, Jersey City for Bangor; 16, ar, sch.
Tofa, Port Spain, Trim; 18, ar, sch. Carrie E.
Look, Haskell, Jacksonville; ar, ship Luzon, Honolulu; sells. Willard Saulsbury, Bangor; Maud
Snare, do.; 2<>. ar, sch. Emma S. Briggs, Belfast.
Boston, July 13. Ar, sells. Win. B. Palmer,
Louisburg, C. B.; Jaehin, Rockland; Mary Farrow, Winterport; Lillian, Bangor; Eagle, do.;
Mary E. Palmer, Haskell, Philadelphia; I'd. ar,
sells. Miantonomah, Ryan, Pockport, Me.; Copy
and.Tosie Hook, Bangor (latter at Milton;; Colin
C. Baker, Shute, Philadelphia; Menawa, Pendleton, Baltimore: William Pickering, Hammond,

J.

!

i

■

JRelfast

Price

CJurrei.

Rondout.

Philadelphia, July 17. Cld, sch. Cliromo, Tinker, Bar Harbor; 16, cld, sch. Olive T. Whittier,
\Yliittier, Cape Town, C. G. H. I'd, ar, sch. Joel
F. Sheppard, Carter, Boston.
Baltimore, July 14. Sld. sch. S. G. Haskell,
Richardson, Charlottetown, P. E. 1.; cld, bark
Priscilla, Rio Janeiro.
Portland, July 16. Cld, bark Grace Lynwood,
Gilley, Georgetown, Demarara; I'd. cld, sch. J.
Manchester Haynes, Kennebec ami Washington.
Bangor, July 14. Sld, sells. Maud Briggs, Thurston, Philadelphia; Sea Bird, Roh-rson, Salem; 15,
ar, sch. Melissa Trask, Jacksonville ; cld, soli. Rab
bom. Lord, Penobscot, to loadstone for New \ >rk ;
16, sld. s?hs. Lester A. Lewis, New York; 17, cld,
sells. .Etna, Chapman, New York; Frank A. Palmer, Newport News, light: Flora Condom Sellers,
New York; IS. cld, sell. Mark Pendleton. ( oil ins.
New York; I'd, cld, sell. Sadie Corev. Lowe. New
York.
Port Reading, July 13. Cld, sch. Hattie McG.
Kittery.
Jacksonville, July 13.

Buck.

Sld,

sch. Carrie E.

Look,
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Produce Market.

Ca 11

51 > n 75 Tallow,
14ft J«i Veal. {:> 1!
14 Wool. Mi-'
s«lo Wood, 1
13
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Pita if Priri.
Pet'".'

Beef, corned, p tt*, 7 a s Lime. p
Butter salt, 14 It. bae;. I s' Oat Mm,
( orn,

4 1
13

w t,

Codtish, dr> p lb
Cranberries, pip.

5
5

clover Seed. p it i 1
Fioiir, p bbl. ton,,;.
2
H.G.Seed. lm. 1 75
8
Lard, p It
••

1
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|
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Pork,
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New York, July 16. Sch. Carrie T. Balano. before reported ashore on the Roiner Shoal, was
hauled off this morning and towed to the Merritt
A Chapman Wrecking Co.'s dock at Stapleton, S.
The Columbia street Baptist Sunday school 1. The Balano will discharge more cargo railroad
made their annual excursion to Northport in ties) and then be patched ami pumped out.
Boston, July 16. Sch. Laurel, which stranded
steamer Sedgwick Thursda3\ Over 200 peoat Revere Beach on Wednesday, while on the pasple, including 50 from Old Town, made the sage from Franklin t<- this port, with a cargo of
trip. The excursionists speak very highly granite blocks, is still deeply imbedded in the
of the treatment they received from Gardner sand, and the chances are slim for floating her
Danforth, proprietor of the Northport Hotel, None of her cargo has yet been removed.
Charters. Ship Manuel Llaguno, San Franwho did everything in his power to make the
cisco to New York, general cargo, p. t. Brig
day enjoyable. [Bangor Daily News.
Telos, New York to Bahia, general cargo, 66
Rev. C. n. Smith of Phoenix, R. I., preach- cents per bbl. and £1<». Sch. Mary A. Hall.
Brunswick to Bangor, lumber $4.40. Sch. Pened two excellent sermons at the auditorium obscot, Brunswick to New York, lumber, p. t.
last Sunday. In the forenoon he spoke on Sch. A. T. Board man. Weehawkeu to Stockton
Springs, Me., coal 70 cents.
“Faith and Works.” Mr. Reed of Hampden,
Whitestone, L. L, July 15. Sell. Helen G. Moselv, Holt, from Hurricane Island for New York,
a summer visitor, led the music finely on the
with ice. at Hart Island Roads awaiting orders,
cornet. The Sunday school was held at the anchored rather close to Hart Island Point, on arrival
last, and when her anchor
usual hour. In the evening Mr. Smith spoke chain Tuesday night
tightened up the vessel touched bottom and
remained
hard
on “The Excuses of Moses.”
aground until the title floated her
The weekly
the following morning. Capt. Holt reports that
prayer meeting is held at the auditorium his vessel
is in no wise damaged by the mishap.
Ellsworth, July 17. Little hope is entertained
Thursday evenings at 7.30 o’clock. Rev. W. here
that the crew of the sch. Arboreer, which
H. W. Rees.D. D., of Cincinnati, Secretary of was reported lost yesterday, escaped. From her
the Freedman’s Aid and Southern Education appearance it is thought that the schooner cap
sized ami it is thought that the crew was lost overSociety, will preach next Sunday forenoon. board or perished, even if they escaped m a boat;
as it seems impossible that a boat could live in
It can now be announced that there will such seas as have been
running this week. The
I
be a first class lecture or concert on nearly I schooner was ownetl and commanded by Osman
| Clark. The crew are John Goodwin and Shirley
of
the week preceeding the Lord; all came from Ellsworth. Capt Clark was
every evening
regular camp meeting. Prof. Fwobersou has 53 years of age and leaves a widow and one child.
Goodwin was 53, was married anti his wife is still
been engaged for three illustrated lectures,
living. Lord was 17 years of age. The Arboreer
the Apollo Quartette for one or two concerts, was one of the oldest'schooners along the Maine
coast.
and Rev. F. E. White will deliver his excelHighland Light, Mass., July 14. Sch. Ira Laflent lecture on “Queer Folks.” The Cecillian friuer of Deer Isle, Me., Capt. Pomeroy, from
Bangor for New York, with lumber, was driven
Quartette of Portland may also be engaged ashore off Nansett Bar this afternoon during the
fierce
gale anti down pour of rain. The captain
for one or two concerts. These attractions,
and crew of four men were rescued by a volunteer
with the natural attractions and other ad- crew captained by E. P. Snow, in the boat of the
Humane
The Lalfrinier left Bangor July
vantages of this pleasant seaside resort, 7th, with Society.
a cargo of 200.000 feet of lumber from
ought to ensure a successful season at North- theC. G. Sterns Lumber Co The vessel is owned
by the Sterns company of Bangor, Capt. Pendleport Camp Ground.
ton of Orrington, parties at Deer Isle and by the
The guests at Northport Hotel the past estate of Capt. Clark ol Hampden, who was forcommander of her, and who killetl his wile
merly
week included the following: Miss Annie anil himself at home in
Hampden last fall. The
vessel
was not insured, hut there was insurance
Old
Mrs.
E.
Mrs.
E.
Monroe,
Town;
Close,
to a large amount on Abe cargo.
[A despatch of
L. L. Varney, H. L. Swett, R. E. Bragg, I.
July 18th from Nansett, stated that the Lalfrinier
W. Nutter, A. V. Oakes and wife, F. J. Cay has been floated, but this was contradicted later,
anti the vessel will be a total loss.'
ting, Mrs. S. Lowe and daughters, F. W.

BORN.
Arey. Iu Orland, July 7. to Mr. anti Mrs. Geo.
A. Arey, a son.
Gott. In Tremont, July 3, to Mr. and Mrs.
John M. Gott, a daughter.
Gray. In Orland, July 5, to Mr. anti Mrs.Chas.
F. Gray, a son.
Higgins. In Ellsworth, July 13, to Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph M. Higgins, a daughter.
Kane. In Surry, July 8, to Mr. anti Mrs. Walter Kane, a daughter.
Kent. In Swan’s Island, July 5, to Mr. and
Mrs. Martin Kent, a daughter.
Morey. In Deer Isle, July 4, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles H. Morey, a daughter.
Morch. In Ellsworth, July 9, to Mr. and Mrs.
Maynard H. Murch, a son.
Staples. In Rockland, July 9, to Mr. and Mrs.
a son.
to

4i Oui.-n4! Oil,km

p bu,
<'orn Meal, p lm,
Cheese, p lb,
Cracked

■ ■

In Treinont, July 7,
Swazey, a daughter.

’*

Skin~.

1 Corn, p bu.

Sid, t>ark Doris, Thompson.
Santos, .July 1
Baltimore.
Tenerilfe. July 2. Sid, sell Jacob M. Haskell.
Hart. Carteret.
In port, bark .Moguutieook,
Bahia, June 13.
Smith, for Barbadoes; about ready,
Manila, June 4. Sid. ship State of Maine,
Curtis, Delaware Breakwater.
Hong Kong. July H. In port, bark Lucy A.
Nichols, from New N rk
Saigon, June 2. In port, burk Ad'ipli obrig,

Swazey.
WTilliam D.

/'■

Duek, p lb,
Ejr^s, p do/,
Fowl, p tb,
Geese, p tb,

FOKl.lt N ROUTS.

Ralph Staples,

Price,

'•

Haskell, New York.
Washington, 1>. ('..July 13. Cld. sell Young
Brothers, Snow, Portsmouth; 17, <16. sdi. Daylight, Nickerson, Boston.
Brunswick, Ga., July 14. Ar. sch. Peiiobseor,
Dodge, Ponce. P. *K.; Id, sld, sch. Win. II. Sum
ner. Pendleton. Perth An.boy.
Newport, R. I .July 15. Ar, s-D. Yale, Kennebec for Washington, I). C.
Darien, Ga., Julv 16
Cld, sch. Henry R. Tiltoil, Ramllett, New York.
Fernamlina. July !7. Ar. selis. Carrie A. Bur,knam, Stubbs, Jacksonville.
Salem, July 16. Sld, >ehs. Maggie M
vcy and
Charles K. Raymond. New York.
Port Tampa', July 16. Cld, sell. Talota, Fletcher,
Cartaret.

Amesbury,

FOR THE

2oa3<» :Hav, p t<'i
Apples, p bu,
An r. Hides, t- r
dried, p lb,
Do a 1 m ij Lamb. {
Beans, pea,
85 a0 DO; Lamb Skinmedium,
yel’w eyes 1 00 h 1 1 o| .Mutton, i
Butter, p tb.
15(jl8l < »ats, L
5o«; i-2| Potatoes.
Beef, p tb.
4no 4 5' Round IIBarley, p bu,
11»a 12 Straw. |
Cheese, p tb.
1n n 12 Turkev. p
Chicken, p lb.

guests, and does all in his power to make
their stay pleasant.

Miss Efiie Clark, niece of Miss Perley, arrived at Ontario Tuesday evening from
Unity, Me. Miss Clark will accompany her
aunt to Strawberry Valley, where they will
spend the summer, returning about September, when Miss Clark will euter as a student at ChafFey College.
[Los Angeles,
Calif., Express, July 9th.

|

1

C’amden and Bertha \\
disease. Mr. Getchell had suffered more or
Harbor, St. George.
less for four years from heart trouble, but
Nitk-Liuhy. In Whitman, MaRev. A. II. Raul I, Herbert Wight >
had been much better apparently of late, Grace
Mildred Libby, only dauglib
and able to attend to his work at the store, j by, Esq of l’rospect, .Me.
1
(»'Brjkn-Jaci>ns. In Thotna.stwh.
He was 45 years of age and is survived by a Edward K.
O’Brien and Naomi J
Thomaston.
wife and three children.

l’ernanibuco, July
Ar, sch. Nimbus, \ mug,
begin by connecting with the present sewer Montevideo.
on Maple street, extend up Maple street to
Port Natal, June 18. Ar. hark Herbert Fuller,
New York*.not previously
George and up George to the Parkhurst or Nash,
M A K1N F. M ISC E L L A N V
Tibbetts cottage.
New York, July 10. Sch. Mabel H"oper. at tins
Saturday evenings are very enjo3*able at
]>ort from Jacksonville, had a gale July 12th.
the Northport Hotel, made so b3T music, from southwest, lasting 48 hours; lost’ami split
cabin
and had deckload shifted,
sails,had
etc.
Mine
host
Danforth
dancing,
thorough- which strained flooded,
waterways, anti caused the vessel
ly understands the art of entertaining his to leak badly.

Durgin, wife and children, Frank Goings
and wife, F. W. Hopkins, C. F. Thompson,
Mrs. Danforth and daughter, Mrs. E. C.
Ryder and daughter and J. F. Parkhurst,
Bangor; W. P. Blanchard, Somerville, Mass ;
Warren L. Parks, Pittsfield; W. P. Hill,
East Corinth; Mrs. C. E. Priest, Lowell,
Mass.; W. H. Milton, W. F. Durham, C. E.
Reynolds, A. W. B. Foster, Boston; George
W. Sheridan, East Boston; J. W. Black,
Searsport; L. H. Wheeler and E. A. Skinner, Brewer; A. L. Moore, wife and son,
Orono; H. C. Marden and wife and E. A.
Jones and wife, Belfast.

In Stonington.
Nora I.. Cartel,

Mr. and Mrs.

we

will

serve

iee

rream

fn

patrons every day this
menu

for

the

«

remaindei

week will be

Thursday, Pistachio,
Friday, Peppermint,
Saturday, Violet

am

A, A. HOWES A
Main Street
Notice of Foreclose*
WHEREAS WILLIAM B. BA k K!.
V) in the County ..f Waldo and
by his mortgage deed dated Marrecorded in rlu* Waldo Registry
235. Page 45S. conveyed t>> Henry
Searsmont., in -.aid Coo my, a cert an
estate, situated in Montville. bound**
Bounded m the -e
ed as follows
Charles Tanner; on the west and n
C. P. Walker, and on the ii**rtli«\i>t

\

leading trom<'ooper’sCorner to 1.11*• -1
same conveyed to said Baker by 1
by his deed dated June 22. is.s*,,
.*

which the said Baker then lived,
and one-half acres, more or less, v
thereon standing.
And whereas Oti> O. Wilson, a In
the estate of said Henry N. Itr**ui:.
re*
assignment, dated .l ine 20, 1 S'.*;*
Waldo Registry of Deeds, \ *:
Com eyed to me, the undersigned,
scribed mortgage deed and the *lei't
cured. And whereas the conditions
gage have been broken, now there!
of the breach of the conditions th*
foreclosure of said mortgage
Dated at Searsmont, this twent\
LOUISE M
July, 1897.
By O. D. Wilson, her attorney.

<

•

Indian Paste.
Csed by mechanics and house-keeperall kinds of stains from the hands ui:
to

the skin.

PRICE 10c. PER TUMBLER

POOR & SON,

Druggists

EXECUTOR’S NOTICE.
The subscrib.
a gives notice that he has been d
Executor of the last \n ill and testamei

I

FREDERICK, late of P
County of Waldo, deceased.
demands
having
against the estate
JAMES W.

in the

MARRIED.
Bridges-Closson. In Sedgwick, July 10, Fred
H. Bridges and Miss Mary A. Closson, both of

Sedgwick.

ceased are desired to present the same
ment, and all indebted thereto are re
make payment immediately.
CHAS. W. FREPtt
Belfast, July 13, 1897.

